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ABSTRACT
Through an examination of the nature of the security agenda
in Indian Ocean rim 0oru shtes and in- the light of ongoing diplomatic

initiatives in the regioru this study provides a number of policy
guidelines both for assessing the likely success of the various IOR
initiatives, and, specifically, for addressing regional security
difficulties.

The IOR remains a diverse and geographically nebulous
region in which there is no corunon view of security. There is also a
danger that the embryonic IOR bade facilitation proc€ss rnay be
undermined if security issues are handled within the first-track IOR
Association for Regional Cooperation 0OR-ARC). Although the
second-track diplomatic process rnay h a less contentious forum for
dealing with these issues, the political will and the funding neoessary
for this to progress are currently lacking.
Against a backdrop of the increasing importance of rnaritinp

in developing c)untries, naval cooperation could significantly
enhance and improve regional confidence, and act also as a
issues

confidence.building measure. An IOR Naval Symposium, based on the
template provided by the Western Pacific Naval Symposiur4 could be
a most appropriate format for addressing IOR maritime issues.
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CHAPTER

1.

INTRODUCTION:
DEFINING THE IOR'REGION'
The post{old War world has been characterised by the
emergence of global and regional interdependencies. But in contrast to

the Cold War emphasis on regionalism in the form of collective
security arrangements, there is today a stress on regionalism in the
form of economic groupings. Some old entities (sudr as the European
Union) have taken on new forms, while the 1990s have seen the
development of a new set of institutions, such as the North American
Free Trade Association (NAFTA), the Asia-Pacific Ecrcnomic
Cooperation (APEC) forum, and the Southern African Development
Community (SADC). A shift from bipolar international politics has
enabled regions to rediscover and strengthen linkages, particularly
since it is broadly acknowledged today that the development of
national economies cannot occur in isolation.

A combination of events has spurred on the procress of
regionalism in the Indian Ocean rim. Thl introduction of economic
liberalisation in many African states and through South Asia has
opened up a potential market of some 1.77 billion people and a
combined GNP of US$1.436,1 billion, or 31 per cent and 5.5 per cent of
world totals respectively.l Greater contact and the development of
linkages of trade, technology transfer and investment has also been
facilitated through the end of apartheid in South Africa, along with a
globalisation of standards and expectations through the international
media. The collapse of the Soviet Union and the emergence of the
newly independent Central Asian republics in the IOR's hinterland has
also strengthened the rcgion's economic potential.
But a number of fundamental uncertainties go with the worldwide development of rcgional linkages and identity: for example will
regionalism lead to the development of protectionist economic blocs?
will economic rivalries fuel military competition and exacerbate
political and ideological divisions? or, will the pace and pattern of
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economic growth amplify tensions arising from environmental and
natural resource issues?2 For example, in the IO& the creation of
positive bade and investnent links may well be undermined by preexisting and ongoing sectrrip difficulties. As a result, security issues
have until now been kept artificially off the agenda of the various IOR
initiatives, principally through strict limitation of membership.

However, inevitably regiondism will demand the expansion of
members, which in turn will necessitate the amelioration of the
seorrity-environment. For as the US secretary for defense, William
Cohen, obsenred in the face of the Southeast Asian economic crisis in
1998, the relationship between economic prosperity and stability on
the one han4 and security on the other, rcmains as critical as ever.3
With these questions in mind, this study examines issues of
Indian Ocean rim security in the light of ongoing diplomatic initiatives
in the region. Through an assessrrent of the role of current
organisatioru and the nature of insecurities facing IOR states as well as
a consideration of South African forcign policy priorities, this study
condudes with a number of specific policy recommendations for the
IOR process.

A number of inter-related areas were identified

as crucial to

the analysis:

t

What are the key characteristics of the IOR'region'?

What is the nature of the security situation facing developing
countries in the 1990s?
What are the recent initiatives used to foster cooperation in the
IOR?
a

What are the value hnd objectives of these initiatives?

o

What are the impediments to security cooperation in the IOR?
The devdopurent of nerv tsee aridng from regi,onalisn was the thecre of a hlk
given at the South African Insdtute of Internadond A.ffairs, fan Smub House,
tohannesburg by Ambasador Pedro Vi&L executive secrehry of the Mqrtevido
based A.frtcan-Latln Anerican Insdhrte (ALAI),4 September 197.
Quoted qr Canb€rra ABC Radio 6652CN, 18 fanuary 1998. For a discusdon on Ore
relationship between secudty and economic growth ln Ada, eee C,ereld Segal
'How Insecnre ls Padfic Aada?', Intanetttnel Affain, Vol.73, No2, 1997, pp23549;
and Ralph J. C-ocsa md lane Khanna, 'East Asia: Economlc Interdependene and
Regtonal Sectrrilt', Intenulionel Affeirc,YoLTJ, No2, 199, p'p 279-34.
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'

How does the IOR fit in with current South African foreign
policy concerns?

'

How might security cooperation best proceed in the IOR?
The first problem for any study concerned with the Indian

Ocean rim is to define what is understood by such a region, which has
no corrrmon characteristic between states except for their association
with an ocean that shetches over 2000 km from the southern coast of

Africa to the wetern part of Australia, 9,500 krn north to south, and
covers an estimated 75 million knf. Indeed, probably the fundamental
problematic facing the IOR is 'the nature of ib own existence'.4 The
difficulties in defining the IOR (and consequently the membership of
any associated institution) relate to: first, the geographic spread lnd
nebulous nature of the region and its composition; second, the lack of a

clear focal point and

of

leaders within the region; third, the
positive political, security and economic
interaction among regional participants; fourth, a scarcity of
successful, inclusive subregional organisations; and, fifth, the
comparative dearth

of

confusing and potentially conflicting extent of regional diversity.
The extent of the regional vicissitudes and, by implication, the

utility of the IOR

concept, is tied therefore to the definition and
delimitation of the region itself. As Singh has observed:

The most notable problem in the Indian Ocean region is its
own diversity and the absence of a common world view or
threat perceptions. Gross asymmetries in si?n, political
systems and economies,_developmental levels, and military
power exist in the region.5

Already the Indian Ocean Rim Association for Regional

Cooperation (IOR-ARC) has within its fold large and small nations
which are exceptionally diverse in ethnic, cultural, political, religious
and economic terms: from India's population of over 900 million to
tiny Mauritius with just 1.2 million people; from Singapore, one of the
Asian tigers, to one of the world's poorest countries, Mozambique; and
from the most populous Muslim country in the world, Indonesia, with
4
5

See C,ordon Freer, 'Problems

in Defining the lndian Ocean Region', Fast Asb

Proiect Working Papar Seri:s, No.E, Septemtrer

195,p.3,

Jasiit Singh, Towards Durable Pea& and Securiti in the Indian Ocean Region',
South African lounul of Inta national Alfairs , Y o1.2, No.2, Winter 1995, p.77 .
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around 180 million adherents, to India's predominantly Hindu
character, and Christiandominant countries such as South Africa and

Australia.6

Table 1.1 and 1.2 provide an indication of the political and
economic diversity of the members of the current core grouP of IOR
cooperation - the IOR-ARC which was formally constituted in March
1997. This group exdudes at least ten potential member-states which
are washed by the IndianOcean.
This diversity is o<aggerated if an inclusive approach (that is,
including at least those nations littoral to the Indian Ocean) to IOR
regional membership is taken, presenting even greater economic and

political differences. To the above would be added: Bangladesh,
Comoros, Djibouti, Iran, Maldives, Myanmar, Pakistan, Seychelles,

Somalia and Thailand, making a total of 24 states.If landlocked states

are also included (which is the membership prderence of South
Africa), then this opens up additional problems of focus, with the
number of members reaching potentially as high as 60, or onethird of
the size of the United Nations. Even if this were managed in a
controlled (and staged) fashion, additional problems could arise:
should Red Sea and all Gulf states qualify as Part of the IOR? This
could allow membership to Eglpt and Israel, with their attendant
political and religious complications. Also, should powers with
colonial dependencies in the region, namely France and Britain, also be
included, ornot/

This problenr of definition is, however, examined in greater
detail elsewhere in this paper. For the purposes of an examination of
regional security issues within the IOR, the region is broadly defined
to indude littoral IOR states (exduding those on the Red Sea), and to
include the island states (but excluding the French territories).

Ian Porter (Aushalian high commisdoner to South Africal Integrating the African
East Goast into the Wider Conrnunity - Indian Ocean Rim Realities. Paper
presented at a @nferene on The South African Navy and African Renaissance,
Simon's Ton'rv 23 Oclober 1997.
France holds R€turion as a Dt?rtrznrrrrt and Mayotte as an overseas territory.

CHAPTER 2
SECURITY OR DEFENCE IN THE !990s?
The late twentieth century has seen a rise in prominence of socalled non-traditional security issues which impact on both the nature

of ctrrrent institutions and the rnanner in which poficy makers,

academics, soldiers and the general public alike view the issue. The
challenge is not just to identify but also to begin to address security
problems, both actual and potential, at the appropriate levels.

In the past, the notion of security was seen tro mean different
things for developed and developing nations, the key differentiating
factor being the role and capacity of the stat'e itself. In developed
states, the state was se'en as the major source of security and threat the
military strength of the state guarded its people against outside threats
(yet such capability was often a sourc€ of insecurity for other nations);
states' social security programmes protected their populations against
ill-health, unemployment and exbeme hardship; and their police
forces protected citizens internally. In contrast, developing or
underdeveloped states did not have the means or capacity to provide
this comprehensive protection; and worse still, the state was itself
often seen as a source of insecurity - for its citizens at least - through
corruptiory oppressiory and other forms of weak, inept or distant
government.

This dichotomy has now narrowed, with implications for
defence forces and their operating strategies. No longer is security
focused on containment of the enemy, but has shifted towards an
understanding that there are common fears and issues that cannot be
tackled through militaly means, which transgress state as well as
ideological, political and religious borders. [n a contradictory fashion,
security issues are becoming both personalised and globalised.
Personal security fears - particularly poverty, drugs, health matters,
terrorism and environmental issues - are being elevated beyond local
and national levels to global prominence. This convergence between
developed and developing states has also occurred as a result of
increasing questioning of the role of the state within developed nations
themselves. The reasons behind this reside in the retreat of the notion

8
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of the welfare staE and the contemplated privatisation of functions
historically seen as part of the core of the nation-state, and the
depreciation in the value of the external security role of the state that
acrompanied the end of the Cold War. It is, however, pertinent to
challenge whether national security policies are aimed at addressing
new global security challenges, particularly in the developing world,
where domestic rather than external threats arguably pose the greatest
challenges.

Paradoxically, in this 'new'world, therc has been an increasing
divergence between the most advanced and most underdeveloped
economies. This is exacerbated by the advent of new technologies, as
well as by political instability in many of the poorer aneas, especially in
Africa. In some states there is an increasing gap between state capacity
on paper - for example, in Russia, with its nudear arsenal and military
might - and the reality of managing this capacity in Frms, for example,
of disposal of nuclear lvaste and preventfurg the .proliferation of
weapon technologies. Indeed, new challenges posed by globalisation

reflect the need for new, improved and more complete styles of
goverrrance - where new agencies (nongovernnnntal organisations,
business, social movements and other elements of civil society) interact
more closely with states. As a result, diplomacy can no longer be
confined to sovereigns, ministers and professional diplomab.

Related to this, greater international interdependency and the
rise of non-state actons has run parallel to a reduction and, in some
areas, collapse of state functions. This is particularly true for a number
of African nations, where functions normally associatd with the state,
such as the provision of basic serices, security and tax cnllection, have
been left to individuals within those cpuntries. ln this way, the wave of
post-1945 decolonisation has ultimately led to one of the great
paradoxes of the nation-state system and international relations in the
twentieth century. Decolonisation and seUdetermination logically
(and rightly) ld o an extension of democracy and autonomy,
particularly in the Third World. Yet the accession to statehood was not
aocompanied by the capacity to ensure selfdefence and economic
survival without outside helpJ

See Peter

Marstrall, Pwiliu Aflonacy (Macrrillan, London, 1997),p.14.
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It is not so much that the nature of security demands facing
developing nations has changed noticeably. It is rather that i
combination of the end of superpower competition and peripheral
involvement, and increasing global awareness through, in particular,
the media revolution, has served to redefine the focuJof concerns. The
concept of security has shifted towards addressing the full spectrum of
political, social, military, economic and technological factors that can
bring about instability and hinder, or, if handled correctly, promote
development. Conflict, migration, disease, terrorism and
unemployment are all examples of such factors.
But while this redefinition de-emphasises the role of the state,
the traditional (and, indeed, only available) methods of reconciling
many of these issues rest with states or inter-state organisations such
as the Unitd Nations. The proliferation of regional bodies suggesb,
too, that the resolution of individual security demands is still Jought
thrgug! state'based organisations. Globalisation has not signalled lhe
end of the nation-state. Indeed, there will not just be a role for a 'smart,
state in the rnodern world, but a strong demand for one. In the future,

too, there will have to be an approach balanced between the demands
of peace 1nf security for the individual, the communig, the region,
and the globe. As the former UN Secretary4eneral Boutros BoutrosGhali put it in Ar Agada fur Pecce in fune iggz, 'It is the task of leaders
of statres today to understand this and to find a balance between the
needs of good internal governanc€ and the requirements of an ever
more interdependent world'.2

Boubos BoutreGh^lL An Agcnda for Pcecc (United Nations, New york, lg2),p.9.

CHAPTER 3
ASSESSING INSECURITY IN THE
INDIAN OCEAN RIM
Given the vast geographic spread of the region, there are not
surprisingly a host of widely differing and often exclusively localised
(that is, bilateral as opposed to IOR-wide) security challenges in the
region. It is possible, however, to idendfy the emergence of a number
of mostly non-military security issues which particularly affect
developing countries (which make up the bulk of the IOR), as a result
of which the post{old War world has arguably become more unstable
and dangerous than the world of the past 50 years.l

Non-Traditional Security Issues
As Jasjit Singh has noted:
... countries of the Indian Ocean region do not have a conunon
framework of threat perceptions, which vary a great deal from
sub-region to subregion. However, since nearly all states of
the region are developing countries, they face a common set of
issues and problems ranging from those of nation-state
building to human development and national sectrrity.2

This new security agenda can be broadly clustered around
four issues: resourcE security, transnational crime, global economic
challenges and global political unipolarism.
Resource Seanrity

This area includes concern over the environment, population
growth, and migration.

on Ftting a Securlty Agmd" for the South. Paper
at a conference on looldng Sideways: The Spedflcs of South-South
Coopera[on, South African Insdtute bf InterniUond Alfairs, ll-12 Novernber

See faklde Cilliers, Notes
p_resented

1997.
Singh, 'Towards Durable Peace and Security in the Indian Ocean Re$on', p,57.
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In 1995, the world's population was nearly 5.7 billion; by 2020
35 per cent to 7.7 billiorL and it will double by the year
2100.5 The United States' population will climb 20 per cent to 315
million; India's 40 per cent to 1.3 billion; Indonesia's 32 per cent to 255
million; and Chinas by 200 million to 1.4 billion. By 2025, tllre
populations of China, India, Indonesia and Brazil together will account
for 45 per cent of the global total. The South African population is
expected to increase by over 50 per cent, from around 38 million to 58
million W 2026. But, as can be discerned from the above, little of the
proiectd population growth will take place in the developed world.
Counbies with annual growth rates in exc€ss of 3.6 per cent will
double their populations within 20 years, cneating attendant problems
of transportatiory water supply, educatiorl housing, welfare,
crime/policing and employment, particularly in urban areas.

it wiU grow

These factors are tied in with patterns of migration worldwide. It has been euggeted that there rnay h as many as 20 million
internally displaced people on the planet, and as rnany as 30 million
refugees. Civil wars, economic decline, political unrest, social
upheaval, and environmental factors have all played a role in
hastening such movements while conversely, such flows in
themselves may give rise to these conditions, and in so doing threaten
domestic, inter-state and intemational security.4

Africa has almost six million refugees, with nearly half of this
number in the Great Lakes-East African region.s It is estimated that
there were between 2.5 million and 4.1 million illegal immigrants
living and working in South Africa in 1997, costing the state some
US$600 million annually in terms of health sen'ice provision,
education, elechicity and water supply and housing.6 h South Asia
therc are an estimated 85 million displaced persons. Ghosh notes that
the (largely political) origins and extent of these movements have left
behind difficult legacies, including mercenary activity, covert inter-

3

4

See

The World's New Century:2ffi0' , Na osutuk, /7 lantnry 19t7,
nunbei of refugees at 2.5 million in i970, 8.2 million in 198e

The LJNHCR puts the

and 19 million in 794. See

J
6

sachl'()1-htmb.
Glliers, Notes on Setting

<http://www.ndu.edu/ndu/inss/sa9l/

a Security Agenda

The Citizcn (South Africa), 5 January

199.

for the South.
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state activities, a multi-million-dollar trade nexus between drugs and
arms, and inllamed inter-ethnic rivalries and conflict.7

Health factors are also, particularly in Africa, entwined with
the flow of economic and political refugees. As one illustration of this,
it has been argued that one of the most severe effects on South Africa
of a continuation of warfare in Central Africa (the two Congos and
Angola in particular) would be the possible flow of large numbers of
people, among whom the rate of HIV infection rnay be as high as 40
per cent, into South and Southern Africa.s Already the Southern
African region has become a focal point for the world's AIDS crisis,
with an estimated 2.4 million people infected. According to the World
Health Organisation (WHO), the number of infections increased by 30
per c€nt in7997 over 1995. An additional 3.4 million infections (of the

world total of 5.8 million) among adults were estimated to

have

occurred in sub'Saharan Africa alone in 1997. About two-thirds of the
30 million people world-wide living with the HIV virus are believed to
reside in sub-Saharan Africa.9 The effects of higher than average rates
of HIV infection amongst African and Asian militaries are also a caus€
for concern, and may prove to be a destabilising factor in the future.Io
Related to the above is the issue of ageing populations, which
particularly affects the developed world. Between now and 2030, the
ratio of the working population (those from 20 to 64) to the elderly
(over 55) will drop from 5:1 in the United States to 3:1, from 5:1 in
fapan to 2:7, and from 4:1 in Germany to 2:1. Public pension and health
costs could skyrocket against an increase in taxes and budget deficits
and a reduction in the rate of economic growth and finances available
for infrastructure and capital inveshnent. It is estimated that
entitlement benefits in the year 2002 will consume 50 per cent of all

E

9
10

See Partha S. GhostL Crpss-Boillr,r PoWletion Moocnntts eilI Rcgiarrul Security in
fuitth Asia (Researdr Institute for the'Study of C-onflict and Teiorism, London,
October 19D.
Conversation with South African governnent official October 1997.
Sunday lrulryrulart (South A&ica),30 Novesrber 199.
For details on the rabs of HIV infection in Africa gmerally, see Busilcss Dryr
(South Africa),4 and 11 Novenrber 1997. BoOt reporb plnpoint soldiers as a high-

risk group. Acrording to one report, some-sO

*r-csrt of

Angolan ind

Zimbabwean troops are lnfected with HIV, compared to l0 per cent of the civilian
population in those ounEies. Soldiers are estimated to be twoand-a-half times
more likely Q gontsad HIV than civilians. See 'Soldiers at a greater risk of
contracting AIDS than others', Bnsbtass Dcy, 20 Noveurb q 79t7 .
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non-interest expelrditures of the US Heral budget, compared to 40
per cent inl997 and 17 per cent in 1965.11
The waning of military threats with the passing of the Cold
War has coincided with the rise of environmental problems that
threaten international security, such as the gteenhouse effect,
deforestatio& and deterioration in water and energy supplies and
agricultural conditions. These have been well documented elsewhere.
As Gareth Porter has noted:
The Asia-Pacific region is now paying the price for decades of
rapid ecrcnomic growth that has seen little or no concern for
the environrrent. Countries throughout the rcgion face severe

land degradation, declining
groundwater levels, pesticide contamination of water and soil,
depletion of rnarine fish stocks, urban air pollutiory and water
pollution by industrial and residential wastes.l2
envinonmental problems:

Ttris has occurred alongside a need for high rates of economic

growth, particularly in developing countries, to satisfy increasing
population numbers. Concems over environmental issues maybecome
a mapr source of ongoing tension between developed and developing
nations.

In this regard, the big question raised by globalisation

is

whether it is unstable. Can interdependence be maintained in the face
of different cultures? an4 can the environment sustain high growth
and the demand for raw materials without risking fallout or decay, as
in the greenhouse effect? During the 1990s, China's annual use of coal
is expected to incnease by roughly 40 per cent, around one-third of
arurual world-wide production. Within 15 years, China's imports of oil
are expected to increase by over 400 per cent. As a result, around the
year 2015, China is ocpected to overtake the United States as the

11

t2

feffrey Garten, Tlu BigTat (Basic Books, New

For details
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esp. pp.1445

ana26.V.

envirqrsrental conccrns

York,l9fi,p,l6.

in Asi!, see Gareth PqE,

The
Environmental lhzards of Ada Pacific Devdopurenh The Sortheast Asian
Rainforesb', O&lxll,t History, Vol.93, No.58Z 19%, pp.A[.{. See also, for example,
SEphen P. Riley, Wo sd Futtitu in Afrie, Paper No258 (Begearch Inetihlte for the
Study of Conflict and Terorism, london, 1994). Also, Conlrrisdor on Global
Governane, Ott GtoDr,l Ncighbourhnl (Oxford Univerdty Press, Orfor4 1995),
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world's blggest producer of greenhouse gases.l3 Currently the total
carbondioxide emissions of China are about half those of the United
Shtes. The effects of deforestation and pollution in areas such as Brazil
and the former eastern bloc are also well documented.

In the developing world, the issues
security present two immediate challenges.

of water and maritime

The conflict over scarce water resources remains high in
Africa, given the semi-arid nature of large parts of the continent. In
Southern Africa, for example, according to one African Development
Bank consultant:
By 20ffi, even industry and urban dwellers in South Africa will
confront severe water shortages. At that point South Africa
will be acutely water-stressed, while Malawi will have moved
into absolute water scarcity. By 2025, Mozambique, Tanzania
and Zimbabwe will be water'stressed, while Lesotho and
South Africa will face absolute water scarcity and Malawi will
have gone beyond the critical water barrier ...14
As a result, competition for scarce v/ater resources can only intensify.

In the face of current developments, maritime issues are
undoubtedly at the forefront of regional resourc€ sectrrity conc€rns,
particularly for developing nations. First, the effects of population
growth and internal migration will result in an increase in the number
of people living within 25 miles of the sea-coast from 50 per cent to 70
per c€nt by the year 2025, exacerbating pressures on marine
resources.l5 Second, the 1982 UN Convention on the law of the Sea
ruNCLOS III) has introduced a number of uncertainties in connection
13

t4

l5

See

ibid.; also 'China Urges Developed World to Clean Up Brst', Suniley Tinre

(Canberra), 7 December 1997.

Percy Mistry, 'Building InfrasEucture in Southern Africa and the New South
Africa', buth Africn lournel $ Internetiotul Affein, Vol.4 No.1, Sumqrer 7996, p.67.
For an excellent analysis of the relationship between water manag€firent and
potmtial instability, see Natasha Beschorner, tNabr and Instebility in tfu MAile
E4sl, Adelphi Paper No273 (Brassey's for the International lnstitute for Strategic
Studies, London, 192).
See Martin Edmonds, Defence and Security in the 21st Cmtury. Paper presented at
the South African Navy confermcc on The Utility of Naval Power, Cape Town, 17
October

197.
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with the upholding of Exclusive Economic Zones (EFJs),15 particularly
for states with little or no ability to police these interesb. As Mark
Valencia has argued, 'some provisions of the trea$ may lead to
disagreernents and even conflict', given that 'these provisions have
raised enornrous expectations among developing nations regarding
the resources and leberuraum to tre gained'.l7 Ttris will inevitably
raise the need to address maritime security issues in the future.
Indeed, Desmond Ball notes accurately:

Many emerging regional security concelns, such as piraey,
pollution from oil spills, safety of sea lines of communication
(SLOCs), illegal fishing and exploitation of other offshore
nesoutrces, and other important elements of economic security,
arc essentially rnaritims.lS

This is particularly the case in those developing nations where
there is a heavy dependency on maritime resources as a means of
income. Of the liftoral states in sub-Saharan Africa, Benin, C-ameroon,
Congo Ivory Coast, Gabon, Ghana, Madagascar, Mozambique,
Namibia, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone and South Africa all have
sizeable fish catches. ln South Africa, the fishing industry eiuns over
US$300 million annually, and directly employs some 5,(X)0 people.19
But as Geoffrey Till has observed:

living resources is very mudr a global
problem with nine of the world's 17 main fishing grounds
depleted and four completely fished out. The total cnllapse of
the fishing industry appears possible in places as far apart as
the Gulf of Thailand, the Grand Banks and the North Sea.
Pressure on nrarine

For ommelrt on the lmplicadons of UNCLOS, see, for example, Vivian Forbes,
'Impleurentadon and Ratiflcadon of LJNCLOS: A Regional C-omrnentary', Msitime
Shuties, VoL62, January-February 7992, pp.1L77, whidr covers the effects on the
Indlan Oean rtsr; and Kevin Ols€n, 'FEz PolidnS' The Role of Surface Vessel',

t7
l8

futl;ili,ru Studi.t, Vol.63, Mardr-AFil 199e pp.9-11.
of the Sea and Internadonal Relations',
Intanut*nal Affairc, VoL73, No2, 1 997, p 263.
Demrond Ball, TtE loint Petml Va*I (lPV): A Rzgional Cotu?t lor Regtnal
C,mptztioq Worling Paper NoSB (Shategic and Defence Studies Centre,
Australtan Nadonal Univerdty, C-anberra, 1996).
GregMtlls,'Insecurity md Developtng Nations: The Maritime Dlmension'ln Greg
Milb (ed.), tutritirru Polkry lor Dcocloping Nations (South African Instihrte of
lnternational Affahs, foharuresburg 1995), p.25; and 'South Africa as a Maritime

Mark J. Valenda, 'Asla, the Law
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There are also the problems associated with the fact that fish
stocks do not recognise newly created national boundaries and
of issues associated with the over exploitation of fish on the
high seas.2o

A combination of better controls and over-fishing in EEZs has
led to a concomitant increase in fishing on the high seas, currently
responsible for 1G20 per cent of the world fish catch. With few
incentives to reduce fishing on the Ngh seas by national companies
(and indeed with continuing subsidies for many), varying standards of
state flag control, and greater numbers of stateless vessels, piscatorial
piracy has been increasing steadily.

Currently the Law of the Sea establishes the fundamental
obligation of states to cooperate so .rs to conserve and manage fish
stocks, while a variety of regional fisheries regimes operate with some
success. Indeed, the United Nations Agreement on Straddling Fish
Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Species GINSS & HMS) evolved out
of the need both to prescribe the manner in which coastal and fishing
states are to cooperate and to limit the freedom to fish the high seas.
This originated partly in response to the concerns of those with
straddling stock interests, but also as a result of specific incidents in
the 1990s: the Grand Banks crisis involving Canada and the European
Union (EU); the confrontation between Russia and Poland in the Sea of
Okhotsk over the fishing of pollock; and tensions between the United
States and 'the resf in the Bering Sea, also over the pollock.2t
Illegal fishing preiudices the economic rights and the physical
well-being of populations, though apparently there is liftle that most
littoral nations can do to prevent this from occuring in the current

ffiid tuttwtrh etalqu (fane's Navy
International london, 19fi , p 34.
Geo{rey Till, 'Coastal Focus for Ma4time Secudty', lanc,'s Ncvy Intanutiotul,May
195, p.71. Cited ln C-ommander Dicl Sherwood RAN, A Role for Maritime
Cooperation. Paper p,resented at a ctnfermce on Looking Sideways: T}e Specifics
of South-South Cooperadon, South African Institute of Internadonal Affain, 11-12
Nation', [South Afdcanl Nevy 75:

November 197.
Mary Hanuood, Evoludon of Fisheries Regimes: krsdtudonalisadon ln the Indian
and South. Padffc Oceans. Paper presented at a @nferene ur Manageurent of
Regional Seas - C,ooperation and Dialogue Centre for Maritime Policy, University
of Wollongong and Northeast Asia hogram, Austsalian Nadonal University, 12
December
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environment. As Awie Badenhorst of South Africa's Department of

Sea

Fisheries has put it:

There is no easy way to police fishing. It is such a vast ocean
that the illegal boats simply cut their lines and leave if they see
someone coming. Boats have also painted over their vessel
names and partially obliterated the name. Britain and France
have sent warships to seize poachers'boats and to defend the
ecpnomic zones surrounding their territory in the Southern
Ocean. South Africa has threatened to do the sarne.Z
The need to police these resources is, indeed, one atrea where
developing and developed nations may share interests. Already, early
attempts at cooperation in the Southern Ocean have reaped some

rewards against illegal fishing around the Australian and French
territories of McDonald and Kerguelen islands.E There remains an
acknowledged need to manage the Southern Ocean regime'in a better
maruler', through international ocoperation and the procurement of
'specialised, purpose$uilt vessels capable of operating at a deep
latitude'.24

Many of these states are also heavily dependent on offshore
mining (oil and diamonds) as a source of income. On Africa's east
coast, for example, there have been sizeable gas discoveries in
Mozambique. Currently oil is produced in eleven countries in subSaharan Africa, with present output levels totalling 3.65 million barrels
per day. Estimates forecast production reaching 7.5 million barrels per
day by 2W0.8 However, a combination of weak states, large oil ind
22

23

Awie Baderrhorst, Fishing ln the Southern Ocean. Paper pre!€nted at a confermce
on I-ooking Sldeways: The Speci.flcs of South-South Cooperadon, South African
Insdhrte of InternaHonal Affalrs, 1l-12 Novernbq 1997.
In October lW, llrc Royal Ar.rshalian Navy arrested two vessels tn the Southern
Ocean for lllegrl fistring around the Heard and McDonald tslmd group the
Beliz+regtstered Salar and the Panama-re$stered .A&bi. Glactil, md, escorted
theur b Fresrantle. The ScIDrt, baild tor $A7.577 mlllion, was fltted with a vessel
monitoring systeur and allowed to leave port on 2l Noverrber 1997 with a

redued senr. As of Decesrber 1997, rhe Alicb GbcA recrained in Perth. The
vssels were apparmtly crewd, for the most part, by South Africans. The 35
24
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South Africans arrested along with the vessel were evmtually flown back to their
homeland by the owners.

lnt€rview, VieAdmlral Chris Barrie, Vice Chief, Ausbalian Defmce Force,
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See 'Oil and Gas hoduction Spark "African Renaissanc€"', Busincss Dey, 4
November 1997.
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gas discoveries, and huge financial rewards may have politically
volatile resulb.
Elsewhere in the IO& the dependence of Western countries on
oil supplies from the Gulf and lran, coupled with the development of
new fields in Central Asia, highlight the strategic importance of these
regions globally. Given the need to secure such sources and SLOCs,
the level of extra-regional involvement - which may be viewed by
some as threatening - will remain high. And as the ongoing dispute

around the Spratly Islands grouping in the South China Sea illustrates,
even the potential of new oil strikes nvry cause tensions between
states.25

Transnational Crime anil Policing
The end of the Cold War has seen a rise in the importance of
transnational policing issues, which include drugs, narco-terorism
and light weapons proliferation.
Resource management

as well as political and

social

interaction is critically complicated by the legacy of war. In Southern
Africa, as in South Asia, this has surfaced in the surfeit of small arms
and the tragic toll taken by landmines. The issue of small arrns - or
'micro'proliferation - is one of great concem to developing countries as
they seek to establish the conditions of social stability necessary for

prosperity

to flourish. Years of inter- and inha+tate conllict in

Southern Africa have left behind a legary of weaponry which, if not
controlled, could undermine the progress made to foster peace and
democrary.
Small arms, particularly automatic weaporu, threaten to alter
fundamentally the balance of power between the state and substate
groups, including insurgents, narco-haffickers and other criminal
elements.T Few police forces are equipped to deal with the firepower

No Plain Sailing in Des€rt Island Dispute',Inilcpenilent,2O
9*
details on the regional flows of oil

May 1997. For
supplies, see Sandy C,ordon, *carity ctul
tlu Indian Ocean Rcgbn, Canberra Papers on Strategli and
Yyrity Building in
Defence No.116 (Suategic and Defence Studies C-entse- Austsalian Nltional
University, Canberra, 1996), esp. pp.9+8.
See Glenn Oosthuysen, 9nall Arms Prclifnetbn and C-ontrol in fuuthcra Africa
(South African lnstitute of International Affairs, fohannesburg 1995).
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offered by such weaponry. And given that most wars (with the
obvious exception of the Gulf conflict of 1990-91) have, since the end of
the Cold War, been fought with small arms, these weapons still
provide the means to perPetuate armed cpnflict where political
differences and causes as well as criminal intentioru exist. lndeed, in
fune 1996 the South African minister of safety and security, Sydney
Mufamadi, inforrrrcd lnrliament that there were 481 known crime
syndicates operating in South Afriga, of which 112 were involved in
vehide and weapons smuggling.2E 6..otding to the South African
National Defence Force (SAl.lDD,'the proliferation of illegal weaPons
is probably the most significant contributing factor to crime in the
country'.29

The extent of the proliferation of small arms in South and
Southern Africa has been well documented. This involves the
continued growth in legal (licensed) weaPons as well as illegal
wealrcns. The lafter indude stolen (formerly legal) weapons, as well as
smuggled firearms. In South Afica at the end of 1995 there were more
than four million licensed weapons in the hands of nearly two million
owner€. Figures on the number of illegal small arrns in South Africa
vary from 400,000 to four million. However, the extent of the problem
may be gauged from the fact that between April 1993 and Iune 1995 a
reported 169,783 firearms entered the illegal market. The South African
Police Services (SAm) estimate that they recover only 10 per cent of
weapons entering the country.go n fggQ 41 percent of all murders and
76 per cent of all robberies in South Africa were commitH with
firearms. During the period from January 1996 to November 1997, a
total of 50,585 legally registered firearms were stolen, some 12218
(roughly 25 per cenO frornmembers of the SAI€.31
In South Asia,
The worst affected area [in terms of small arms proliferationl
next to Bosnia-Herzegovina is the region of Pakistan-

Afghanistan, and Taiikistan where over three million
Kalashnikov assault rifles and over 1,000 shoulder-fired
surface'to-air missiles ...tryfllity the proliferation. One of the

28
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tutoclall (South Afdca), 20 June 19!b.
As stated in the 1996 SAtrlDF Nence Review posidon paper.
Oosthu)€€n, Sllllr,Il Alarits Eolifcretim errd C-ontrcl in fuutlr.m Africa,p.Z2,
Tru Citizzn (South Africa),5 December 197.
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small districts of Pakistan called Dira near the capital
Islamabad has a population of 1.2 million, and is believed to
possess over two million weapons.32

A month-long crackdown on illegal weapons in southwest
China netted some 12Q000 guns, a quantity described as the'tip of the
iceberg'.3 According to onsexpert:
The state of the arms market in Pakistan's Frontier Province is
a telling indicator of the glut of weapons within the region.
Prices have bottomed out, with an old AK-47 quoted at
US$20G'220 compared to its earlier reported price around
US$90G'1,000 per piece. Arms dumps are unearthed often,
especially where refugees continue to live. While the weapons
bazaars owe their commodities to the Afghan war and local
production" they owe their profits to the fact that insurgent
goups of all colours regularly shop here. The Tamil Tigers,
Sikh separatists, Tajik Ethnic groups, Sudanese, Egyptian
terrorists, Algerians and even Chinese Ethnic groups are

reported to be shopping in these arms bazaars.il

landmines pose an even more insidious threat. Over 100
million mines are strewn across past and present battlegrounds,
affecting particularly six cpuntries: Afghanistan, Angola, Bosnia,
Cambodia, Mozambique and Somalia. In Afghanistan, for example,
some 800 km2 of farming land is affected, with an estirnated 1-10
million mines. Mozambique has an estimated two million landmines,
while an estimated 20 million landmines have been planted in Angola,
with between 9 and 15 million remaining undetonated.It is estimated

Singh,'Towards Durable Peae and Securlty in the lndian Oean Regton', p.n.See
also Chris Smith, The Impact of lJght Weapons on Security: A Cas€ Study of
South Ada' tn SIPRI Yatfuk 1995 (Oxford Univerdty Preso, New York, 1995),
pp.58T97. The number of US Stinger shoulder-laundred surfaeto-air missiles
supplied to the region has been put at 900. Of these, 560 are still unacuunted for.
See 'Islanic Terrorists Attack on APEC Foiled: Report', ,4gc (Ausfalia), 20
38
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December 1997.

Anthony Davis, 'Law and Order: A Growing Torrent of Guns and Narcodcs
Overwhelns Qitna', Asiatntk,25 August 1995.
Private correspondence, Dr Swaran Singlr, Insdtute for Defence Studies and
Analyses, New Delhi, Dec€mber 1997. See also Rahul Roy-Chaudhury, Maritime
Cooperation in the Indian Ocean', lounul of Inilien &un Studirr', VoL4 No.2,
March 1997, esp. p.120.
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that one in every 400 Angolans is a surviving amPutee.gs Wittr ttre
rcmoval of landmine in Mozambique, agricultural production has the
potential to increase by an

estimad 3.6 per cent.36

The proliferation of small arms is tied in with other aspects of
transnational crime, especia[y drug trafficking.3T The value of drugs
traded world-wide rnay be as high as US$500 billion per annutn In
Southern Afric+ South Africa is being targeted both as a rnajor enduser of . narcotics as well as a trans-shipment point. Although the
Ministry of fustice in South Africa estimates that it seizes only 1G15

per cent of all drugs smuggled into South Africapa US$10 million
worth of drugs was confiscated in the first six months of 1997.39 The
Australian Institute of Criminology has estimated the cost of dru-grelated crime in Australia as appro,.imately US$1.2 billion annually.4o

The Indian Ocean region is affected also by two narcoticsproducing regions, the Golden Crescent (Pakistaru Afghanistan, Iran)
and the Golden Triangle (Myanmar, Thailand and laos). In Southern
Asia, the trade out of Myanmar, Afghanistan and Pakistan is estimated
to be worth US$200 billion.al However, the cost of such trafficking
must be measured in terms of both domestic and inter-state costs.
Regarding the former, this includes economic costs through a loss of
productivity and diversion of resources to police the inevitable
acceleration in drug-related crimes, and through soaring health costs,
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flCRC, Geneva, 19941, p 34.
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which also include the effects of AIDS transmission. In South Africa,
for example,

In terms of organised drug trafficking, crime is evident in the
involvement of gangs in conflict and violence, intimidation,
vehide hijacking and theft, and comrption ... Drug syndicates
also breed comrption in all sectors of society, since infiltrating
the higher echelons of government and the crimirnl justice
system is generally the most effective method of securing their
survival ... In terms of drug abuse, crime manifests itself in
prostitutiory crimes to finance drug habits and crimes
committed whilst under the influence of drugs. The fragile
social fabric of South Africa lends itself to a sih"ration where
people who suffer from poverty and other socioeconomic
hardships, resort to prostitution and related immoral crimes,
in which drug abuse is a major factor.42
Or as a senior member of the South African police's antidrug police
squad argued rn7997:

With the emerging freedoms of democracy and the opening up
of our borders we noted a proliferation of intemational drug
syndicates, a plethora of new drugs and experienced an
overall metamorphosis with the drug problem. It is evident
that South Africa has emerged as a haven for opportunistic
international narco-traffickers, because of the strongly
defensive and sometimes offensive measures taken by the
indushialised nations and partly because of the narcotraffickers' desire to create and exploit new markets ... There is
a definite connection between drugs and crime. The nature of
criminal activities related to drugs are unlimited. The types of
crime stemming from drug related activities can range from
petty crimes, violent crime, organised crime, immoral and
economic crimes. I cannot imagine a criminal activity that is
directly or indirectly not related to drugs.a
42

43

Glenn Oosthuysen, The lllcgal Dng Trafu in Southzrn Afice, SAIIll. Report No.
Three (South African lnstitute of International Affairs, Johairnesburg
p.24.
Superintendmt J.J. v1n Aarde, The Extent of Drug Trafficking in South Afri-ca and
the Nexus between Drugs and Crime. Paper presented at conference on The
See

lgi,

I

Illegal Drug Trade in Southern Africa, South African Institute of International

Affairs,

!5lune

1997.
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But drug trafficking also has wider political and security
implications. In latin America, for example, there is 'an intimate
relationship' between the narcotraficantes and insurgency movements

such as Sirining Path in Peru and Colombias M-19.44 The same
applies to areas-of south/central Asia as well as southeast Asia.In the
dtlter regard, the Shan guerrillas have mailtained an ongging war with
the Mya-nmar authoritiis since the 1950s.a5 Dmg trafficking rnay also
affect-relations htween states if not addressed. The united states'
relationship with several Latin and Central American cpuntries bears
testimony to this.

-

In

the maritime realm, piracy involving boardings,
hiiackings, detentions and robberies at port or anchoryrge'remains an
acute p"oUtem, particularly in the developing world. filgy attacks on
ships iose from9Z in 1994 to 170 in 1995 and 175 inl997. The waters of
Indonesia, Brazil, Thailan4 Sri Lanka and the Hong Kong-Macauchina region are the worst hit. some acts of piracy have a quasi-official
quality, with apparent state connivance. Estimates of the cost of piracy
ana riraritirne hiud range as high as US$16 billion annually. As the
Regional Piracy centre of the lnternational Maritime Bureau (IMB)
noted in its 1996 annual rcPort
There is no doubt that attacks on vessels have become more
audacious, more violent and an issue of serious concern to
shipprng and seamen. Overall there has been a considerable
rise in the number and ferocity of attacks. Most worrying is the
increase in the number of vessels fired upon and vessels

hiiacked, where there has been
firearms to crcw members.6

4
45

46

a

prolonged threat u/ith

Cilliers, Notes on 9etting a Securlty Agenda for the South.
Sine the State Law and Order Retoradon Goundl (SLORC) conduded tts flrst
cease-ffre agreecrent wlth the ethnic lnsnrgent and drug barons on the Thai-Burma
and Ctrlnaiurura bordem (ln March-APril 1989), opinur producdon in the so
called Golderr Trlangle has roughly qua&'upled to 2d50 tonnes (equivalen! 9-!95
tonnes of pure refined heroln).worth between US$7{)() mlllon and USE1 billlon.
The SLORC is satd to be dose to banlcruptcy and cannot forego the profit made or
the foredgn exdrange obtained via the drug trade. See Carey, Fron Bunu b
Myamtur.

Sti'Rracy - The

Continulng Plague', <httP://www'usnews.com/usnews/

lsselgTcd&lZlpdra.htm>.

*a

also, <http://www.vantagese$rt\ll.cr,m/
Ana',luc's Pointa, November

piracya.htm>; ?iracy on the Wane ln Southeast
79D7,p.9.
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Gl ob al Economic Challenge s

Poverty remains the major problem facing developing
countries. In the developing world, around 1.2 billion people live in
absolute poverty, many of them in Africa and South Asia. According
to the 1994 Hurrun Darclopment Report, there were, on average, 498
million peo.ple living in poverty in South Asia betr,rreen the years 1980

and

1990.47

The number of people falling into the World Bank's

category of 'absolute poor'climbed to 1.3 billion in 1993. Today, SubSaharan Africa and South Asia stand out as the poorest regions worldwide, where about 800 million people do not have'sufficient or regular
supplies of food'.s These stark living conditions threaten the most
vulnerable: the feminisation of poverty and the effects on children are
particularly striking. In low-income developing countries, 73 out of
every 1,000 babies do not live until their first birthday. Only 40 per
cent of eligible children attend secondary school. One-third of adule in

the developing world are illiterate; and of these two-thirds

A

are

UNCTAD study on globalisation showed that the
differences in income per head between the seven richest and seven
poorest countries world-wide have nearly doubled between 1965 and
1995, rising from 20 to 39 times as much.SO
women.4e

1997

But there would appear to be tangible, if contradictory,
evidence that the pendulum of global economic activity is swinging
towards developing economies. The 7997 World Bank annual report
noted that developing countries will double their share of global GDp
to account for nearly one-third of global output by 2020. The global
share of the exports of the big five developing countries - China, India,
Brazil,Indonesia and Russia - is expected, according to this report, to
rise from 9 per cent (in 1992) to22per cent in 2020.s1
Developing countries have, indeed, been among the foremost
profiteers of the uncontrollable surge in global trade and capital flows,
where the image of growth and sensible policies is almost as important
as growth itself.
47
46
49

50
51

y^Tlq

Nadons

.Develop_ment
1994 (Oxford University hess,
Commission on Global C,overn

ibid-,p.22.
Econonist, 20 bptember
Econombt, 13 September

1

99.

199.

?roqgn9. ruNQP), Hwttlrrr Daclopncnt Rcryrt
Oxford 19941,pp.1*5.
ane, Our GIoM Neighbourhd, pp 2l-2-
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Globalisation may be seen as the rapid acceleration of
economic activity across national borders, applytng not only to goods,
but also to services. Knowledge has become increasingly mobile, as
geographic, location and time constraints no longer prove obstacles.
Today about 800 million people world-wide use the telephone to
communicate and orchange information. The rapid development of
technology offers emerging countries great opportunities to leapfrog
the previously defined stages of technicd development, but it has also
plad a prcmium on skills rather than resources as a key national
developmental asset. At every turn, economic factors have
concentrated attention on governments.

Globalisation has thus manifested itself in:52

'

Incr€asing capital mobility: over US$l trillion is traded on a
typical day.

Increasing trade. In 1963, world exports stood at US$154
billion. This has grown to over US$2.5 trillion today, and looks
set to expand further as the l32-member World Trade
Oqganisation (WT0)'s tariff reductions kick in.
The increasing importance of stockmarkets world-wide in the
search for higher returns. Today about 14 per cent of American
holdings of foreign equities (some US$50 billion) is invested in
emerging markets. Estimates show that around US$30G'350
billion from the United States alone oculd morre into foreign
stocks by the year 20(X), with 25 per cent going to emerging
markets.

'

The increasing use of a corunon language (English) and

'

A growing consensus
emerging markets.

international media sources.

in

economic poliry, particularly in

However, given the largely imrnature nature of political systems in the
developing world, globalisation may pose a unique set of political (and
hence, potentially, security) challenges.

52

Antoinette t{andley and Greg Mitls (eds), Srruth Africa arut gottthanr Africe:
Enaghg lvbrkcts arul kgbnal Inbgration (South African lnsdhrte of International

See

Affairs, f ohannesburg 1998).
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The fall in Southeast Asian currency values in the second half
currencies

of 7997 illustrates this phenomenon. As several Asian

plyngea to record lows, questions were raised about the negative
effects of globalisation. Prime minister Mahathir bin Mohamad of
Malaysia attempted to shift the blame for the crash of Malaysia's
ringgit, to its lowest levels since 1973, onto currency speculators. His
attack on the conventional wisdom of capital exchangeability and
globalisation may well have struck a chord with many emerging
markets, as they battled to balance the requirements of thriving
consumer societies with the need to maintain fiscal austerity and, in
the broader picture, the wish to recognise environmental concerns.
Globalisation is viewed both as a challenge and also through a haze of
uncertainty in many of these markets, not least in Africa. And the
developments in Asia lrl.1997 might have served only to fuel doubts.

Although globalisation is constantly entering uncharted
waters, the Mexican peso aash of 1994 and the 1992 crash of
Thailand's baht, Indonesia's rupiah as well as the
illustrates,
"i.ggit,imbalances
too, that there are danger signs to look out for, of economic
that will be punished by the markets. Containing lessons for emerging
economies ever5rwhere, these include:

t
t
'
'
t
t
t
'

a mismatch between short-term debt and foreign res€rves;

at unsustainable current account deficiq
increased consumption rather than productive investsnent;
a high budget deficig

flighty, short-term portfolio capital inflows;
anovervalued exchange rate;
the volatility of currencies after the removal of fixed exchange
rate regimes; and

tupid monetary growth.

Itmay be significant that political stability in some developing
countries looks less secure in the face of these economic challenges. As
one example, against a backdrop of potential leadership succession in
a number of states (notably Malaysia and lndonesia), the current
economic crisis could have wider political (and even security)

28
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implications. Reform of the predominant one-party style of Asian
goverrumce might be one way to instil investor confidence and policy
pragmatism, demonstrating that these governments can be more oPen
and responsible to their people, markets and the global economy. Such
political ripples may ultimately prove an unstoppable flood, sweeping
away the Southeast Asian practice of patronage politics (or so<alled
'crony capitialism'), which links commercial favours with political
power and indirectly encourages incompetence, inefficiency and overcentralisation. This system may already have been rnortally wounded,
as the huge financial losses from the cunency fall are distributed
among political followers. It may also be argued that these political
ramifications are prmf that greatly different political systems and
standards of governance cannot survive together in the face of
globalisation. The accompanying expectation is that all countries will
share political styles and ethical systems.

In Africa, in the face of increasing global consensus on the
nature of economic policy, the lcey challenge for states rernains the
difficult balancing act between populist appeal (and consumption),

and the need for goo4 effective (though not

necessarily

unambiguously democratic) goverrurnce. Here firm leadership is
essential. Indeed, of those African states cunently characterised as
performers (such as Ghana, Ethiopia, Uganda, Botswana and some of
the francophone countries), the elements of good governance and an
ideology of practical leadership are paramount.
Poor policies are not always at the root of Africa's problems.
The cpre problem is that the state per se in sub'Saharan Africa is weak.
The absence of an overarching national identity, along with a weak
indigenous civil service and the need to satisfy high expectations
through patronage, mean a lack of those structures of organisation that
are central to good governance. The (re)building process today has,

according to the World Bank, to include the liberalising of trade and

privatisation of industry; the creation of a professional, well-paid
public service; the crcntrol of conuption; the creation of checks and
balances on executive power; and the facilitation of a public
(consumer) voice.$ Instihrtion building is now seen as necessary, and

53

David CMstl,anson, Ectnomic Refornr ln Afica' l^Thc Srluth AfricenYurfuk
Affeirs, 7997 (South Aftican Institute of Internadonal Affairs,
Johannesburg 1997), p27$t Also World Bank, World Dncbgwnt kprt: Tlu
See

of latcnutiolr'l
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complementary, to structural adjustment. In some cases, African IOR
states (such as Somalia) will have to start virtually from scratch to
rebuild themselves, both politically and economically.

In this regard, the World Bank's 1997 World Dnelopmutt
Rqort: The State in a Changing World contains three important
messages: first, that an effective state is vital for economic performance

and developmeng second, that there is a need to matdr up the role of
the state with its capacities, where the fundamentals and core tasks
necessary for a state to function (such as a legal framework, education
system and primary health care) are in place; and, third, that current
capability is not necessarily destiny - through the 'reinvigoration of
public institutions' countries can build capacity which does not exist in
isolation from society, but provides a framework granting individuals
incentives to act in the public interest, and also mechanisms for
restraint.54

GI ob
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For developing nations, global political

unipolarism,
particularly as manifested in the structure and role of the United
Nations, is of primary importance. Unless the world is to tum its back
on 'the riskier manoeuwings of a multipower slrstem',55 the United
Nations of the future must be empowered to act more effectively.
Given the United Nations' role in peace.support operations
and, more generally, in fostering global peace and security, reform of
the organisation has to address the twin concerns of regional
representation and veto powers. Political will and financial
reorganisation lie at the heart of UN reform,56 but, as Cilliers has
2Mc in a Qunging World (Oxford University Press, New Yorl& 199n. A briefing on
this report was presented by Brian l-evy of the World Bank at the SAIIA,lan
Smuts Ho-use, 2-0 lune 1997. See also 'An African Sucress Story', Tlu E@nonbt;14
l9f;- and-Jeffrey Herbst, Developing Nadons and Gbbal Integradon:
lunereen-Bilat€ralisut
Betr
Regionalisur and Gioba-lissr. Paper grvor at a confer&rce on
South Africa and Southern Africa: Lessons from Emer-ging Markets, South African
54
55
55

Institute of lnternational Affairs, 1617 luly 79Z.
Christianson, 'Economic Reforur n Affiat,p271.

The International Order: Situadon, Mission, Execudon', Tlu Eototttist,

December 1994{ January 1995, p.17.
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See Trevor Findfay, 'Reform of Ote United Nations', SIPN yeerbak 1996 (Oxford
University Press, New York, 19961,pp.17733.
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noted, rcform is largely held hostage by the United Sates as the last
remaining superpower. Getting the United Sates to subscribe fully to
multilateral politics, and to the United Nations especially, as opposed
to focrrsing on national issues to the exclusion of global cpncerns, is, he
notes,'the nub of the problsrn'.S7

This feature of the global system is, it is true, being
undermined by the steady growth of a global civil society (and extragovernnental consensus), as was evidenced in the global ban on antipersonnel landmines that was sealed in1997 in spite of Washington's
resistance. However, even as this beaty was concluded, the gulf in
political perceptions between First and Third Worlds was exemplified
by the wrangling during the Kyoto greenhouse gases summit in
December 1997.

A Conventional Security Agenda
In addition to the above, 'new', security agenda, there exist a
number of traditional security concerns in the IOR. These revolve
around the issues of disarmament (particularly nudear disarmament);
the unresolved lGshmir situation; tensions over the gfowing rise in
Chinese military power and the involvement of other external (nonIOR) powers; security of oil supplies; religious tensions; and border
disputes.

At the heart of virtually every one of these issues lies the
potential trigger of lndo-Pakistan relations. The religious dimension to
this (potential) conflict draws in the Gulf states, along with Islamic
communities, throughout the region. In the 1980s and 1990s, in
conbast with earlier decade, these tensions have manifested
themselves in acb of terorism, support for insurgency and counterinsurgency proxies, the continuation of relatively high levels of
military spending and the development of nuclear, biological and
chemical weapons programmes. Pakistani and Indian military
spending cpntinues to mirror these tensions. However, while India's
relative economic boom during the 1990s has placed it in a different
spending league to Pakistan, this factor, too, may exacerbate these
insecurities, given that Islamabad is already forced to spend a

57
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relatively high percentage of its GDP (5.8) on defence, but is far from
able to match India's conventional capability improvements.S8
Table 3.1: IOR Defence Spending and Personnel

Australia
Bangladesh
Comoros

Djibouti
India
Indonesia
Iran
Kenya
Madagascar

Malaysia
Maldives

Full-Time

Defence

Defence

Personnel

Budget

Spending

(Us$)

(7oGDP)

sTAN

461,000
519,000
24,2W
2'1.,w0
111,500

n/a

s82000

Yemen

5.2
2.8
2.7

5.1
2.2
0.8

4.2

6l million (7990
2.3
72 million (1996)
3.6
2.0 billion (1996)
7.7
1.9 billion (J996)
15.4
3.7 billion (1995)
5.8
ll million (1990
3.2
est.40 million (l996D est.4.8
4.0 billion (1997,
5.4
2.13 billion Q99n
1,.5
886 million (1990
6.5
89 million (1996)
2.5
4.3 billion (7990
2.5
362 million (J996)
3.7

1,goo

400

nil
70,000

79,M0

777,W

A,m

266,0n
6r.3W

Source: The Military Balucc, 7997
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2l million (7996)
9.9 billion Q997)
3.3 billion (1997)
3.4 billion (1996)
212 million (1996)
37 million (7996)
3.6 billion 0996)

1,145,000

Pakistan

Thailand

2.2
1.7

n/a

6,100
429,W0
43,500

Somalia
Singapore
South Africa
Sri I-anka
Tanzania

billion (1996)

528 million (7996,

9,m

Mauritius
Mozambique
Myanmar
Oman
Seychelles

8.6

121,000

198.

The Military ktencz7997198 (Oxford University Press for the International lnsHtute
for Shategic Studies, London, 197),p.159.
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Tensions cread by defence purchases and procurements
within the IOR may well be exacerbated by purchase from IOR states
by IOR statesie oi ttuougtr irint procuremint programmes.o In this
sensg defence-military matters are already intrinsically part of the
IORs agenda.
The development of weapons of mass destruction in the region

has been extensively covered

50

elsewhere.6l Whether these

For examplg frour a South African-IOR perspective, prcpecdve and actual arms
purdrases by IOR states during 799C9E have induded: ongoing negotiadons with
lndia to supply 155mm turrets for itsT-72 M1 tank drassis fleet in a US$50
urillion deal; the onfirnred purdrase ot Rmioalk atbck helicopters by lvtalaysia in
a US$500 million agreemmt conduded n 1997; and the mooted purdrase in 19%
of U5$135 million worth of antitank missiles by Pakistan. See, respectively,
Busiwss Dcy, 70 October 1997; Bttsiness Dey, l0 Mardt 199; and Retrters, 13
February 1995. See also the Asbn Age,14 February 1996, for details of both the
mooted Pakbtani deal and the zupply of South African guns to lndia. Oman
already operates 24 South African G5 155 mm guns. See 'South Africans Work on
Artillery Super-System', Janc's Defence tNeekJy,'|O Deceurb€r 1997. Denel officials
have admitted privately that they 'find problems' in byrng b do business with
both India and Pakistan, 'whidr lby early 19981 we are doing'. Pakistani officials
see firther potential defence business between South Africa and Pakistan over the
refurbishment of Pakistan's fleet of Miragc fighter aircraft.

Embryonic defence technology cooperation ties with Ausbalia indude the
Australian Specidised Vehide Systems (ASVS) vehide project (known as the
Taipan), in whidr the South African company Reurnech is a 49 p€r celrt
sharehold€r. This is d€rived from Retrmectr's Mamba vehide and was conceived
as a zubmission to the Aushalian Army's ltoject Bushranger Phase 2/3 seardr for
an Infantsy Mobility Vehide (lMV). See <http//www.Sofcom.com.au/
4WD/Mil/ASVSTaipanhhrb. Rrture bilateral collaboration might indude, for
example, purduse of South African artillery and firesupport helicopter
(Rooivalk) in exchange for technological and production cooperadon. Other
Ausbalian-South African defmce ties could also potentially involve minedearance systeurs and peaerupport baining.
for example, Gordoru S.cttity otd Scadty Buihling in tlu Indiur Oclrn fugion,
pp.1@f2. On the devdopment of lndira's military technology, see Eric Arnett,
Military technology: the case of India'in SIPRI Yutfuk 1994 (Oxford University
Press, New York, 19{), pp34T65. On the regional nudear weapone programme,
see: 'India, Pakistan and the Untted States: The ZeroSusr Cac,re', tNorW Po(cy,
See,

Vol.)oII, No2, Summer 196,

at <http://www.wayne.org/zercum.htmb;

'Current and Proirted National Security Threats to the United 9tates and its Near
Abtod', Huringblon tlu Selcct C-ommittu on Intelligcncc of ,Iu Unitztl Stelcs btaE,

7Uh

2 Fetrtnry 196, at

<http://wwwJas.orglirplongress/
C 9ryder, 'Escalating
in South Ash', National Dcfenx Uniocrsity Sttebgic Fornz, No.71, April

engress,

196_hr/s96Ztlditm>; t{obert D. Oakley and Ned

Tensions

19,6, at <http://www.ndu.edu/ndu/inss/strforumTl.htmb. On the regional
chemical and biological weapons prograrnme, see Baker Spring 'India's
Admission on Chesrical Weapons Casts Doubt on Treaty',
Treatv', Tlu Hcribge
Hritace Founilatbn
kckgrouadcr Uglete, No.286, 31 luly 7997, at <http:,//www.
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developments might take on the characteristic Cold War effects, of
deterrence and stability, is moot. It may be argued that a 'stable'
nuclear-based system in the IOR is impossible because of the nature of
both South Asian and Middle Eastern/Central Asian politics.
However, any future stability will have to be founded on the same
basis as that 'eniryed' by the superpowers in the Cold War: it will
require a formalised relationship with systems of verification and
conventions designed to inspire mutual confidence. This applies not
only to the Indo-Pakistan relationship but also to other states in the
(broadly defined) IOR region, including Iran on the west and
Myanmar on the -east, both of which may be developing weapons of
mass destruction.52

Related to the development of missile systems, space
technology
-pgtrt be one area of potential inter-state IOR
cooperation.E Yet, given the security dimensions to this technology,
it is unlikely that regional trust will extend this far in the multilateral
domain.&
Notwithstanding the pace of globalisatiory the conventional
security perceptions of those countries within the IOR remain
savers.orglheritage/hbrary / categories/natsec/bu285.htnrb;

Piqued over Chemical Arms

Deepak Singh, 'US

in S. Asia', Nczrs India Tirnn, at
.httpr//***.newsindia-times.com/2908nrl03.htm>;'Defining Tren&' in

ot

Stralcgb Assr;ssnent 1995 (National Defmse University, Washington DC, 1995),
and at <http:/ /wwwndu.edu/ndu/inss/sa95/sach0501.htmb.
ln 19D7, CIA director Corge Tmet warned the Senate Arrred SeMces Comrnittee
that the threat posed by weapons of mass deskuction (WMD) rernains at an alltine high. Tenet said that 'materials and technologies for other weaporut of mass
deskuction are more acccssible now than at any other time in history'. According
to the same report, over the last few years lran has embarked on what the CLr{

calls an 'unrelmting' progr.rmme to acquire nudear, biological and dremical
weapons technology. The US intelligmce omnunity is watdring docely to
detemrine Iranian aoquisition mahods, wNdr range from outsight ptudrases on
the world market to developing technology prograrnm€ dom.ticalln the
majority of which are thought to have come from China and tndta. han is also
believed to be onducting wide.ranging researdr on todns and organlscrs with a

53
64

biological warfare capability, and has purdrased dual-use biotectrnology
equipment from Europe and Asia. See 'Conteurporary Weapons of Mass
Destrucdon', Jane's Deferrce Weekly-Headlines, 72 Noveurber 1997, at
<http:,/ /www.janes.cour,/defene/onlineproducrs / idw / gl27 1 9ZreaptrErb.

This view has been expressed privately by both lndian and South African offidals.
For details on lndia's missile capability, see'krdia Eager for Further Developmmt
of Agni Missile Program', lmc's Intanatbnal Delence Rniao: IDR, Vol.3O

November 197,p.5
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prirnarily regionally focused. This applies equally to Australia (in the
Asia-Pacific), as it does to Oman (the Gul0, India (South Asia), and
South Africa and Mozambique (Southern Africa). With the exception
of South Asia, none would, however, argue that they currently face a
plausible conventional military threat.55

for example, the Australian strategic policy review (Decernber 1992, whidr
states: We are cpnfident that no country crrrently has either the intention or
motivation to attack Ausbalia. But circumstance could arise in future which would
redue our secudty from armed attack, threaten our vital intercgtg, br direc0y
inperil our p€ace and security. We do not judge those circumstane as being
likely to ocrtr, but they are not implausible. SUategic policy must take sudr
poesibilities seriously, to ensure both that we do all we can to lxevent them and
that we are prepared should they nonetheless occur'. z4zstralia's SfiaEgic Policy
@epartnrent of Defence, Canberra, 1997), p.4.
See,

CHAPTER 4

SOUTH AFRICA'S DEFENCE
STRUCTURES AND INTERESTS
Ttre defence interests and structures of South Africa have
changed dramatically as the country has moved, on the one hand,
from a domestic system of apartheid which was inhercntly predicated
on a repressive government apparatus to support white rule to a nonracial democraqy and, on the other, from a relationship with the
Southern African region that was characterised previously by tension
and hostilities.
Yet in spite of this history, the successful creation of the South
African National Defence Force (SANDF) since the advent of South
Africa's non-racial democracy in 1,994, has arguably been one of the
most successful incidences in the transformation of the republic's civil
service. However, on the cusp of the third millennium, critical
questions about the SAlrlDFs budget allocations, its personnel levels,
and equipment raise concerns about its future abilities and roles which

may impact on the nature of security interaction in the IOR region.
The Background to the Foruration of the SANDF
Significant progress has been made in South Africa iry first, the
integration of a large number of statutory and non-statutory forces in
an effort to build a single, cohesive defence force; and, second, the
institution of systems of civilian control over the defence force. The
latter was not, of course, a feature of the apartheid regime, particularly
in the 1980s, when the old South African Defence Force (SADF) played
such a pivotal political role in shaping its own destiny.

In the wake of the formulation of South Africa's

interim

constitution, the ensuing democratic elections and the formation of the
new govemment, therefore, the immediate task undertaken was to
address 'the imperatives of transformation, namely, integration and
rationalisation'.l T'his also had to take into account bottr the future

I

South African Ministsy of Defmce (SANiIOD), Tlu National Deleacc Force in
Trunsition: Annwl Reprt Fbpncial Year 799L7995 (lst Military hinting Regiment,
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structure of the central organisation of defence and its relationship to

the democratically elected governrnent and parliament, and a
'continued and drastically reduced defence budget with the
concrcmitant attenuation of its force stmcture'.2

Following the sucrcessful condusion of negotiations between,
principally, the ruling National Party goverrurent and Nelson
MandeLa's African National Congress (ANC), the process of military
integration was established even before the watershed 1994 elections.
The SADF was merged with the forces of Transkei, Bophuthatswana,
Venda and Ciskei (the so<alled 'homeland', 'Bantustan', or TBVC
states - the nominally independent homelands) and the armed wings
of the ANC (known as UmWnnto we Skwe or Spur of the Natbd and
the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC - the forces of which were known as
the Azanian People's Liberation Army). The KwaZulu Self Protection
Force KZSPD were also accommodated as a result of a last-minute
deal to include the Inkatha Freedom Party of Dr Mangosuthu
Buthelezi in the 194 elections.
The numbers involved were:

Tabte 4.1: SAI.IDF Integration Numbers'
Force

Numbers of Personnel

SADF

110,000
6,000

TBVC States

MK (AI{C)
APLA (PAC)
I(zSPF

26,0N

It should be noted that only around 14,00 of the nomtatutory
and PACpresmted themselves for integradon.

6,000

2,W
fore

of the ANC

lohmnesburg, 1995). Foreword by the Minister of Defence, Mr J' Modise, p.i. Thls
secdon of the monograph ls based par0y on the researdr done whlle p'roducing
(with Martln Eduronds), Unchst d WaErs: A Rmieu ol buth Afriu's Naal Optiotrs
(SAIIA/CDISS, fohannesburg, 1996).
lbid., Foreword by Chief of the Nadonal Defence Force, Gmeral G.L. Meiring p.1.
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One focus of the structural changes was the central
organisation of defence - that is, the Ministry of Defence and the
SANDF. The outcpme of these changes was categorised as a'balanced'
structure. It was to be headed by the minister of defence, assisted by a
deputy minister, who would exercise overall responsibility for ihe
ministry. The ministry itself was designed to encpmpass both the
SANDF and the new civilian Defence Sectetariat, with Armscor acting
as the ministry's procurement executive.
The'balanced model' marked a radical departure from the
past, when a civilian minister (often with prior military experience)
had headed a ministry which was totally dominated by the military,
had no civilian representation or involvement of any coruiequence, and

was subject to virtually no effective system of financial or policy
accountability. The new structure, therefore, clearly accommodated
the need for a strengthened civilian input and checla on unbammelled
militaly influence. This was the objective and thinking behind the
creation of a new post of a civilian defence secretary.3 The person
holding this position would also serve as: the Ministry of Defence's
accounting officer; the principal adviser to the minister on matters of
defence policf the executive responsible for a 65Gshong Ministry of
Defence civilian bureaucracy and administration; and was also
charged with the efficient management of the ministry as a whole.
Four years after the democratic elections of April l9g/,, the
introduction of this balanced model is considered a euccess, though
rnany defence force members apparently share the sentiment that there
is a lack of understanding it the secretariat of miliary matters, given
that the policy posts are filled by civilians.4
3
4

The establishment of

a dvilian defence

consdtution, dnpter 11, ardde 20{

seqetarlat

ts provtded fq ln

the

The defence secretary, Pieme Steyn, noted in mid-1997 that defene, in his oplnlon,
was not yet under the contsol of dvllians, as the l44rite Papec and Defence Review
had not been translated lnto a manageable defence plan,-p,rorranme and budcet
flr sha!9gic decision maling, perforirance, conuol ind ai:orintaUUity. Moreov"er,
Gmeral Steyn noted that his dependence on military staff and the weikness of his
civilian staff capability underrrined the perforriance of the dvlltan defence
secretariat. He argued that civilian crnhol would only become a reality when the

boundary betweel

fte

defence secretariat and the SANDF was deally drawn,

leaving-3_bllanced disEibudon of functions between the secetary and the dief of
the SANDF; the line and staff capadties of the secretarlat and ihe SANDF were
respectively cpnstituted with predominantly civilian and milltary capacities; and
separate €reer, management and developmort systems for civilian and miUtary
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On professional matters of doctrine and strategy, the chief of
the SAITIDF served as the chief of the National Defence Headquarters
within a Department of Defence. The responsibility of the chief of the
SAI{DF was to exercise overall command of the nation's forces, tender
advice to the minister on matters of strategy and doctsine, tesource
allocatiory programmes and commifinents, and also to plan, direct and
conduct military operations. Of particular significance was the chiefs
role in respect of the four branches of the South African armed services
- army, air force, navy and medical service - and their collective need
to prioritise fuhrrc equipment and resource requirements to fulfil the
policies and functions defined by the ministry and the sbategies and
doctsines formulated by the military. The third element of the new

central defence structure, Armscor (the government arrnaments
procurement agency), was to continue to senve as the procurement

executive for the armed services, but under the control of the minister
and deputy minister of deftnce.

In parallel with, but seemingly independent of, these interand intradepartmental and ministry discussions and structural
alterations, a second proaess was in hain. The political requirement of

the Government of National U"ity (GNU)

- in existence for a

rnaximum life of five years from the time of the 1994 elections - and its
parliamentary rcpr€sentatives was to ensur€ gr€ater transparenqy and
acrcountability in all matters pertaining to defence and security. This
was not merely a matter of democratic principle. It was an essential
requirement for those who in the past had been subjected to a defence
and security system that had been summary in its dealings with the
population, largely unaccountable for its actions, and had regularly
asked for, and received, significant sums of public money. ln a manner
of speaking the SAITIDF, eyen in a time of transition, was not trusted
in the absence of strong &ecks and balances.

Democratic accpuntability and transparency

in

defence has

been facilitated through the enhancement of parliamentary oversight.
Two parliamentary committiees concerned with legislative oversight of
deferrce were established in 1994: the Senate Select Committee on
Defence, Safeg and Correctional Services and the National Assembly
Portfolio Committee on Defence. Both have custornary powers in that
fimctionaries under the respecdve controls of the secretariat and the SANDF had
been commissioned. See the Citizztr,l6 AprnD9Z.
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they were creatd from within each chamber, there being no provision

within the constitution for their efstence. They are 'pordolio'

committees in that they consider legislation governing defence issues
and the defence budget, and pilot them through their respective
chambers.

These restrictions do not apply, however, to the larger
ParliamentaryJoint SAnding Committee on Defence $SCD), which has
extensive powers to 'investigate and make recommendations
regarding the budget, functioning, organisation, anruunents, poliry,
morale and state of preparedness of the SANDF and to perform suitr
functions relating to_parliamentary supervision of the Force as may be

prescriH by law'.S This is retained in the final South African
constitution (which was signed into law in May

lggn.

A further crcmmittee of potential importance in the context of
both transparency and legislative oversight of defence, is the National
conventional Arms conbol committee (NcAcc). It is a committee of
the cabinet, and its terms of reference are: first, to take over the role of
processing arn$ export licences to eruture compliance with
goverrrrnent guidelines and international treaty obligations; and
second, to propose poliry on the acquisition of weapons and military
equipment for the South African armed services and the arms trade in
genelal Any maior acquisition of weapons from an overseas supplier
would be referred to this committee for approval.
Future Roles, Funding and New Equipment Purchases

onstituti onal Obligations
In terms of the final constitution, the 'primary objective of the
defence force is to defend and protect the Republic, its territorial
integrity and its people in accordance with the Constitution and the
principles of international law regulating the use of force,.5 The
constitution sets out six functions for the defence force:
C

r
.
o

Republic-of South lJnca, Gooerntncat Gazzttc,3A3, 1546,Cape Town, 28 January
794,p.15O.
Artide 200 (2) chapter 11.
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1.

For service in the defence of the Republic, for the protection of
its sovereignty and territorial integrity;

2.

For service in crcmpliance with the international obligations of

the Republic with regard to international bodies and other
states;

3.
4.

For service in the preservation of life, health and property;

For service

in the provision or maintenanqe of essential

services;

5.

For service in the upholding of law and order in the Republic
in co-operation with the South African Police Services under
circumstances set out in a law where the said Police Service is
unable to maintain law and order on its own; and,

6,

For service in support of any deparfinent of state for the
purpose of socioconomic upliftment./

out,

The 1996 Defence White Paper, D$arce in a Dqnoqaqy,E fleshes
tltre challenges of transformation, the role of the defence

inta alia,

forces, the nature of the strategic environment facing South Africa,
human resource issues, poficy relating to arms control and the defence
industry, and the organisation of civil-military relations in the new
South Africa. The White Paper notes that:
The ending of apartheid and the establishment of democracy
have given rise to the dramatic changes in the external
strategic environment from the perspective of South Africa.
The country is no longer isolated internationally. It has been
welcomed into many international organisations, most

importantly the United Nations (UN), the Organisation of
African Unity (OAU) and the Southern African Development
Community (SADO. South Africa is in fact expected to play
an active role in these forums, especially with regard to peace

7
E

Artide 227(1), Interim Conetitution.

Defence MoD), D4nce ia a Democtrcy: Whirc Pryer on Natiotal
Defcne fot tlu Rcptblicof tunth Atri& MoD Pretoria,May 7996). The White_Paper
was the result of a lengthy proc€ss of consultation whidr began in June 1995 with

Se Minbtry of

the publication of a draft document which was rubFct to @mnents and input

froni political parties, defence industsy, analysts, meurbers of the public,
parllament, and the JSCD, and onduded with the presentation of the final
docunent to cabinet on 8 May 196.
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and security in Africa and in Southern Africa in particular.
There are expectations that South Africa will become involved
in peace-support operations on the continent. South Africa
does not now, and will not in the future, have aggressive
intentions towards any state. It is not confronted by an
immediate conventional military threat, and does not
anticipate external military aggression in the short to medium
term (+/-5 years).
It goes on:

The absence of a foreseeable conventional military threat
provides considerable space to rationalise, redesign and
'rightsize' the SANDF. The details of this process will be spelt
out in the Defence Review.9

The White Paper notes that 'the size, desig+ structure and
budget of the SANDF will therefore be determined mainly by its
prirnary function', although provision will have also'to be made for
the special requirements of internal deployment and international
peac€ operations'.lo As a result, the SAlrlDF is to maintain a cone
defence capability, with the ability both to deal with small-scale
contingencies and to expand in size should the situation wanant it.
This includes the maintenance and, where appropriate, the adequate
upgrading or replacement of military equipment. lndeed, the
constitution notes that the SANIDF'should be established in a manner
that it will provide a balanced, modern and technologically advanced
military force...'.11
In the absence of a conventional military threat, the SANDF is
thus to comprise a relatively small regular force and a 'sufficiently'
large part-time force known as the 'core' force. The White Paper also
notes that employment of the SANDF in support of the police is likely
to persist 'because of ongoing public violence and the refative shortage
of police personngl'.l2
For the defence force, in the absence of a conventional threat
scenario, the lack of clarity and consistency in South Africa's foreign
9
10
11

12

four, ibid.
five, ibid
Interfun Consdtudon, artide 226.
Dcfene in eDcnnacy.

See chapter
See drapter
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policy goals has rnade planning difficult. In a regional environment
iensitive to domination by South Africa's military and economic
pow€r, foreign policy pronounc€ments have preferred to favour a
tsoftly-softly' approach. In Africa, however, the SAITIDF sees its role as
one of 'stability proiection'both in peace and in war. This could be
facilitated, intq alia, through training, personal inter-military
relationships, disaster-relief operations and peice'support missions.l3
These secondary functions, including collateral support for
intemal agencies, were incoqporated in the SAt'{DFs'core force' design
process and closely linked to the principles of balance, flocibility and
glowth. With this in mind, the Defence Review (as approved- by
Farliarnent), proposed the SANDF force design set out in Table 4.2.14
Table

42: SAIIDF

Forcc Design

Personnel

Full-timeForce (FTD
Part-time Force (PTD

22,W0
69,499

SAAnny
Mobile Division
Mechanised Brigade (RDR
Parachute Brigade
Special Forces Brigade
GroupHQ
Ught Infantry Battalions
Territorial/Motorised Infantry Batts.
Area Protection Units
SA Air Force
Ught Fighters
MediumFighters
13

l4

1
1

1
1

27

t4
72
183

16
32

Meiring chief of the SANDF, in an
lnterrriew at SANDF HQ, hetoria, South Africa, 9 April f998.
This proposal was acoepted by the South Affcan parliament from four gptions in
Augrrst i997. Rghter, hdiopter and hansport numbers do not indude aircraft at
Oying sctrools wtridr are part of (and are costed with) the suPPort sbucture. The
long-range maritime patrol airaaft will, for reasons of coot, not be equipped with
full suface and sub.surfac€ weapons systems, although they will be fitted to
acommo&te such systecrs. This will enable upgrading of combat capabilities
when required,
Thege views were expressed by C,eneral Georg

South Africa's Defarce Structura anil

Light Reconnaissance Aircraft
MediumSigint Aircraft
long-Range Maritime Patrol Aircraft
Medium-Range Maritime Pahol Aircraft
Short-Range Maritime Patrol Aircraft
Remotely Piloted Squadrons
Combat Support Helicopters
Maritime Helicopters
Transport Helicopters
Transport Aircraft
VIP
Voluntary Squadrons
In-fl ight Refuelling/Electronic Warfare Aircraft
Radar Squadrons

lntaats

76

6

1;
1

72
5

96

u
9
9
5
3.5

Point Defence Squadrons
Mobile Ground Sigint Team

3

SA Nary
Submarines
Corvettes
Strike Craft

4
4
6

Combat Support Ships

Minesweeper/Hunter
Inshore Patrol Vessels

Harbour Patrol

1

8
2
39

SA Medical Seryices
CB Defensive Programmes

Medical Battalion Groups (FTF)
Medical Batalion Groups (PTF)

1
1

1.5
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Functi o n s

It is generally expected that any governrnent's most
fundamental duty is to provide for the security needs of its citizens.
So-called 'winning' nations are expected to display incremental
improvements in meeting these basic needs, induding ecpnomic
prosperity, welfare, and the provision of individual security. In turn,
the state should maintain the monopoly of coercive Power in that
society.

However, for South Africa, the provision of internal security,
stability, and individual security is some way off. lndeed, the media,
both within South Africa and without, paint a picture of a worsening
rather than an improving internal security situatiorL but with regard to
political violence, not criminal violence, and, related to this, the
government's ability to police effectively.
South Africa now leads the field in comparative international
measures of citizens murdered: in 1996, there were 61.1 murders per
100,000 of the population (about seven times the rate in the United
States), and 119.5 rapes. Although the rates of most categories of crime

went down betnreen 1995 and 1997, there is also evidence deriving
from victim studies of a decrease in reportage of non-insurance crimes.
Table 43: Nadonal Crime Statistics (per 100,fl[ population)
1995

7996

r473

Fraud

747.9

Rape
Serious Assault

rr5.2

1195

535.8

545.6

99.7
28.8

r22.0

Robbery
Illegal Firearm Possn.

Murder
VehicleTheft
Drug-related Crime
Attempted Murder

305

&.6

6r.7

245.0
98.9

229.0

&.3

67.5

Source: Star (South Africa) l0Mardr 1997.

92.9
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One response to this upsurge in crime has been calls for the
involvement of the SANDF in combating crimg particularly in the
absence of a conventional military threat. Unsurprisingly, the issue of
militaqy involvement in crime prevention has been a contested one.
Many senior officers are unhappy with such a role, arguing that
pulling the armed services into an internal policing role would blunt
their military effectiveness and warfighting capabilities. Public
perceptions of the internal deployment of the military are, however,
generally positive.

Major4eneral F. du Toit has argued in this regard that

if

South Africa is to achieve a condition of internal security and stability,
a two-pronged approach is required:ls

first, there is a need to demonsbate delivery of social
upliftment in pursuanc€ of social iustice, economic

development and democracy; and

'

second, there is a need to employ all the mearu at the disposal

of the governnrent (and not simply the military on its own)
and the private sector to combat the threats that are
destabilising South African society.

The South African Army has approximately 8,000 soldiers
deployed countrywide on tasks which include vehicle and foot patrols
along vulnerable border areas, and in township flash points; the
protection of remote farms; operating vehicle checkpoints; and ioint
actions with the South African Police Services. During 1996 the South
African Air Force (SAAD flew 7,737 operations to combat crime, and
3339 hours additionally to patrol the country's borders, and 564 hours
which entailed assisting the South African Navy (SAlrl) in patrolling
the coastline. The SAlrl spent 939 hours patrolling the coast, during
which it assisted in the inspection of 73 ships.l6 Ttris cost an estimatd
Rl billion of the defence budget.
15

For a detailed discussion of these issues, see Greg Mills and Mark Shaw, 'Crhre
and Policing in Pct-Aparthdd South Africa', tuuth Afticaut yc*rb@k q Intcnutioiel
Affairs 7997 (South A.frican Institute of Internadonal Affairs, fohannesburg 1997),

pp21424.

See 'CSANDF Internal C-ommrurication Bulletin 3197, 17 lanuary lW|. Alsr.,
Major-General F. du Toit, nu RoIe of the fuuth Africen Natiotul Defauc Fmce in
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As noted, the constitution makes provision for the
employment of the SANDF in maintaining law and order in
cooperation with the SAI€ when the latter is unable to maintain the
situation on its own. Itoblems with this include lack of adequate
training and equipment for the armed forces in this role; the potential
undermining of the image and legitimacy of the SANDF; and the
burden that this places on an already stretched defence budget.

firc SANDF will inevitably have to prioritise those areas of
criminal policing in which it becomes involved and which, as General
du Toit puts it, constitute a threat to the constitutional dispensation of
the state, concentrating on:

t

serious crime, particularly the proliferation of illegal weapons
and those crimes requiring air support (such as car hiiackings);

'

border security, including the influx of illegal immigrants
across South Africa's borders, stock thefts and attacks on
farms, the protection of airspacg and all forms of smuggling,
including dmgs and weapons;

'
'
t

crcmbating the expansion of paramiliary forces;
crcmbating political unres! and
the protection of marine resources.

Deforce Funiling

In South AJriea., the defence budget has dropped from 4.5 per
cent of GDp in t9B9/90 (Us$4.9 billion int997 values) to 1.6 per cent in
1997/98 (US$2 billion) and 1.4 per cent of GDP in1998/99. As defence
budgets shrink world-wide, much of the brunt of this reduction has

fallen on equipment procurement rather than personnel and
operational costs (P&O).In the same period, the capital project share of
the SAiTIDFs budget relative to PdcO costs has fallen from 43 per cent
in79t39/90 to 14 percentin 1997/98.

I"-W

S?crtity, ISSI P Bulletln No.2/97 (Instihrte for Sbategic Shrdies, University
of hetoria, 1997).
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Table 4.4: SA Defence Budget Comparison 198919o1997198
(Nominal Tenns-US$m)
1989/90
397 (18vo)
837 (39Vo)
910 (43Vo)

2138.3

7997/98
Personnel

Operating
Capital

TOTAL

889 65Vo)
825 (4l%o)
282 (74Vo)
1995.6

Table 4.5: SA Defence Budget Comparison 198919o1997198
(Real Terms-US$m)

7989/n

7997/98

897 (78Vo)

Personnel

790F.6(39Vol
2071.2(43Vo)

Operating
Capital
TOTAL

4858.1

889 (45Vo)
825 (4lVo)

282(74Vo)
1995.6

The medium-term expenditure framework of the government
(MTEF) for 1998-2001 offers little relief in this regard. This projects that

defence spending will decline fuom 7.4 per cent of non-interest
spending in"1.997 /98 to 6.8 per cent in 2ON/07, remaining pegged at
1.6 per cent of GDP.
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Table 4.6: Medium-Terrr Expenditrue Framework for Defmce
(US9m)*

Administsation
Landward Defence
Air Defence
Maritirre Defence
Mdical Support
General Support
Special Defence Acqcunt
TOTAL

'

1998/99

1999lW

20fp./01

91

794

95
807

95
818

384

391

392

769

179

181

7U

193

195

727

126

t24

242

307

393

1,992

2,W7

2,797

These figures were calculated using a 1998 Rand-US$ value of ZAR$fl)=US$1,(X).

There are inevitably longer term equipment and personnel
cost{utting strategy. The South African Navy is a
graphic example of what might h"pp"r if further finances are not
allocated to equipment purchases.lT lt is also, within the IOR context,
the most important and obvious vehicle for intra-regional security
cooperation
costs attached to this

As the'Gnderella'of the four services of the SA\IDR the SANI
has long received the short end of the budget stick. During the mid1970s, the navy received nearly 20 per cent of the defence allocation.

But with the focus on the land and air border war' during the late
1970s and 1980s, the SA\l's slice slipped to just 6 per cent of the overall
vote, although this gradually rose again to represent 8.5 per cent in
1991 and 10.1 per cent in 1998. Although this is planned to increase to
13 per cent by 2002 under the MTEF, as noted above, the army and air
force will continue to receive a lion's share of the budget allocation.
The SANI's current efforts to acquire four corvettes and four
submarines have to be viewed against this backdrop.They represent
the culmination of a long*tanding requirement going back to the early
1960s. This was not fulfilled during the apartheid years due partly to

17

This iszue is discussed fuily in Martin Edmonds and Greg Mills, Beyond the
Horimn: Defence,Diplonrcy arul Srluth Africa' Ivlaritittu Opportunit zs (SAU.A/CDISS,
Johannesburg 198).
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the arms gmbargo and, given that moratorium's pnrosity, especially
because of the stress on land and air capabilities.

Figure 4.7: SADF/SAITIDF Cumulative Capital Nlocadon, 19ZE-92
Vo

6

Army
Air Force
Navy

45
9
0.7

Medical Services

Despite the absence of a conventional land or air threat to
South Africa, this anomaly in the apportioning of defence expenditure
looks set to crcntinue, with the navy's slice just 13 per cent in 2002. The
proposals for dividing up the operational budget replicate previous

inequities. Not only does this
benchmarks, but

it

fly ir, the face of

international

also places questions around the future role and
structure of the SANDF. If this plan goes ahead, the SAN might
conceivably have to close the operational side of its Durban base,
leaving iust one main base in Simon's Town. This could seriously
impede the SAN's operational integrity in the Indian Ocean and in
Southern Africa.
The manner

in which the allocations

ane apportioned

within

the services, too, has had an effect on capabilities. As noted earlier, the

ratio of capital expenditure to personnel and operating costs has
declined from 7.2:\.7:1 in 1989/90 to 1:5.2:5.1 in 1997. ln nominal
terms, the SANs expenditure breakdown from 1989/90 to lg6/97
altered as follows:
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Table

48: Comparative

SAD.I

Expenditure Breakdown (US$mf

Personnel
7989/90

19%/97

'

55
99

Operating
31

90

Capital
37 (20Vo)
78 (9Vo)

These figures were calculated using a 1998 Rand-U9$ value of ZAR5,0=US$1,00.

it is unclear how the equipment required under the Defence
Review detailed above can be funded in this environment.lS It is
believed that the accepted force design will cost close to US$2.6 billion
as opposed to the 1998/99 budget of US$1.8 billion. It would appear
that the procurements (see below) will have to be funded outside of
the budget. Indeed, Armscor have based their repayment plan for the
packages, if they were to cost a total of US$2 billion, on an amount of
US$700 million annually to be repaid over 15 years from 2001 onwards
at current interest and exchange rates. A package of US$3.8 billion
could be met with annual repayments of US$60 million over the same
period.tg
As the SAI{DF reduces its forces from the aforementioned
curent strength of 95545 (including 27,119 civilians) to 70,000
(including a roughly 25 per cent civilian component) by 2001, there
will be a need to carefully and critically examine force structures and
siz€ in order both to afford new equipment and to free up more money
from persorurel costs for the operational budget.

According to the MTER the SAlrl will receive US$260 million
in2ffi2,less US$90 million for joint expenditures, personnel costs and
acquisitions. This will leave just US$174 million (in 1998 values). The
SANDF is working towards a division of expenditure between
Personnel:OperationalCapital msts on a percentage breakdown of
40:3030.20 To enable this to happet, the navy will need to spend
around US$100 million on personnel and US$74 million on operational

l8
19

20

For a dear explanation of the funding dilenmas, see Jakkie Cilliers, D4arce

Unrykhg tlu Pac*agc Dxels, ISS Paper No.29, Mardr 1998, esp. p.2.
Int€rview, Kevin Hanafey, Annscor, hetoria, South Afdca, TApril 1998.
A model that was dwdoped by the consultants Deloitte and Toudre.
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cosb. As a result, the SAN has developed a 'transformation' project
designed to streamline costs through the centralisation of the
operational and logistics/support functions under one conurulnd to be
known as 'the fleet'. The chief of naval operations and chief of naval
support will be subsumed into this one operation which is'to prepare
and provide combat ready warships ready and supported for all
intended roles on an output driven basis'.21
This reorganisation is aimed at increasing the number of naly
personnel deployed at sea from 850 (of 9,200) currently to 1150 plus a
500 reserve (of 8,200) by 2ffi2.It might in the future also involve the
privatisation of dockyard functions, which currently account for US$18
million of the budget, yet have been beset by problems which have
negatively affected productivity.22

Nqo Purchases

Following parliamentary approval in 7997 of
recommendations regarding force structure and equipment
requirements contained in the then recently completed Defence
Review, a request for information (RFI) was issued in September \997
for US$ billion worth of equipment for the SANDF. It had become
clear that if the SANDF was to be able to undertake its constitutional
obligations, then additional equipment had to be acquired. It is
notable, however, that in contrast with the past, when defence
procurements were largely the outcome of bargaining between service
chiefs, these requirements have, for the first time, been the product of a
process overseen by parliamentary control and open to public scrutiny.

21

22

Interview, Rear-Admiral (unior Grade) Jack Nel, Simon's Town, South Africa, 14

April198.

The Simon's Town dockyard currently employs 6D people. Producdvity is
hampered by a number- of factory inctuaingi ongoirig industriat probl'ems
(induding a labour geslow); a lack of railway access to the Cape's tndustries; a
lack of darity in the relationship with the civilian sector (alahough over l0
civilian vessels docked in Simon's Town in 7997 and the work brought in US$9m
million, all this money did not go to the navy but to the socalled-&7 account);
Iisted buildinp which prevent modern reorganisation; and an inhoopitable
working mvironment, where the town's inhabitants are not sympathetic-to the
needs of a naval dockyard (and often reputedly complain about dockyard
activities).
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The items required in terrns of the Defence Review are: four
new cprvettes and four submarines for the navy (plus helicopters for
the corvettes); 60 light-utility helicopters (to replacre the Alouette IIIs in
servic€); between 50 and 154 main battle tar*s; and 48 iet
trainers/fighters (to replace the MiragalChutahd An important asPect of these packages to sell equipment to
South Africa has been the need for industrial participation or offset
(which is separated into defence industrial participation managed by
the defence industry and non-military participation managed by the
Departnent of Trade and Industry), as well as soft financing
arrlngements. South Africa is seeking up to 100 per cent (and beyond)
offsets induding technology transfer and socio-economic proiects, as
well as grace periods for rePayment (to start only in 2001) and
favourable loan terms.23

Following a proc€ss in which the DePartment of Defence ranks

of the items according to its military value, the DeparEnent of
Trade and Industry ranks each item according to the offset content,
and the Departrnent of Finance ranks each according to the financing
aspects, thecabinet is expected to give its answer in the second half of
each

1998. This decision rnay

well indude a Proviso that the procurement be

a number of years, or that only certain tlpes of
equiprnent with a high priority be purchased now, and that nonstaggered over

es'ser,Uat items (suctr as

ttri tanks and the submarines)

be delayed.2a

The South Afrlcan government tender proposal reportedly modifies standard
lnternadonal miJitary acqulsidon practicts, where the prudrasing countsy makes

a

30 per cent downpayment on sigring the contract and thel mal<e Vo reta
paymmts as the lyiteurs are dCvelo-pe4 manufactured and delivered The
sriirimnnr counter-tsade requireurents have been inaeased from 55 per cent to E0
petr c€nt of the value of the conhact. See No shortage of courdes- eagq for,S_{'s
Rt0bn arurs deal despite oneroult tenns', Slzday ltilepnilcnt,2 Novecr_ber 199.
S€e also, 'Offset ts thi nane of this bidding game', Busincss Dry,8 November
1997. Interestingly, the Britistr bidders have propeed that South Africa pay for the
equipurmt in gold. See Brcircs s Dty, 25 lrne 7997 .
-the
nature of lndustrial and military parddpadon offsets, see T'{ew
For aetalb of
rf,eapone couring lnto SA's dghts', Swdry hilepenfuht,l8 Dececrbq f97. Also, 'S.
Afrila to weigh up balance of packages', /anc's Dcfane Coztruls, Oc{ober 1997. As
an example, if,e Siveaisn offerinvolv-es ttie supply of heavy rolltng stock worth up
to US$tiS million to the South African parastatal, Transnet, to acount Jor more
than haU of the

dvilian offset requireurent.

See Busbess Day, 9 January 1998.
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A Fuhtre for Denel?
The procurement and budget issues raise in turn the question

as to what might happe. in the near future to the South African
armaments industry - perhaps better known in the form of the
procurement body, Armscor (the Armaments Corporation of South
Africa), and the state's industrial wing, Denel - given that the SAI{DF
has until now been its largest client. (Denel was created out of
Armscor on 1 April 1992.) Its future is also entwined with both its past
history (as a sanctions-busting outfit at the sharp end of upholding
apartheid) and current government policy, which has to balance a
moral foreign policy commitment to upholding human rights and thus
vetting arms clients carefully with the need to ensure economic growth
and employment. Involving an estimated 800 corporations, the South
African arms industry accounts for 1.2 per cent of GDP and about 5
per cent of national manufacturing output, employing some 5Q000
people (down from 150,000 in the late 1980s).

In the latter regard, the government has established a review
committee for foreign arms sales in the form of the National
Conventional Arms Control Committee (NCACC), which operates
according to a multi-step review process involving, first, the review of
an application to rnarket the weapon(s) and, second the review of an
application to export the weapon(s). Despite the controversy
sunounding South Africa's consideration of arms sales to Syria and
Saudi Arabia, since the NCACC was established in 1995 only two arms
export permits have apparently been approved: the US$460 million
sale to Malaysia of Rooioalkattack helicopters (which rnay now well be
cancelled or postponed, gtven Malaysia's current economic woes);25

25

In 1994 the minister in charge of the NC.A,CC, ltofessor lGdar Asuul said that
hade with lran, Kmya and the Koreas was under review, while Afghantstan, Iraq,
Libya, Nigeria Su&n and Zaire were blacklisted Algsria and Malapia are on the
list of approved buyers. The deal for selling tank-firing gui&nce systernrs to Syria
worth an estisrated US$50 million in 1997 came to naryht after the United States
expressed its anger. The vetting process has come under condderable criticism in
South Africa. For example, critics have argued that the refusal to agree to sell
howitzers and helicopters to Turkey was more on ac€unt of Ankara's recprd
against the PKK (an ANC ally) than its human rights record. The on-off-on again
sale of weapons to Rwanda at the time of the war in east€rn Zaire was ilso
criticise4 as was the (pre.1994) sale of ssrall arms to that country. After his visit to
Indonesia in mid-199, hesident Mandela said that in spite of the East Timor
culroversy, Indonesia was on the approved list of dient counEies, though for
'defensive' weapons only. See Busizass Dty, 14 Noveqrber lW. As a iesult,
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and the US$20 million contract for the supply of remotely controlled
pilotless drcnes to Algeria announced infaiririry 199S?6
Despite increasing commercialisatiory Denel's future survival
hinges increasingly on its ability to export, and its best sales lie in
offensive weapons. South Africa's international isolation effectively
creabd an indigenous capability to produce weapom which in some
cases - such as the Rooloalk and the G-5/G-6 howitzers - are leaders in
their class.27 ln 1992/93, Denel's sales to the South African security
forces (ihduding the SAI€) amounted to 63 per cent of incomg with 17
per cent from exports (despite international sanctions), and 11 per cent
from cpmmercial operations.InT95/95, this had shifted to 45 per cent
to the South African security forces,30 per cent to exports, and 17 per
cent to commercial operations.z8 Sales to the security'forces were

worth US$320 million in195/96, as against sales of US$800 million in
1989.4 Exports were worth US$250 miilion in 1996 (South Africa's
second-largest source of export earnings), up from US$130 million in
1992. Exports werc mainly artillery, avionics, fuses and anti-mine
tectrnology.s
As a result of the continuing fall in the South African defence
budget and the crnsequent change in ratio of personnel and operating
expenditure to capital costs, Denel has signalled its intention to
increase its global market share from its current level of under one per
celrt to two per cent, raising its value to roughly US$500 million and
partianentary oprponenb have described South Africa's arurs sales policy as a
'dnrnLen ?g1zr,9'. See 'Arnrs sales can hit gA's moral stature', Bttsit:rlss Dar!,24
26
27

28
29

October 1997.

Se 'Algerian army drief visits SA after deal with Denel', Blsiruss Dey,76 February

r98.

The G5/G6 family of 155 mm artillery s)€tems have been widely exported The
South African Arury has 72 G-5 and,B G6 systems. Of the six irenibers of the
Gdf Cooperatim Council three use Denel artillery: Oman operates 24 G6s, Qatar
12 G5s, and the UAE 78 &. Denel is currently competing to meet reqtriremmts
ln Kuwait (foryl8 G5e) and Saudi Arabia (80 G6). The same echnology is also
being nrarketed as a 155 urm tank turret, which India has tested on i'f-fZMt
dassis. See/aac's Dcftne rl,lukly,l0 December 1997.
See F&T WctJy,9tvlay 1997.

Inforsration supplied

by the

South African High Comnission,

C-anberra,

December 1997. For a detailed summary of the South Afrtcan arurammts industry,
see-Ravindg Pd Singh and Pieter D. Wezeman, 'South Africa's arms production
and exports' in SIPRI Ywfuk. 1995 (Oxford University Press, New Yo,rk, 195),
pp.569-80.
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creating 50,000 new irbs in the process. The corporation has opened
offices in Paris, Abu Dhabi, Tel Aviv, Moscow, Kuala Lumpur, Beijing

and New York. The goverrunent will face continued pressure from
human rights lobbyists, though this is expected to be offset by the
support of the populace in view of the resultant economic benefits.3l In
a recent South African foreign policy survey, 52 per cent of
respondents were of the opinion that South Africa should sell arms
under strict conditions, 38 per cent were against the country selling
arms at all, and 9 per cent agreed that South Africa should sell arms to
anyone who could afford to pay.32 lnterestingly, 83 per cent polled in
this survey were in favour of South Africa being seen as helping the
United Nations in its peacekeeping activities.
P e ace-Supp

ort Operutions

As noted, South Africa's armed services face a future in which
they might be expected to increase the scale and scope of their internal
security role. And although there are currently no extemal
conventional military threats to South Africa, it may be expected that
the republic will increasingly be willing to participate in peace-support
operations, particularly in Africa. This is acknowledged in the Defence
White Paper, which notes that 'as a fully fledged member of the
international community, South Africa will fulfil its responsibility to
participate in international peace-support operations'.33

South Africa's willingness to take up this role has been
emphasised by the trend in African states to take a more active role in
determining their own fate

3l
32
33

- what South Africa's deputy

president

For a highlighting of the moral dilemmas of the South African anns hade, see 'The
moral dilemma of Frankenstein', Business Report,3 Septembq 797.
* Pretoria News, 3 Decenber 1997.
Dzfence in a Danocracy, chapter five. The White Paper notes that bperadons ln
Southern Africa should be sanctioned bv SADC and should be undertaken
together with other SADC states rather than conducted on a unilateral basis.
Similarly- operations in Africa should be sancdoned by the Organisation of
African Unity'. It also notes that: 'South Africa's consideration of lnvolvesrent in
specific peacesupport operadons will not be limited to the poesible deploynrent of
troops. The involvement could also take the forsr of providing equipment,
logisdcal support, engineering services, oonrmunications systetrrs and medical
personnel and facilities'.
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Thabo Mbeki has described as an 'African renaissance'il - and a
decreasing interest on the part of the Western community (postSomalia) in becoming involved in peacekeeping in Africa.

As a result, the idea of a pan-African force has become
increasingly necessary. At one level, this has found expression in the
American-led proposals for an African Crisis Response Initiative
(ACRI), in terms of which a lQ00Gstrong eight-battalion force is

envisaged.3s Despite French suspicions, the G-7 nations agreed at the

Denver summit in fune 1997 to suPPort the ACRI. Although South
Africa has responded coolly to the US proposal, gven concerns over
leadership and conbol of the force as well as the political implications
of leaving African peacekeeping to Africans in defiance of the spirit of
multilateralism, some seven African states (Ethiopia Ghana, Senegal,
Uganda, Malawi, Mali, and Tunisia) have volunteered trooPs to the
ACRI.
South Africa (like Nigeria) is not expected to participate in the

ACRI. However, the SANDF has allocated two battalions
peacekeepers, signalling a willingness to end the country's isolation

as

in

this regard. Also, in lllay \997,300 South African soldiers participated
in a ground-breaking exercise organised by the United Kingdom and
Zimbabwe in easFrn Zimbabwe. Codenamed Exercise Blue Hungwe,
this was the first time that South African troops had participated in a
military exercise with other African states, all fellow-members of the
14-strong Southern Afican Development Community. This will be

repeatd during Exercise Blue Crane in

1998.

There are, however, both resource and political limitations on
South (and Southern) Africa's ability to engage with every continental
conflict situation. The need for South Africa to pick its time and place
carefully before involving itself in peace'suPPort operations (whether
these be at the level of humanitarian assistance or through the full
spectrum of peace-support operations) is highlighted by sensitivity
over what rnay be perceived as South African hegemony in Africa, a
high-profile diplomatic role that is not always backed uP by results - as

U
r)

This tenn was first used in his speech at the US Corporate Council on Africa,
Chantilln Virgini+ USA, April 1997.
This concept was articulated dtrring the US secretary of state Warrm Christopher's
address to the South African Instihrte of International Affain, fohannesburg 12
October

195.
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in President Mandela's largely

unsuccessful attempt to engineer a
solution to the Zairian impasse aboard the SAN vessel, SAS Outaiqua,
off the coast of Congo-Brazzaville in April 1997.
South Africa,like most of the developing world, thus faces an
environment dominated by non-conventional (non-military) security
challenges as outlined earlier. These include the need to provide
economic growth and socio-economic upliftmeng to curtail poverty
and crime; to deal with the environmental fallout of rapid economic
and population growth as well as uncontsollable urbanisation; to arrest
the flow of drugs, illegal migration, small arms and the operation of
illegal crime syndicates.

Not surprisingly, then, question marks still exist around the
role of the SANDF in a new South Africa. Is it to be principally a lowtech source of employment and training mainly involved in internal
security issues, or a high-tech deterrent against outside threat, as the

constitution demands? How will it use the equipment currently
destined for its branches, and will it have the skilled manpower to do
so? Finally, without suggesting that the two are mutually
incompatible, what will be its relationship with its established parhers
in the developed world to the north, on the one hand, and its newer
allies in the Southern African region and elsewhere to its geographic
left and right, on the other?

CHAPTER 5

CONSIDERING THE IOR INITIATIVES
The IOR process is the product of a coincidence of
international, regional and domestic events. It has been underpinned
by a number of significant political and economic shifts, including a
growing global trend towards regionalism; the emergenc€ of a liberal
international trading environment with the conclusion of the Uruguay
Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATD and the
establishment of the World Trade Organisation; the adoption of
market-based economic policies by an increasing number of countries
including, importantly, the 920 million people of India; the end of
apartheid and of South Africa's international isolation; the end of the
Cold War and the ocllapse of socialism in the Soviet bloc; and the
emergence of a range of new security concerrrs, centred around the
environment and transnational criminal issues.
The concept of an IOR initiative was first publicly mooted by
then South African foreign minister, Pik Botha, in November 799.3,
when he identified the area as being of great mutual importance to
both South Africa and India.l In ]anuary 1995, President Mandela
rekindled the prospect of such an initiative during a visit to India. The
South African president stated that:

The natural urge of the facts of history and geography that
Nehru spoke of should broaden itself to include exploring the

conc€pt

of an lndian Ocean Rim for

socio-economic

cooperation and to improve the lot of the developing nations
in multilateral institutions such as the United Nations,
Commonwealth and the Non-Aligned Movement.2
He also noted that:

in the international system demanded that the
countries of the Indian Ocean Rim shall come on a single
Recent changes

platform. The natural urge

of the facts of history and

1

Busincss Dey,23

2

Vice-Admiral Mihir Roy, 'Confrontadon and Cooperation in the Indian Ocean',
Sottth African lournal of Intnnatbnal Affairs,Yol.2, No.2, Winter 1995, p.54.

November 1993.
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geography should broaden itself to indude exploring the
concept of Indian Ocean rim and socio-economic cooperation
and other peaceful endeavours.3
This proposal was enthusiastically received by both the Indian
and Ausbalian governments. For Canberra, this was in line with the
'[ook West' strategy arurounced by the minister for foreign affairs and
trade on 9 August 1994, which had been developed in close
consultation with the Western Australian governrrcnt, and was
broadly an attempt to counterbalance the country's foreign poliry
preoccupation with Asia.l For New Delhi, this was seen as a
culmination of the visit of lndia's first post-independence prime
minister, fawaharlal Nehru, who had encouraged unity among Indian
Ocean states. Hence India's support of previous regional initiatives
such as the Indian Ocean Zone of Peace and Neutrality (VOP) and the
Indian Ocean Commission (IOC). As Burrows has argued:
The importance of the fact that it is the lndian Ocean should
not be overlooked. Since the departure of the British, India has
long considered the Indian Ocean as a sphere of influence and
was thus iritated by the presence of foreign navies in the
Ocean during the Cold War.5
The Inter-Governrnental Process

The IOR proc€ss is ctrrrently split betnreen an intergoverrunental initiative and so<alled second-track diplomacy. The 14nation Indian Ocean Rim Association for Regional Cooperatior; which
was established on 6 March 7997 in Mauritius, represents the formal

inter-governmental group. This initiativg led by South Africa,
Australia and India was the result of dialogue begun in 1995.

3
4

Cited in 'Economic Cooperation: The Indian Ocean Rim Crncpt', Irrdb Digest,
Y ol.2 /

9

6 February /Mardr

199 6, p.7.

David Burrows, 'South Africa's Role in the Indian Ocean Rim Initiative', Sozth

AfrisnYutfukq Inbrutitttul Affeirc 1997 (Sottth African Institute of International
Affairs, foharuresburg 19fi, p.770. See also Parliament of the Commonwealth of
Australia, Joint Standing C-ommittee on Foreigr Affairs, Defence and Tradg
Austrdb's Rdetions uith fuitth l,frii.ec (Ausbalian Governmmt Publishing Servicg
Canberra, November 1996), p.21.
Burrows,'South Aftlca's Role in the Indian Ocean Rim Initiative'.
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On 29-31 March 1995, the Mauritius goverrunent convened a
meeting to discuss the possibility of enhancing economic cooperation
among countries of the Indian Ocean rim. In a tripartite endeavour,
representatives of seven counEies - Australia, India, Kenya, Mauritius,
Oman, Singapore and South Africa, subsequently known as the cnre
group states or'M-T - attended, along with members of the business
sector and academia. A ioint statement, issued at the conclusion of the
meeting, declared that the participants had agreed on:
principles of open regionalism and inclusivity of membership,
with the obiectives of hade liberalisation and promoting trade

cooperation. Activities would focus on trade facilitation,
promotion and liberalisatiory investment promotion and
economic cooperation.6

At that time, stress was placed on the desire to form a regional
trading bloc. As former Mauritian finance minister, Ramakrishnan
Sithanen, argued:

the world is being divided into three major trading blocs ...
in Europe [the Eg1, Japan [the Asia-Pacific], and the
United States [NAFTA]. The Indian Ocean is becoming
conspicuous as the only region without an official organisation
to promote economic cooperation.
centred

He contended that market-based reforms in countries bordering the
Indian Ocean and the readmission of South Africa to the world
community made prospects for economic cooperation promising.T
This meeting established a tripartite working group (involving
goverrunent officials, the private sector and academics) to formulate
proposals. The first meeting of this working group was held, again in
Mauritius, on 15-17 August 1995. This meeting supported, intq alia,
the establishment of a wider, non-governrrcntal seqcnd-hack process
as complementary to the inter-governmental movement, and
comprising business and academic networks. A further meeting in
Mauritius in September 1996 finalised a charter to underpin the
6
7

Parliament of the Commonwealth of Austsalia, foint Standing C-omrnittee on
Foreign Affairs, Deferre and Trade, Austrelie's Rc/a,tbns toith Srluth Afria, p23,
Agmce Frane hesse, 12 April 1995, Ctted in Denis Venter, The Indian Occan
Rim Initiative: A Vehide for South-South C-ooperation. Paper presented at the
meeting of the Indian Oean Research Networl Durban, 10-11 March 1997,
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creation of the IOR-ARC, and also saw a doubling of membership to
include Indonesia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Yemen, Tanzania, Madagascar
and Mozambique - now known as the 'M-14'. The membership was

increased in this lrnnner so as
launching the organisation.

to

achieve the critical mass for

According to the charter, the IOR-ARC is foremost an
outward-looking forum for economic dialogue and cooperation, with
the following key objectives: improved market access through trade
liberalisation, and the faci[tation of freer and enhanced flows of goods,
services and investnent throughout the region.S It contains no
reference to preferential trading areas, to which sectors of the South
African government, for one, were strongly opposed.g Aside from its
role as a forum for strengthening trade liberalisation along WTO lines,
the IOR-ARC'is designed to set directions for the economic and trade
policy in the Indian Ocean region'.l0 The IOR-ARC is thus to be firmly
based on the principle of 'open regionalism', as encouraged by the

wTo.
Two primary issues were on the agenda throughout the
working group sessions: namely, whether security matters should be
included within the IOR-ARC ambit, and what criteria were
appropriate to establish the scope, numbers and criteria for
membership.
Despite the formalisation of the charter, the problem of the
scope and speed of membership accession remains problematic.
Depending on the definition used, as noted, the region could consist of
between 24 and 50 countries, with the potential inclusion of entire
subregions pushing this up even higher. In the debate, representatives
from Australia, Singapore, Indonesia and South Africa favour a fasttrack approach to membership expansion, while India takes the
opposite view. India, no doubt fearful of the inclusion of Pakistan,
would like to see the proc€ss moving ahead slowly, though C-anberra,
E

9

Porter, Integrating the African East C-oast into the Wider Commrurity.

Se Mftndo Nkhulus cpmmenb in David Burrows, fuuth Aftice enil tlu Inilian
Ocan Rim, SAIIA International Update No.17l95. Mr Nkhulr.r" then a director in
the South African DeparErent of Trade and Industry, noted that regionalism in
the Indian Ocean rin'may in fact be globalism masquerading under the banner of
regionalism'.
See Porter, tntegrating the African East Coast into the Wider Community.
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for example, would like to

see as many as 35 countries quickly
incorporated within the IOR-ARC.II South Africa has supported an
inclusive (that is, all states littoral to the Indian Ocean) approach to
membership in the IOR-ARC, involving full participation of all
countries found to be eligible and qualifying for full membership,
tentatively also including the accession of the whole of the 14-member
Southern African Development Community. 12 Australia takes a'liberal
attitude to membership', and believes that the IOR-ARC proc€ss
cannot proceed apace without the inclusion of mairr economies such
as Pakistary Bangladesh and Thailand, though it sees problems in
extending the definition to Iran and Egyprt.13

Prior to the launch of the association, applications for
membership were received from seven counhies: Bangladesh, Iran,
Pakistan, Seychelles, Thailand, Egypt and France. Of these, France and
Pakistan are seen by India as the most problematic of potential
members, given France's non-sovereign status in the IOR and the
India-Pakistan relationship. India has objected to Pakistan's
membership on the basis that Pakistan does not conduct a nondiscriminatory relationship with India on trade issues, thereby
violating the spirit of the charter. Suggestions have been made that a
five-year moratorium is put on membership so as to allow space to
strengthen the existing network.l4
Article 2(ii) of the charter has left open the possibility of
expanding the membership at a later date, this being limited to all
sovereign states of the IOR which subscribe to the principles and
objectives of the charter. The expansion of membership will be decided
by member-states on the basis of consensual agreement. The issue of
membership and other forms of association with the IOR-ARC was the
subject of a working group meeting of officials on 24-25 November
7997 in Mauritius. The meeting decided on the geographical space of
the IOR and the sovereign countries which were deemed to constitute
part of that space; the conditions and criteria for membership; the
t1
12

t3

t4

Burrows, South Africe erul ,Iu Indian Occan Rim.
comFise4 in Noveurber 197: Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Swazilan4
Namibia, Desrosatic Republic of Congo and Seydrelles (troth of whidr pined in
August 7997), lvlalawl, Mozambiqug Zimbabwe, Zambt+ Tanzania, Mauritius,
The SADC

and South Africa
Dscrrssions, D?artrrent of Foreigr Affairs and Trade, Canberra, 9 January 1998.
I an most grateful to Dr Swaran Singh for providlng insight into this process.
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types of membership and other forms of association available; the
modalities for admission of eligible countries; and the impact of an
enlarged membership and the time frame for expansion. A confidential
document on these matters was drafted for consideration by the
Council of Senior Officials meeting during March 1998 in Mauritius, to
be refined in preparation for its consideration by the ministerial
meeting in Mozanrbique in March 7999.15 At the March meetin& it
was decided to cr€ate a structure for members, dialogue partners and
observers, subject to approval by the sumrnit in Maputo, Mozambique
in 199.16
There were opposing views as to whether security should be
included within the IOR-ARCs scope. South Africa and India were in
general agrcement that it should be omitted, in order not to ieopardise
cooperation in, or'divert attention away from', the economic sphere.l7
Then South African deputy president, F.W. de Klerk, argud that the
focus of the body should not be 'too ambitious' and that 'the main
focus should be on trade'.lE Conversely, the Australian government
reportedly pushed very hard to have security included in the agenda,
notably through the then foreign minister, Senator Gareth Evans.l9
According to a senior South African official involved in the
negotiations, the two issues of membership and security 'held back'
progress in the first year of talks, and ultimately'almost scuttled' the
initiative.2O Another described Canberra's efforts to have securitv
issues induded in the agenda as'an outspoken wish'.2l

Canberra maintains, however, that it always insisted that
security issues should be handled through the second- and not the
first-track proc€ss. This approach was promoted by then foreign
r5

t6
t7

18
19

20
27

Briefing docummt rupplied by South African fligh C.omnission, Canberra,
Dec€lnb€r

l9t.

lnterview, Abdul Minty, deputy director-geaeral: multllateral affairs, South
African Departnent of ForeigR Affairs, Pretoria, South Africa, 20 April 19E.
lntervier^r, G. Parthasarathy, high commissioner of lndia to Australla, C:nberra, 7
January 1998. See also Greg Mills, lnilia anil Soluth Afriu. TIU Sear& pr Potnership,
SAIIA Report No.1 (South African Instihrte of Intemational Affairs, fohannesburg

7971,p.16.

Venter, The Indian Ocean Rim Initiative.
PJ. Botha, Security and C-ooperation in the Indian Ocean Rim. Paper presented at
a confermce on The Utility of Naval Power, Cape Town, 17 October 196.

ibid.
Private correspondence, South Afriqrn goverrrment official January 1998,
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minister Evans, who believed that, as a result of his experience in
APEC, busines people and academics could deal with these issues in
an unfettered, free.thinking manne_r, not hindered by having to
rePresent official goverrunent poliqr.z2

The IOR-ARC summits are now staged at a ministerial level
9y9ry tt"o years. At the same time, two parallel meetings are held: the
IOR Academic Group (IORAG) and the IOR Business Fbrum (IORBF).
The business people and academics accompanying the IOR-ARC
(whichremains a tripartite process in this manner) are supposedly to
funded by their respective goverrunents, although the IORAG-has
thus far been very poorly subscribed, with only south Africa, Australia
and India-_sponsoring the participation of one academic each at the

$

meetings.23

The Second-Track Process
The issue of security would appear to have come to a head
when AusEalia launched its second-track International Forum on the
Indian ocean Region (IFIOR) conference in Perth in June 1995. This
was a more inclusive process than the inter-governmental forum,
involving 23 Indian Ocean countries and maiJr regional and
subregional organisations. The IFIOR involved two working groups:
one dealing with trade, investrnent and economic cooperation issuls;
the second with educatiory the environment, health, liw and justice,
sport, maritime ccoperation issues and the options for regional
security dialogue. The inclusion of a working group session on
security reportedly resulted in acrimonious exchanges betr+'een the key
participants.

22
23

pisctrssions,_Dep-arhrm-t of Foreign Affairs and Trade Canbera, fanuary 199g.

Disctrssion, Professor Ken McPherson, 15 December lgy|. As of fanuary 199g,
senior officials consned with the IoR-ARc are to meet every yeir. They rreet

before eadr ministerial summit, and also

in intervening yeir6. en

IOft,-ARC

secretariat - known as a pilot coordinating mechanism - [a5 ueen eshblished in
staffed initially by a sole director (a forurer Mauritian bureaucrat),
Yruqti*,
though it is envisaged that two additional officials will be seconded from memberstat€ b lryist. Cunently (anuary 1998), the secretariat essentially operates 'as a
mailbox'. The secretariat b funded from an annual subscription of us$,000 qiven
ly fO meurber crrunky. Discussion, Department of Foriign Affairs and Tiade,
Canberra, 7

Jannry

1998.
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The South African position was made clear prior to this
meeting:

We believe fi*ly that we should concenEate on that which
binds us and avoid divisive issues. As with APEC, IOR should
conc€ntrate on trade and economic related matters. Issues such
as security should be avoided and if there is any real need to
ded with security matterc in an IOR context, they should be
dealt with bilaterally or in a forum created for this purpose.
This has been our position in Mauritius and this will be our
position in Perth. We have informed the Austsalians of our
concams regarding security matters on the Perth Agenda and
are consulting with other countries on how to deal with this
contentious issue. I believe that we should have nothing to do
with this part of the agenda.24

The organiser of the event, however, denied that the
discussions over regional security were a disaster, stating thah 'the
security question was not iust a question of secrrrig in a traditional
sense. It was comprehensive security, induding environmental
security and human rights'.2s The Australian Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade (DFAD also argued, in defence, that security
remained a very important issue in the process of regional dialogue,
claiming that while economic issues were currently to the forefront:
We may be able to build trust and confidence within
ourtelves, learn how to dialogue, and we will probably be able
to move on to morc contentious issues later on.26

It may be that the targeting of the inclusion of security in the Perth
meeting was a cover to undermine the second-track process, given
New Delhi's reluctance to be part of a non-official process wNch it did
not control fully.

PJ. Botha, The Indian Oean Rim within the Context of South Africa's Foreign

25

25

Policy. Paper p,resented at the SAFTO lndian Ocean Rim C-onference,
fohannesburg 29 May 795.
Parliammt of the C-omqronwealth of Australia, Joint Corrmittee on Foreign
Affairs, Defence and Trade, Austtalie's Rebtiots uith fuuth Afriu,p.46.
ibid.,p.O.
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Interestingly.
lhe Australian response to the IFIOR process
was reputedly critical on a number of other fronts:27 firit, that
participation in the IFIOR was restrictedl second, that the process did
not
allow for the involvement of trade unioni alongside
-specifically
academia, business and governrnent; finally, that the conference in
Perth was weighted too heavily in favour of economics.

Nonetheless,

two

non-governmental networks were
in New Delhi following IFIoR. The Indian
Ocean Rim Consultative Business Network (IOReBN is designed to
provide a forum for trade promotion, trade facilitation and b.-usiness
established at a meeting

networking. The first meeting of the IoRcBN was held in New Delhi
12-13 December 1995. Participants were invited from Australia,
Bahrain, Bangladesh, C919ros, Djibouti, Indi4 Indonesi4 lran, Kenya,
Kuwait, Madagascar, Malaysia, Maldives, Mauritius, Mozambique,
Myanmq, Omaru Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South
Africa, Sri Lanka, Seychelles, Tanzania, Thailand, the UA1, yemen and
7-arnbia. Four working sessions looked at non-tariff barriers and
impediments to investmeng maritime affairs including transport;
custorns and trade documentation; and information technology. An
'Agenda for Action' identified at the end of the meeting not&-, intq
alia, that working groups were to undertake detailed studies for
identifying impediments to the expansion of regional trade and
business opportunities. The streamlining of customs procedures was
seen as particularly important.4

on

The Australian-coordinated Indian Ocean Research Network

0oRM identified 13 research projects after its first meeting in New
Delhi in December 7995.2e A meeting of both the IoRli and the
27
28
29

ibid., p.21.

*

Itulien Ocan Rzoicto,Yol.g, No.2, June

lg6.

These were: the Indian ocean Trade and Inveshlent projecr (INDC[Ip);
pcsibtlities of econonic cooperation in the India-Australia-south Africa tianglij
researdr on mitigating maritime natural disasters; regional ooperation in "the
are-as of higher and vocational education; the emergiig labour'markets in the
lndian ocean. regi.on: implications for future econodic-cooPeration; sustainable
development in selected Indian ocean r-egionalcountries; woiren in crisis; a study
of the mining mineral processing and ielated support indusEies in ttre naian
regon-- lnclucling an assessment of government policies and bade and
.Lrceal
lnvPhrcnt relationships; a detailed analysis or ue procesi of decision making of
regl_onal economic cloperauon groupings: a policy study for a blueprint of the
hdian ocean region; the subregional sbuctures and the Indian ocean reeion: the
case of the lndian Ocean Commission (lOO and the Common Market for"Eastern
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IORCBN was held in Durban, South Africa in March 799730 However,
since that time, progress in both the IORN and the IORCBN has been
minimal due a lack of funds. Only the IORN projects coordinated by
the Indian Ocean Centre in Perth were still under way by December
1997.3r Although

the meeting held in Durban concluded with an

undertaking by Indonesia to host the next IORN gathering, in fanuary
1998 this appeared to be unlikely. By the end of 1997,bIeIORCBN was
also 'in deep and dire difficulties' due to a lack of funding and,'in
effect, defunct'.32 The meeting due to be staged in Colombo in
December 1997 had to be cancelled because of a lack of funding.
Essentially the grand second-track plan, modelled parUy on CSCAP,
appeared to have orllapsed in 1997 in the face of insufficient funding
from governments, with the exception of Australia.s The South
African toverrunent's support for the second-track is lukewarm at

best.s

More sucessful, and related to the IORN process, has been
ongoing cooperation on maritime issues. A seminar on this topic was
started in 1988 from the (nowdisestablished) Indian Ocean Centre for
Peace Studies at Curtin University in Perth. The most rec€nt event on
regional maritime security issues was held in Perth in September 1996,
and Southern Africa (COMESA); Indian Ocean region cooperation: the approadr
of growth dangles; bade and environnmt in ttre Indian Chean region; theSouth
Asian diaspora .
hulbn Occan Rmia4 Vol.E, No.{, Deqtber f 995.
This was d€cribed by one South African government offidal as hot an earth
shattering evmt', with 'no dynamic outcome'. From one South African offidal's
personal point of view, 'it may well be that the Duban meeting was the last of the
series, rnlese soure other countsy suddenly deddes to resunec{ the second-tsack'.
The Indian Ocean Cenhe was, in Decrmber 199, continuing with ib own project

*

on tariff barriers, maritisre cooperation (pardarlarly in the urartne

sciences),

vocational education, and tsading links. Dscussion, Professor Ken McPherson, 15
Decedlb€r 197. The Indian Oean Centre was establistred in July 1995 as the result
of an agreeurent between the university and the Austsalian governm€nt Otrough

DFAT and with the support of the West Australian governnent.

It

began

operations inmediately after the first IFIOR held in Perth in Jrure 195. For deEils
32
33

on its role,

q9 <h@://www.curtin.eduau/curtin/centre/ia/homepageJrtrr>.

Discussioo Professor Ken McPherson, 15 Deceurber 197.
The second-track process received some $A50,0fl) (the Indian Ocean C-entre in
Perth) and $A2{n 0(I) 0ORI{) in ft-diog from the Ausbalian Depattnrent of
Foreign Affairs and Trade in 1996 S€e Departnrent of Foreigrr Affairs and Trade
t^nruel RcWrt7996197 @FNf, C-anbqra, 1997).
South AfricE's minister of trade and indtrstry, Alec Erwin,
to attend
the Durban meeting in lgy7,brrt sent a dqruty deparbrental director in his stead.

was

This could be', in the wor& of one South African government official,

indication of the political assessnrent of the second-back in SA cirdes'.

'an
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covering such issues as shipping and the protection of the marine
environment as well as the spread of narcotics, light weapons and
transnational crime.35
Separate from the Perth-driven process (but involving many of

the same participants), the Institute for Political and International
Srudies (IPIS) of Iran and the Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries
and Mines (ICCIM), staged a conference in Teheran on 1G12
November 1995, which was aftended by participants from 25 IOR
countries. The conference endorsed the activities of the IORN and the
IORCBN urging the IOR-ARC to take steps (not surprisingly, given
the hosts) to enlarge ib membership. Aside from business and
banking issues, which received much attention in the proceedings, also
discussed lvere a number of security-related issues including illicit

drug trafficking, money-laundering and the illegal proliferation of
arms.35

Other Regional and Subregional Organisations
The IOR is characterised by a wide'ranging diversity of
countries and a number of cross<utting regional and subregional
organisations, whose proposals cover both security and non-security
matterc.
P an-Regi onal Prop

os

als

The lndian Ocean Zone of Peace (IOZOP) proposal was
introduced by Sri lanl<a into the UN General Assembly as Resolution
2832 in 1971. Although this proposal had its origins in the NonAligned Movement's C^airo (1964) and Lusaka (J97U summits, this can
also be seen as a continuation of Nehru's approach of regional selfPublications produced as a result of these inidatives indude Robert Bruce (ed.),
Ausfialia oul tlu lrulien Occen: Stralzgic Ditrcnsions and Inneesing Nea,l Inooloemmt
(1988); Robert Bruce (ed.), Tlu Modcrn lrulian Navy arul thc Inilbn Ocean:
D@elorycnts ud Implicetions (1989); Viv Forbes, The Gngrrphic C-onstrictions of the
Inilian Oceor C.atuL, Chottul and Straits (1989) (all of the aforeurentioned published
by the Centre for Indian Oean Regional Studies in Perth); Jasiit Singh (ed.),
Ivlaritinu Security (Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, New Delhi, 1993);
and Dipankar Banerjee (ed.), Tottnrds an Era $ C-npretbn: An Inilo-Australian
Diolog* (Institute for Defence Shrdies and Analyses, New Delhi, 195).
5e. Indbn Ocan Rmia o, Vol.9, No.4 December 196, p.2.
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reliance and community, by which'great power rivalries ... as well as
or airforce, would be exduded'.37 Nonalignment demands an organisation wholly independent of o<ternal
alliances. As a result, although the proposal called initially for a
reduction of all naval forces in the lndian Oceary it was rrpdified to
focus on extra-regional rather than littoral state disarmament.
bases ... either army, navy

The IOZOP central tenets revolved around: the exclusion of
great-power rivalry, external military bases and external alliancss, ae
well as nuclear weapons, from the Indian Ocean; and the
establishment of 'the principles of freedom of navigation and access
and collective responsibility for security'.3E Howevet the proposal was
doomed to fail without US support. Washington was unlikely to
approve of this initiative, given that its presence in the Indian Ocean
was 'essentially maritime', unlike those of the Soviet Union and
China.39 Moreover, a number of the littoral states (such as Pakistan
and the Gulf states) either relied upon the US naval presence for their
security, or wer€ prevented from supporting the initiative due to
current treaty obligations (such as Australia's commitsnent to the
AI{ZUS treaty). These factors, together with the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan in7979, the Gulf reflagging crisis and then the 1991 Gulf
War, prevented a serious consideration of the IOZ:OP concept. In
addition, as Gordon has noted, the end of the Cold War altered
regional attitudes towards external involvement. As he puts it:

in the case of lran and lraq, the US presence does not
now seem so pervasive or deeply etched on the rcgional
consciousness as it was at the height of the Cold War, when
except

the superpowers vied for influence throughout the region and
interfered far mone frequently in internal affairs.o

The changing nature of regional security concens, not necessarily
related to external-power involvement, and the post{old War shift
Dorian Greene, A Zone of Peae or a Balance of Power tn the Indian Ocean?
Graduate School of Georgetown University PhD hesis, 196E, p.5E. Cited tn James
Goldd*, No Easy Attstlcrs: nu Deocloryent of tlu Neobs of Inilb, Pakisbn,
fungladcsh enil Sri lz;du 794*7996, Papers in Australian Maritime Affairs No.2
(Iancer Publishers/Spantech & lancer, New Delhi/London/Harfor4 1 97),
38
39
40

p.IVl.

Gordon, S€rrrity oul S.atrity Building in ttu Indian Ocan Rcgion,p.755.

ibid.
ibid., p.158.
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from regionalism in the form of security regimes to economic trading
blocs instead, meant that the IOZOP proposal was no longer
appropriate for the needs of the region in the 1990s. As Major4eneral
Dipankar Baneriee put it in 1992:
The end of the Cold War has removed any necessity to aftempt

to prevent the negative consequence of superpower rivalry.
Simultaneously, the second Gulf War shattered the illusions of
regional security. Both these conditions have undermined the
basic assumptions behind the concept of the IOZOP. Its
premises stand discredited and there is no means that will
effectively resuscitate the proposal ... Some scholars have
argued that a Conference by itself may be a Confidencebuilding Measure (CBM) and, therefore an IOZOP Conference
has the potential to generate greater understanding and reduce
tensions. However, in this particular case the meetings of the
ad hoc committee have shown that they more often than not
add to the problems than they resolve them and they do not
contribute to an effective dialogue. It is suggested that a befter
option rnaybe to bury the dead and start anew.4l
Subregional Seanity Propo sals anil Organis ations

Outside the IOZOP process, both China and India, on the one
hand, and Pakistan and Indi4 on the other, have engaged in a series of
confidence and secrrrity-building measures (CSBMs). In the case of the
former, these have developed both through multilateral-level meetings
and the workings of the India-China Joint Working Group $WG). In
November 1995, the two countries signed an agreement that included
military CSBMs, and stipulated that 'Neither side should use its
military capabilities against the other side'. Under a second agrcement
on maritime transportatiory the two extended most favoured treatment
to each other's vessels in their respective seaports.4

Meetings between India and Pakistan have involved both
official and non-governmental initiatives. Official CSBMs include the

4l
r',^

Paper presented at a confermce on International Relations in the lndian Ocean,
R6union, 1992. Gtedin Botha, Secuity and C-ooperation in the lndian Ocean Rim.
'From War to Water Pacts in Turbulent South Asia', Christian *imcc Monitor, lT

lantary
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of hotlines between senior military personnel; prior
notification and observation of military exercises; the 19(i2 Indus
Waters Treaty; and the 1971 Simla Accord. Islamabad and Delhi
establishment

ratified a bilateral Agreerrcnt on the Non-Attack of Nudear Facilities
in7992, whidr was signed in 1993. This requires an annual exchange of
lists of the location of nudear facilities in each country, which was first
done in 792.43 The most notable non-govemmental contact is The
People's Forum for Peace and Democracy, or the so-named'Neemrana'
Procegs.

Other Asian-centric security proposals include the stillborn
Malaysian-sponsored Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality
€OPFAN in 1971. An extension of this was the proposal for a
Southeast Asian Nudear Weapons Free Zone (SEANWFZ) in 1972. The
United States (not unexpectedly) opposed the latter, on the basis that
this 'would undermine its global deterrence posture'.44 Similarly, the
South Asian Nuclear Weapons Free Zone (SANWFZ), first proposed
by Pakistan in the United Nations in 7974 after India tested a nudear
device, is continually reiected by India on the grounds'that China
should be induded.
Other collective subregional organisations focused on security
issues in the IOR are:ls

'

The Southeast Asian Treaty Organisation (SEATO). Consisting

of the United Kingdorrl the United

States, Pakistary the
Philippines and Thailand, like CENTO (see below), this was
cenbal to the US poliry of containment and relied on external
rather than regional powers for its bei^g. It continued until
7977, being essentially superseded by ASEAN.

The Baghdad Pact/Central Treaty Organisation (CENT0).
Involving the United States, the United Kingdom, Turkey,Iran
and Pakistan, it collapsed after the 1965Indo-Pakistani War.
43

u

Gordon, Sccurity erul S.cltrity Building in tlu Indbn Ocan Rcgion,p.l68,

45

S€e

tbid.,p.r67.
ibid., pp.lD-6. For a discussion on the African organisadons, see Greg Mills
(ed-), Sort r African Yurbok ol h tct lctional Affairs 1996 (South Afdcan lnsdtute of
International Affairs, fohannesburg 7951, espedally pp.l2&35 and p,p2@-13. On
ARF and CSCAP, see J6rn Dosdl, PMC, ARF anil C{.AP: Fonlzlletionlc lor e fuwity

in tlu Asb-Pecifrc? Working Paper No3(7 (Strategic
Shrdies Cmtre, Awtralian Nadonal University, Canberra,Iune 197).
Ardritcctun

and Hence
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The ANZUS Treaty. Originally between the United States,
Australia and New Zealand, the latter pulled out in the 1980s,
though the alliance remains key in C-anberra's relationship
withWashington.
The Five Power Defence Arrangements (FPDA). Consisting of
the United Kingdom, Singapore, Australia, Malaysia and New
Zealand, the members are required to consult together in the
event of an attack on Malaysia or Singapore. Australia has a

similar anangement with Indonesia which was concluded in
December 1995.

The Gulf Cooperation Council. The GCC was established in
the context of the first Gulf War between Iran and lraq.
Comprising Saudi Arabia, Oman, the United Arab Emirates,
Qatar, Kuwait and Bahrain, dose ties exist between the GCC
and Western nations. In 1991, a ten-year agreement was
conduded between the United States and Kuwait. The GCC
members conduct an annual naval exercise. In 1992 this
lasted for eleven days.4o
Bilateral Soviet Union-centric agreements. These induded the
treaties of Peace, Friendship and Cooperation with India and
Iraq. Others were signed vyith Ethiopia and Yemen.

The |oint Exercises off Trincomalee (ET). These comprised
naval exercises between India, Pakistary Great BritairU Sri
Lanka and Australia, which ceased at the time of the IndoPakistani War in 1965.
The SADC Organ on Politics, Defence and Security. Formally
created at the SADC summit in Maseru in August 1996, the
organ - essentially the crisis-response arm of SADC - will

operate

at the summit level. Its objectives indude the

safeguarding of the region against instability; the promotion of
political cooperation; the development of a common foreign

pnlicy; security and defence cooperation through conflict
management, prevention and resolution; mediation in
disputes and conflicts; the development of a collective security
Codenamed 'Solidarity-5; this exercise took place off the coast of Bahrain. /cne
Defarce WuHy,77 OaobpJr 1997.

,s
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capacity and regional peacekeeping capability; and the
coordination of the participation of its members in
international and regional peacekeeping operations. However,
due to problems concerning its operating level (where there is
a dispute between members about whether it should function
as a separate SADC summit), by the end of 1997 the organ had
not yet been operationalised.
The Inter-State Defence and Security Committee (ISDSC). The

ISDSC corrsisb of a SADC forum at which ministers
responsible for defence, home affairs/public sectrrity as well
as state security can meet to discuss issues of mutual or
individual concern. Established in 1983 under the so-called
Frontline States (FLS) grouping, the ISDSCs membership was
expanded in November 7994 to include South Afric+ ksotho,
Malawi and Swaziland. With a ministerial council at ib apex,
it operates with three sub'committees, one each for the
military, police and inteUigence coulmunities. Below the level
of the defence sub<ommittee are three functional committees:

the operations subcommittee, the standing maritime subcommittee, and the standing aviation subcommiftee.
Designed to enhance regional security and cooperation
through the promotion of comrron understanding, better
coordination of activities and the sharing of information, the
ISDSC has made progress in combined planning for exercises

of corrunon doctrines and
standard operating procedures.4T ln 1997, the ISDSC navies
exercised together, with several ISDSC officers aboard South
African naval vessels.s
including the establishment

(OAU Central Mechanism
Prevention, Management and Resolution.
Established on 30 |une 1993 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, it has

The Organisation of African Unity

for Conflict

sI

Se GregMills, hutbendbuth Africa,pp.T*75.
The task force omprlsed two SAN strike-craft, SAS Adett Kok and SAS /en Snuts,
and the conbat support vessel SAS Drelc;rsbc'tt. Schefuled to occt r from 15
September 1997 to 20 October 1997, the task force's objecdves lnduded exerdse
atmed at tmprovint seananship, pahol and boarding and geardr and rescue. The
exerdse3 were designed also to r?ort on fistring vessel cuce(rbadons. See /arc's
Delncc tMe*Jy,l October 1997. see also 'SA task force in Monbasa', Star, 1 Oclober
7997.
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leen given effect through the so<alled Central Organ for

Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution (COCpUn).
Its various initiatives include the establishment of an early
warning network for the entire continent, the enhancement of
the OAU's capacity in its Conflict Management Centre with
the creation of a Crisis Management Room, to earmark
member-states' armed forces for possible utilisation in peace
support operations; and the creation of a proper unit to
firanage peacekeeping operations.

The ASEAN Post-Ministerial Conferences (pMCs). These
meetings involve Australia, Canada, China, the European
Union, India, Iapan, New Zealand, Russia, South Korea and
the United States in addition to the ASEAN member-states,
and are staged after the annual meetings of the ASEAN
foreign ministers. Although initially a forum for debate on
economic issues, since 1992 discussion in the pMC has
included security-related issues such as preventive diplomary,
conflict rvrnagement, non-proliferation, CSBMs, and specific
problems such as the South China Sea and North Korea's
nuclear weapons prograrrune.
The ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF). Originating at the 1990
ASEAI{ Post-Ministerial Conference in }akarta, where the
notion of a cooperative body between friends and old
adversaries was discussed, the ARF was formally launched in
July 1993 at the twenty-sixth ASEAN ministerial meeting in
lingapore by the then six ASEAN states (Thailand, Malaysia,
Singapore,Indonesia, the Philippines, and Brunei), their seven
maprtrading partners (Australia, the European Uniory lapan,
New Zealand, South Korea, the United States, and C-anada),
plus five guests and observers (China, Papua New Guinea,
Russia, Viebram, and Laos). The first ARF meeting was held in
Balgko-k in fuly 1994. The second meeting in Brunei in August
1995 adopt{ a 'gradual evolutionary approach' to security
cooperation.{v There is a huge diversity of ideas behind the
fee Deslpnd Ball, Secudty Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific Region: The Maritime
Aspect. Paper presented at a conference on Management Jf Recional Seas Cooperadon and Dalogue Cenhe for Maritime Policy, University olWolongong
and Northeast Asia Program, Australian National University,

D
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involvement of each member-state in the ARF. As a result, it
has not led thus far to any concrete measures to 'enhance
security in the Asia-Pacific', apart from providing a framework
for discussion.S0 A key reason for its establishment was that it
provided a means to continue to engage the United States in
the region following its withdrawal from the Philippines,
alongside a related need to keep in check the rising power of
China. Ioosely based around the Conference (now
Organisation) on Security and Cooperation in Europe
(C/OSCE), the ARF meets between the time of the annual
ASEAI{ ministerial meeting and the PMC, and has cpmmitted
itself to a concept of 'comprehensive security' involving three
stages: confidence-building; preventive diplomacy; and
approadres to conflicts.sl It is recognised that the ARF/PMC
process has to be supported by the development of institutions
at both the official and NGO levels.52 The senior officials'
meetings (SOMs) are set up at the official level to support both
the PMC and ARF processes; while burgeoning.NGO and
institutional linkages are channelled into the Council for
Security Cooperation in the Asia Pacific.s3

Ttre Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia Pacific
(CSCAP). Representing the second-track, non€overnmental
process complernenting the ARF,54 the CSCAP concept was
developed in 7992, and formally laundred in June 1993.
Founded by ten research institutes for strategic and
international studies located in Australia, Canada, the United

50
51

52
53

Dcch, PMC, ARF end CS€,tP, p.70.

ibid
Ba[ Security C-mperation in the Asia-Pacific Region.
Second-tsack meetinge (frorr surall workshopa upwards) in the Asia-Pacific, by the
qd of 197, exeeded one per week (ibd"). The regiond securtty dlalogue evenb
planned in the Asia-Pacific in 1998 nunbered 82. See &gnzat 9.cttrity Dialogttr: A
&traiht $ ,*b-Prcit'ic Eoenb, lanury TggLDttrnbr 1998. heparcd by the AsiaPacific Security Sectiou DFAT, Australia, and the Strategic and Defene Studies

Centre Austrdia Nadonal University at

drttp://coourbs.anrredu.aul

D€pts/RSPAS/ SDSC/APSecurf tyTop.htmb.
For a detailed background on the ARF/CSCAP procas€s, gee Desmod BaU, 'A
New Era tn Gonfidmce Building: The Second-track Procs in the Ada/Pacific
Region', Sccttrity Didognc,Vol25, No2, 1994, pp.157-76.
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States, South Korea and the ASEAN states,ss the process is
intended to bring together experts in working groups to carry

out 'policy-oriented studies on specific regional political-

security problems'.S5 By the end of 7997, six other countries
had ioined (New Zealand, Russia, North Korea, Mongolia,
Vietnam and China), and there were four associate and
observer members (European CSCAP, India, the United
Nations, and Taiwan). The working groups focus on maritime
security in the Asia-Pacific; enhancement of security
cooperation in the North Pacific; concepts of cooperation and
comprehensive security; and, confidence' and securitybuilding measures and transparency with regard to the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and new
weapons technology. There are also discussion groups on
transnational crime and regional security, and the role of the
media. Each working $oup meets twice annually, and the
participation of members is funded by their respective
governments.5T

Defme Studie Centre, Australian Nadonal University
(Ausbalia); University of TorontoYork University Joint Cerrtre for Asian Pacific
Studies (Canada); C-entre for Sbategic and International Studi€ (Indonesia); Japan
Instihrte of International Affairs (apan); The Seoul Forum for lnternational Alfiirs
(South Korea); lnstitute for Shategic and International Shrdies (Malaysia); Instihrte
These a1e, S_bategtc and

for Sbategic and Developm€nt Shrdi€ (Philippines); Singapor6 lnstitute of
International Affairs (Singapore); Institute for Seortty and International Studies
(lhailand); Padflc Forusr/Cmter for Sbategic and International Studies (United
56
57

States).

DGch, PMC, ARF and CSCAP, p.12.

The fundtng s)€qr of CSCAP require elaboration. Each mesrber- country
govides an annual donation to the CSCAP secretariat based tn Kuala Lumpur.
This amounted

,^

1997 to

around US$115,000. Member-states' contributions vary

from US$2Q00 (Untted States and fapan) to US$1,000 (Mongolia). This total
amount is used to run Ore secretariat and pay for the acrommodadon and meals

ccts of one attendee at eadr of the working group meetings. The worldng group
meetings opgatg &om a budget of US$5,000 per meeting induding publication
costs. The individ '"1 countries thus raise money for their own steering committees
so as_ to (using Australia as an example, as this varies from countryr to country):
pay for the costs of the attendance of their (2 max.) att€ndeee at the bi-annrial
overall CSCAP steering group meetings; contribute to the secretariag pay the
airfare of at least one at the working group meetingp; pay some ose towards the
attendance of the bi-anntral local steering group; an4 cover the cost of a local
secretariat. In Australia's case, the locally raised overall budget for these
responsibilities was $A7O00. Of this, around $A40,0m was raised from the
departmenb of Foreign Affairs and Trade, and Defence. The remainder was raised
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Bi-annual Western Pacific Naval Symposium (WPNS).
Initiated in 1988, it had its origin in the belief that a free
exchange of views could assist in reaching regional consensus
on practical naval mafters of common interest or crcncern. The

first meeting was held in Australia (1988), and was attended
Australia, Brunei, China, Indonesia, Malaysi4 New
Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, South Korea,
Singapore, Thailand and the United States. Subsequently,
Iapan, Tong4 Viebram, Cambodia, and Russia were included
as memberc, with Canada, France and Chile as observers. The
aim of the WPNS is to create an environment that will assist in
building confidence and enhancing cooperation through, inter
alia: personnel contacts, transparency, exclrange of fleet
prograrnmes, observation and prior notification of fleet
exercises, semfulars, prevention of incidenb at sea, ioint
training and exercises, information sharing, port visib, the
creation of a Maritime Information Exchange Directory
(MIED) as a meiuui of providing timecritical information, and
exchange of information on naval procurement and retirement
programmes.s Although the WPNS, which regional naval
chiefs attend, is held every secondyear, a staff-level workshop
is convened roughly six months after the serninar to apportion
work determined by the chiefs in the seminar proper, and
meeb again six months before the next seminar to check up on
work done and to bring papers forward.

by

Bilateral naval exercises and training. Within the IO& in7996,
the Indian Navy was involved in a regular cycle of exercises
with the Singapore Navy and the UAE. In addition, there was
the po_ssibility of training exchanges with the South African
Navy.t, 'low-key' cooperation exists between South Africa

and Kenya, India, Mauritius, Mozambique and Tanzania,
which includes port visits and the irregular staglng of 'minor'

from privatg lxrurcell. This inforcration was supplied by Dr Stephen Bates,

CSCAP, 15 Deember 1997.
56 Aushalian
I am grateful to Lt-Commander Mike Buss, visiting naval fellow at SDSC, for
providing me with this infomration.
rt Gol&ick, No
Easy Anaurs, p.132. See also Edsronds and Mills, lJttchutal Wattrs,
p.55.
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agreements

planned or concluded with: Australia (on the protection of
classified information); India (defence cooperation and
equipment exchange); Malaysia (defence cooperation,
protection of classified information and the status of forces);
Mozambique (defence cooperation); Singapore (military
cooperation and status of forces)i and Tanzania (defence
cooperation).61 The formal defence pact with Singapore,
which was established in November 1997, includes
cooperation _in ioint exercises, baining and defence
procurement.oz Various agreements were signed with Pakistan
during the visit of Gohar Ayub Khary the foreign minister of
Pakistan, to South Africa in fanuary 1998. These included a
peacetime naval agreement, and a defence and defence
equipment cooperation agreement. The defence accord was
aimed at promoting cooperation between the defence
industries of South Africa and Pakistan.6 Elsewhere, the
FPDA partners periodically conduct exercises together. As of
November 197, Australia has 'agreements to exercise' with all
of the ASEAN member-states bar Vietnam, Iaos and
Myanmar, and exercises are conducted with all elements of the
armed forces on a regular basis.4 Australia has an ad hoc
approach to practical defence cooperation with India,
involving bilateral naval passage (PASSEX) exercises, port
visits, participation in maritime symposiums, and
training/staff exdranges.5s It is hoped thit this will, in the
@

6l
62
63

Inforsradon supplted by the South Alrican Navy, November 197.
Inforsradon rupplied by the South African Defehce Secretariat, Deemb€r 1997.
See Singapore and South Africa Sign New Defence Pad', Sr,uth Eest Asb Straits
Tittus, 77 Novesrber 197.
T lanuary 199E. Other agreements are also ln the pipeline.
!n Busnrass_Qay,
Pakistan high commissioner to South Africa, Shalkat Saeed, 23 Jinuary
9i:S*ol,
198; and discussion with foreign minister Khan, South African tnsUtute df
International Affairs, fan Smuts House, 2TJanuary 1998.
For details see Desqrond Ball and Pauline Ken, presumptiu. Engeganmt: Australie,s
Asia-Pecift Seadty Policy in the 1990s, Studies in Wd,rld Aff;i; No.l2 (Allen &
Unwin in assoc with the Department of Internadonal Relations, Awtralan
National University, Sydnen 796), es,p. pp.73342.
S€e David Evans, 'Broader Maritime C-ooperation'in Jasit Singh (ed.), Ivlaritime
Yrity (Instilte for Defene Studies and Analyses, New Dethi f993), p.5.
According to Evans (thm high ommissioner for Ausbalia to India), these'ties
indude: the bilateral naval exercise in November l99l off the Andamans
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fuhue, be replaced by a formal framework for strategic
dialogue, to establish regular high-level conbcts between
defence chiefs.6 Finally, India and Singapore are known to
have a naval leasing agreement.6T
N o n-Se anity

Ar angen ents

The Organisation for Indian Ocean Marine

Affairs

Cooperation 0OMAO can, according to Gordon, be consideled 'the
only constihrted Indian Ocean-wide organisation in the Indian Ocean
today'.s Established in 1985, it now comprises 35 nnmber-countries
(with the notable exceptions of India and Australia), with a secretariat
based in C-olombo. It is concemed specifically with maritime issues,
including transport, and marine sciences and resources.
Other regional (or subregional) arangemenb indude:

'

The South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
(SAARC). Founded in 1985 along the lines of ASEAITI, and

concentrating on cultural and economic issues, it comprises
India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Bhutary Sri Ianka and the
Maldives. The body apparently suffers from the relative

economic asymmetqf of India and the resultant fears of
dominatiory particularly by Pakistan. The tense relationship
between Pakistan and India 'constantly permeated the affairs
of the forum, as did other bilateral problems, for example,
between lndia and Sri lanka, India and Nepal, and lndia and
involving three Indian (INS neiplt, &lrygiri and Kipen) and qre Ar.rstralian

6

(HMAS Torrc'ns) naval vessels; the visit by HMAS Wcslralia and Sroo to Ma&as in
Augrrst 199; Adsriral Tandon's participadon in a maritime eyurpodun hosted by
AustraUan Defence Indwbies in 1991; and participation by Indian Navy shrdents
at Ausbalian staff colleges.

Bindindia to Awtralia', Aretnlian,l9 Dececrber 199. The need
for zuch a framework arose during the visit of the Vice Chid of the Austsalian
Defence Force, VieAdniral Chrb Barrie to New Delhi tn Deqtber 199.
Adrrird Barrie's visit was mared by an Indian prot€t ov€r what New Delhi
dessibed as 'turauthorised sirrveillance' by a Royal Australian Air Force Orioz
aircaft of its new guided-missile destroyer, INS Delrri, off Malayda in November
See'Defence Tles

r97.

It is und€Ftood that the Singapore Navy has from fime to time leased (with crew)
an Indian Navy Fortrotdass rubmarine with whidr to conduct anti-gubmarine
warfare exercises.
Ciordon, Sccutity and Sccuity Building in tlu Indian

Oun

Reglm,g.l73,
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Bangladesh'.69 Institutional deficiencies are said to be a major

cause

for

SAARC falling short

in its

performance

expectations.ToIndeed, the percentage of intra-SAARC trade to
trade overall of SAARC members has remained comparatively
insignificant, arguably diminishing the imperative for regional
cooperation. This percentage increased from 2.9 in 7987 to 3.4
in7993.7r

The SAARC Preferential Trade Area (SAPTA). SAPTA is a
non-reciprocal trade arrangement between SAARC members
set up in \9Fr5.n In May 7997, SAPIA member-countries
decided to initiate measures which would result in the
establishment of a South Asian Free Trade Area (SAFTA) bv
2ffi1.R
The Bay of Bengal 'growth quadrangle'. Comprising India,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Thailand, it was launched on 6 fune
1996. Myanmar joined in December 1997. This group aims to
promote rapid growth in trade, agriculture, transportation
links and human resource development cooperation.T4

The Colombo Plan. Entailing essentially a programme for
technical cooperation among mostly Comrnonwealth Indian
Ocean nations, this was a product of the 1950 Commonwealth
ministers' conference held in Colombo. It was 'highly
successful and ran for a number of years, providing useful
training and_technical cooperation for the emerging nations of
the region'.75 Aftempts to bansform it into a-potiticl Uoay
through the Colombo Powers forum were not successful,
however.
69

70
77

72

73

74
75

ibid", pp.174 and 175.
See Vernon L.B. Mendis, ?erspective on SAARC, fuuth Asian Szray, Vol.3, Nos
1&2, January-December 1995, p.43.

D. Wadhava, 'Assessing SAARC Prefermtial Trading Arrangement
SAPTA', buth Asiat Slrqr, VoL3,-Nos 1&2, January-December 1.9dd,p.nOi
Se Ayubur R. Bhuyan, Regional Cooperation in South Asia: Outlook and
Charan

Prepects U_nder SAPIA', South Asbn Suroey,Yol3, Nos 1&e, January-December
796,pp.797-2r9.
See the address gvm by the high commissioner of India to Aushali+ G.
larthagr_at\y, to the mnference on South Asian Developmmt in 199 and
Beyond: Ib Relevance for Australia, University of Sydney, 12 SlepteurUer teeZ.
ibid"
Gordon, Seazity enil Sccttrity Building in tlv Indian Occan Rcgion,p.775.
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The Organisation of African Unity (OAU). Estabtished in 1953,
the OAU today comprises 53 memberc. With its initial focus

largely on the process of decolonisation and on the white'
ruled countries of the Lusophone states and (then) Rhodesia
and South Africa, it has moved away to concenEate on
broader issues, notably peace'support operations and conllict
resolution; the promotion of intra-African trade, economic
reform and developmeng as well as on social issues such as
AIDS. The organisation is still, however, hamstrung by a lack
of rcsources (particularly for its peacekeeping plaru) and,
especially, the political will necessary to address intra-African
(domestic) shortcrcmings.

The Southern African Development Community

(SADC).
SADC was fonned out of its predecessor, the Southern African

Development Coordination Conference (SADCC), in 1992.
SADCC was essentially set up as a vehicle for mobilising
resources to reduce regional dependence on South Africa as an
anti-apartheid strategy. SADC's focus, by comparison, is on
development integration rather than coordination. The need to
coordinate and implement regional infrastnrcture proiects
along with the implementation of a tariff-free regional free
trade agrcement Oy 200a) is paramount. Security issues are to
be handled, largely, through the SADC Organ on Defence,
Politics and Security, though separate protocols (for example,
dealing with the movement of people and the combating of
drug smuggling) fall within the purview of SADC.

The Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa
(COMESA). Known until December 19% as the Preferential
Trade Area for Eastern and Southern Africa (PTA), it
succeeded the collapsed East African Community (EAC) in
1981. The PTA was formed with the aim of liberalising trade
practices, and fostering regional participation in industry,
agriculture, transport and communications. It aimed to create

a regional qcnrnun market by the year 2000, though intraregional trade has remained low. At the dnre of its
transformation into COMESA, the organisation had 22
members: Angol4 Burundi, Comoros, Diibouti, Eritrea,
Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius,
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Mozambique, Namibia, Rwanda, Seychelles, Somalio Sudan,
Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Zaire
subsequently pined, though South Africa and Botswana have
chosen not to join, and Mozambique has given notice of its
intention to withdraw.T6

of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN.
1967 out of the collapse of the SEATO
arrangement, it was a response to the perceived threat of
communism. Cooperation among the initial ASEAN five
The Association
Founded

in

(Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore and the Philippines)

was made possible with the fall of Sukarno in Indonesia and
the end of the so-called confrontation period. Though it has
specifically concentrated on regional economic cooperation, it
is considered a regional forum and, as suctr, has dealt with
other issues induding security. The Vietnam and Cambodia
wars and the growing might of China, together with regional

economic issues, have meant that ASEAN's focus has
primarily been on the north and west rather than the Indian
Ocean.

The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum.
Formally constituted in 1989, its principal aims include the
establishment of free and open hade by 2010 for the developed
countries, and for developing countries by 2020. Membership
curently comprises Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile China,
Hong Kong Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, Malaysi4 Mexico,
New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines, Singapore,
Taiwan, Thailand, and the United States.z Russia, Vietnam
and Peru were admitted as members at the November 1992
summit in Vancouver.

The Economic Cooperation Organisation (ECO). Comprising
Turkey, Iran, Pakistan and the Central Asian republics, it is i
see Garth Abraham and

caroline De Pelet,'south Africa and Regional Integration:
SACU, SADC and COMESA' in Sour& Africanyearbd, q Intrlrrutionat Aff;hs 1gg7
(South A.frican lnstitute of lnternational Affairs, Johannesburg lclg7),p,td7.
lor 1n elpcition of the future challenges facing APEC, see Feritert tlieter, 'Asiapolitk,
_P-acifil -lcolomic Cooperation and World Tride Organisanon', Aus*n
Vol.4Z No.3, 796,pp27436. See also Donald K. Emmersorl 'Organizing the Rim:
Asia Pacific Re$onalism', Crrraz t History,Y o1.93, No.58Z 1994, pb.43,rg:
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successor to the Organisation of Regional Cooperation (ORC).
With a secretariat based in Teheran, the ECO aims are to foster

trade and comrnercial links between nrembers.
The Indian Ocean Commission 0OC). Founded in 19&4 out of
a conference staged in Mauritius two yearc earlier, it covers a

of issues, including economics, agriculture,
marine resources, ecology, science and technology, education,
justice and diplomacy. The initial membership of Mauritius,
Madagascar, and the Seychelles was ioined in 1985 by France
broad range

and the Comoros.

The Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC). This enabling
agreement was adopted at the UN Food and Agriculture
Organisation (UNFAO) in 1993 and entered into force in 1996
with 10 members. As of December 7997, members were Sudan,
Eritrea, Pakistan, Ttrailand,India Franc€, the European Union,
the United Kingdom, Iapan, Korea, Madagascar, Seychelles,
and Sri l"anl<a. The first meeting of the IOTC tosk place in
Ronre in December 7996. Now that a headquarters has been
established (which along with the budget-sharing formula was
a difficult issue at the beginning), the IOIC should rnove to
address issues of funding, data collection and analysis, and the
creation of a scientific assessment capacity. It is hoped that this
new body will prove mone successful than the Indian Ocean
Fisheries Commissiory which had a capacity for consultation
rather than management action.78

Bilateral

ioint ministerial commissions (MG).

|oint

commissions are regularly staged between South Africa and
India, and South Africa and Australia. The India and South
Africa commission was initiated in 1995. At the first meeting in
Pretoria in luly 1995, an agreement on rience and technology
cooperation was signed; and, at the second, in New Delhi in
December 1995, agreements on cultural rnatters, and defence
cooperation were concluded.Tg The first meeting of the South

78
79

Harwoo4 Evolution of Fisheries Regimes.

This information was supplied by the Indian High Commissiou Pretoria,
Decemb€r

197.
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Africa-Aushalia commission was held in South Africa in ]uly
1997 arrd, focused on trade and investment issues, as well as
ways in which to increase scientific and technical
cmperation.0o-

*

Atuqmlbn q.ilo,k (produced by theAustralian
Afiica), Iufy 1997.

lligfr

Commission to Sbuth

CHAPTER 6
ASSESSING THE POTENTIAL FOR IOR
COOPERATION
lndicative, perhaps, of its embryonic standing, the IOR
'concepf has given rise to a variety of opinions regarding its utility. In
particular, there is debate over where and how security issues might
be addressed within this framework.
On the optimistic front, there are those who believe that the
IOR regional framework should be pursued because:

'

it could act as an agency for regional moperation, which could
initiate and manage a series of trade liberalisation measures,
thus fulfilling the region's substantial potential by integrating
it further with the global economy;l

'

related to the above,

it is a medium- to long-term initiative,

aimed at supplementing bilateral linkages, intsoducing the
concept of 'opet regionalism', and bringing IOR-ARC
countries 'onto the main global trade agenda'f

'

the physical (mineral, agricultural, fishing) wealth of the IOR
countries iniects a'vital impetus'f

'

an IOR trade bloc could create the potential for mairr SouthSouth ecronomic cooperatiory offering member<puntries

enonnous potential benefits through inter-rcgional
specialisation and economie of scale, and through enhanced

Conrad Sbauss, The Indian Ocean Rim - A South African Perspecdve', SAIIA
Rtoicu, VolS No2, October 7997, pp.7$-77. Also, Porter, Integrating the African
East C-oast into the Wider C4mnunity; C-onfederation of Indian Industry Researdr
See

Departarmt Dscussion Paper, Indian Ocean Rim Gounhies: Sope for
Coo'peradon
2

3

(un&ted); and Ramikishen S. Rajan and Sanjay Marwah, Towards

an Indian Ooean Economic Alliancs Commmtary on Mesrberstrip Iszues',
4ustmlien lorlrtul of Intarutiotul Affairs, Y o1.57, No.2, JLly lgn, W.lgU2iS.
Discrrssions, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade Canberri, 9 January 1998.
Kistrore Kunar, 'A C.ommunity in Cooperation', Scninar, No,,E8, Dec€mLer 19%,

P28.
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leverage to established trading blocs such as the EU and

NAFTAI
it linke both the Indian diasporas in the region and subregional
groupings, thus 'promoting stability, complementarity and a
sense of regional kinship'f
it could result not only in a preferential trade area, but in a free
trade areaf

it

rediscovers the traditional bonds and relations among the

IOR states;7

it offers a viable alternative to domination and odusion by
trading blocs (such as APEC), which are themselves
dominated by developed Western nationsf

it might

represent the start of a ttuee-tier tsade and ecpnomic

sc€nario between fapan, the European Union and the United
States; ASEAI.I; and the IOR where a combinationof ASEAN
and APEC models may achieve a market-led integration;g

it promoEs economic security: 'stability in the IOR is vital to
well-being elsewhere', where the functional definition of Asia
is more 'fungible than hitherto credited', with advantages in
having a wide Asian trading network, one that'embraces the
giant energy reserves of Southwest Asia and the incteasingly
important centres of labour, technology and rnarket access
provided by South Asia';lo

"rl0,

Se Gwyn
5

5

7

Ser{ 'An Indian Ocean Rigr Eonomic
$ Intcttutiotul Afiairs,Yol2, No2, Winter 1995,

Campbell and Mario

Assodadon', fuul/l Afrit:at lounul

P.l1.

tnterviers, G, Parthasara6y, high coururissioner of India !o Awtralia, C:nberra, 7

fanury 1998.
Kruur, A CmnrunIy in Gooper,adon', p31.
See the @rmenb of the Indian minister of external affats, Shrl I.K Gujual,
Mardt 1997. R€ported
Rcoim, Y d..1 O No. 1, March 197, p.l.
Se the omnents made by Talmiz Ahna4 depu$ hrdian high cmurission€r to
South A&ica, 'Indi,a anrt the Indian Ocean', trdb Digat,Yd,!2/94 Febnnry/Mardr
cpeech to Indian trpper and lower house of parliaurent 11

in the Indior

9
10

Owt

19D6,p.r.

Se Parinal Kumar Das, ASEAN and 0re IORC: Psospectt of lntegradm ln Trade
Inveahrent and Polltics, un&bd wcldng paper.
C'ordon, Sccuri{r arul fuity Bufl,dillg in the hdbn fun kglm, p.ZB.
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it is 'a vital reaffirmation of the vision of

Afro-Asian

partnership which the first Prime Minister of India, Jawaharlal
Nehru, dreamt of at the dawn of independence'.ll
Some have gone so far as to suggest that the IOR is the'hub'of
cooperation among the developing nations of the world.l2 In all of this,
it is emphasised that regonal cooperation should be seen as a process
and not as an end in ieelf.l3 There would also appear to be broad
agreement among IOR-ARC members that economic cooperation is the
conunon thread which would knit countries together.

On the issues of membership and security, there are, as noted,
a number of differing viewpoints. Aside from the divisions of opinion

within the current first-track IOR-ARC states, those on the fringes of
membership have also made their opinions felt. Both Iran and Pakistan
have,

at

various times, urged that an inclusive approach to

membership be adopted as expeditiously as possible.l4 As noted, the
South African and Australian governments also favour a liberal,
inclusive approach to membership expansion.
This is contrary to the Indian goverrunent's position. India has
urged a cautious 'building-block'approach, both to membership and
to the inclusion of non-economic issues in the agenda. To New Delhi,
this should involve three phases: one, the facilitation of regional trade,
investrnent and technology cooperatiory promotion of regional
tourism and human resource developmeng two, the inclusion of issues
such as cooperation in combating drug smuggling and money

laundering; and, onc€ these phases have been 'successfully
consolidated', three, 'political_ and security issues could perhaps be
considered by the initiative'.ls Such hesitancy relates to
India's

11

72
13

The plmary stgtegrent of lndia's minister of external affalrs, Shri I.K Gujural, to
the meeting wlrlch saw the fonnation of the IOR-ARC Mauridus, 7 M^r:ch 7992,
printed in /omat of Indin Ocean Studb,Yol.4, No.2, Mardr 199, p.109.
Kunar,'A Commrmity in GooperaHon', p.27.
See 'lnaugural Ad&e$: hime Minister Narasimha ko' (to the Fifth Indim

Gandhi C-onfererre on The_ Making of the lndian Ocean C-ommunity, lg
!o19mber 1{5), Idia Digcst,Y ol.2 /96, February,/March 1995, p.12.

see'Pakistan Expert Interested in Indian ocean cooperation'and'statement of the
International C-onferme on the Lndian Ocean Community',Inilian Ocean Raimt,
Vol.9, No.4 December 1996.
Ahmad,'lndia and the Indian Ocean', p.2.
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in other regional forums, and to ib

relationship with

Pakistan. There is lit0e doubt, troo, that New Delhi might take a rnore

relaxed (and indusive) attitude to the membership question if it were
to be allowed to join APEC. For India, Australia'i approach to the
membership issue within APEC and the IOR-ARC is conbadictory: in
APEC Canberra favoun only gradual o<pansiory and in the IOR-ARC
it is all for inclusivig.Is But the acceptance of Russia, Vietnam and
Peru to APEC at the Vancouver Summitinl99T,India's failure to gain
admission, and APEC leaders' announcement
ten-year
moratorium on any further expansion, whic\ was strongly supported
by Aushalian prime minister ]ohn Howard,lz ir unlikely to encourage
Delhi's compliance over the question of increased membership of the
IOR.ARC.

of a

It has been suggested that security issues should best be left to
UN stmctures.lS Others have suggested that the model of the ASEAI{
Regional Forum be used to manage a comprehensive security agenda
in the IOR in 'an innovative and a proactive way', given that it is
necessary to deal with secrrrity issues in a manner that does not inhibit
economic growth.l9 Certainly a workable balance between the
inclusivity approadr to membership expansion and organisational
practicality will have to be found.20

h

Freer, however, has argued thafi 'Although defining the region

the initial problem to be overcome, it is a minor one in
comparison to others that loom on the horizon for a potential IOR
economic grouping'.2l From a South African perspective, a number of
comrnentatorc see substantial benefits in terms of the gleater market
acress that this association might facilitate.z Indeed, the South
African Foreign Policy Discussion Document (a quasi Green Paper)
released in June 1996 noted that:'South Africa's involvement in South
rnay

Atlantic and Indian Ocean regional groupings merits
t6
77
16

t9
20

2l
x2

special

See the interview of the lndian high commisston€r to Aushalia, Ciopalaswami
Parthasarathy, with Graecre Dobell, -Dablitrc,Radlo Australi+ 22 Desrber f 997.
John Howar4 'Prime Minister's hess Conference Following APEC Leaders'
Rebeat', Vancouver, 25 Noveurber 197.
hivate-orrespondence, South African government offici'I, January 1998.
Botha, Security and Cooperation in the Indian Oean Rim.
See Strauss, The Indian Ocean Rim', p.10.
See heer, 'Problesrs in Definins the Indian Ocean RerCon'.
*The
See Stranss,
Indian Oean nim'; and Burrows] Srrtlttt Affur erut tlu Inilien

F
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aftention'.8 The official position of the South African government is
first, that cooperation with the IOR should take place within South
Africa's broader commitments to the WTO; ild, second, that
cooperation will benefit its fellow SADC members ecronomically and,
ultimately, be to the economic benefit of Africa

as a whole.24

However, there are fears that a stress on the IOR (particularly
an IOR-ARC which exdudes SADC states) could detract from South
Africa's.poliry emphasis on developing its ties with the Southern
African region. As the South African foreign minister, Alfred Nzo,
noted in 1995:

In terms of foreign poliry, Africa is clearly to be a priority in
the years ahead. The promotion of economic development of
the Southern African region is of paramount importance as the
economies of the countries of the region are intertwined to
such an extent that, for South Africa to believe that it could
enter a prosperous future in isolation without taking
neighbouring counhies with her, would be unrealistic and
hazardous.S
One member of the South African Departrnent of Trade and
Industry has noted that 'any approach ... [to] the Indian Ocean Rim
that is premised on reducing the focus on Southern Africa, or that does
not take adequate account of South Africa's responsibility to the
region, will be counter to government policy'.26

This fear of a lack of South African focus is exacerbated by
what some see as intrinsic weaknesses in the IOR concept, given thai:
it is 'geographically unsustainable';z it is too diverse,-being spread
over continents and across religious, economig cultural and political
23

24

At <hltp:/ /www .ph;ty.org.z,a /govdocs/dicuss/foreignhtrrb.
Johan Marx, 'South African Foreigrr Policy in the New Era: Priorides ln Africa and
the Indian Ocea:r Islands', Srlu|y'- Afrian lournal of In|anutiotul Affairs, Vol.2, No.2,
Wlnter 1995, p.7.
Address to the Foreigp Affairs Portfolio c-ommittee, south African parliament, 14

Mardr

195.

Cited in the South African Foreign Policy Discussion pocument,

79p,6.

Mfitrdo Nluhh+ The c.oncept of the Indian ocean Rim: A shategic, political and

F-1grg"-{ffFb. Paner prep_ ared for a workshop converred b/the Foundation
for Global Dalog-ug and_the uliversity of the witiryatersrand's Ehst Asia project,

27

fohannesburg 23 Noveurber 195.
C-onversation, Dr Ridrard Gibb, University of Plymouth, 15 Novesrber 199.
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boundaries, where its 'vasbress' defies definition; it lacks a regional
'focal point', so that outside interests foreign to the region cannot easily
identify players with whom to negotiate; and there is a relative lack of

interaction between members.2S One analyst has suggesd that
although a fairly strong case for participation has been established
from cultural, political, and historical perspectives, there is cause for
pessimism, given that free-hade conditions within the IOR are
unlikely to enhance South Africa's comparative advantage towards
technology and human capital intensity - the basis for international
competitiveness.29 These concerns may to some extent explain the
South African goverrunent's current ambivalence towards the IOR
initiative, treating it as merely an 'explorator/) 'evolutionary' and
'slow-Eack' procrfr

s.3o

Yet how can one measure the viability of the IOR-ARC
framework?
Setting Criteria for Regional Cooperation

A number of criteria rnay be usd
regional cooperatiory

'
'
'
t
t
'
2E

29

intq

b test the potential

for

alia:

g"ographic propinquity;

cultural homogeneity;

economic

(tade and

investment)

and

infrastructural

integration and advantage;
common and related security concetns;

common political values; and,
the absence of major political/security disagreements.

I*

qyqpl"-,

see Freer,

'hobleurs in Defining the Indlan Ocean Regton'.

Fed Ahwlreng-Obeng A Sceptical Vibw of South Afrtca Within the IORARC, Sor.ti ,{frt:anlaurul of hta netirnll Afars, Vol.S, No.l, Sumnrer 19g', p'p.97S€e

1_10. Badng his argunrent on the relative competidve advantage of South Airica,
Obeng argues: 'from an insdhrtional viewpoint, South Africa'-dispoddon to the
IOR-ARC idea is misplaed and naive ...'. He condudes that the-Sorth Afican

rv

eaonomy is by no mearut ready b be integrated rucwfully without
precondidons' and that 'l,acking a diagnosdc ippratsal, exhortaf,qrs from
proponenb of the IOR idea have largely derived frour ivishful thinking'.
See Vanter, The

Indian Ocean Rim Iniditive p.15.
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The IOR conc€pt has been tested against similar qualifications
elsewhere.3l Although the debate about the validity of the IOR as a
concept has been dismissed as 'pass€,3z it may be instructive to
examine the IOR regional process against those of the Asia-Pacific and
elsewhere, which may provide guidelines for its future path.
Lessons for the IOR from Regional Experiences

The dismissal of the IOR concept on the grounds

of

the

vastness of the area as well as the lack of geographic proximity and

the, at tirnes, extreme political, cultural, economic and political

diversity of merrber-states, has been rebutted by analysts on the basis
that the far larger Pacific Ocean supports the APEC forum.3
Moreover, APEC is said to offer other lessons: first, it concentrates on
one geographical region bordering the ocean; second, it offers an
evolutionary, building-block approach to regionalism; third, it does
not provide a threat to existing subregional groupings; fourth, it has
avoided divisive issues, which made the inclusion of the'three Chinas'
(Hong Kong, the PRC and Taiwan) possible; and, fifth, it concentrates
on trade and economic issues.$
Sandy Gordon pinpoints a number of useful lessons to be
derived from the Asia-Pacific process of regionalism. The comparisons
with the IOR show up some striking points of difference between the
two regions.3s
First, Gordon argues that the role of external powers in the
IOR is quantitatively and qualitatively different to that in the AsiaPacific. Whereas the IOR is relatively isolated from the influences of
the mairr powers, he notes that the 'Asia-Pacific is the venue of a
dynamic interaction between four of the most prominent global
powers (the United States, China, fapan and Russia) ...'.% Given the
IOR's stage of development, it is debatable whether it has the same
ibid; and Fteer, 'Problens in Defining the Indian Ocean Region'. For an
explanation of these criteria, see L. C-antori and S. Spiegel, The Intanutiotul Politics
of Region (hmtie FhlL New lersey,l9TO).
Venter, The Indian Oean Rim Initiative, p.10.
See

32
33
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35

36
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Se Botha, Security and C-ooperation in the Indian

Ocean Rim, pp.648.
Gordon, Searity atul Sccuity Building in thz Indian Oetn Rzgion, p.18993.
ibid., p.189.
See
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imperatives (which rest on the potential for high economic rcwards
and the existence of threats to global security which ensure the interest
of the big powers) to engage that the Asia-Pacific region has.
Second, the impact of the Second World War upon the Pacific
was arguably more severe than it was in the Indian Ocean. This has
left behind a relatively heightened sense of awareness of Asia-Pacific
regional issues.

Third, the process of regionalism in the Asia-Pacific was
facilitated through the functioning of an 'epistemic community' - 'a
network of proftssionals with recognised expertise and competence in
a particular dornain and an authoritative claim to policy-relevant
knowledge within that domain'.37 The usefulness of this group lvas
evident in the nranner in which the non-official Pacific Economic
Cooperation Confercnce (PECC), a precursor to APEC, functioned, and
latterly also in the operation of CSCAP. It is unclear what the IORARC states could bring to the table in this regard. Also, given the close
links enjoyed (both professionally and financially) between the official
and non-official sectors in many of the IOR states, it is unclear what
non-official interaction could offer beyond iust a stating of the official
line.$
Fourth, regionalism in the Asia-Pacific was constructed
around a core of sucressful subregional organisations, guch as ASEAN.
Though IOR states belong to a range of subregional groupings, there is
no such successful core organisation. As ViceAdmiral Chris Barrie
Vice Chief of the Australian Defence Force, has put it:
In Southeast Asia there is a ve{y large criss-crossing network
of trade and political relationships forming a single strategic
system. ln the IOR, you don't have the networking of interests
as in Southeast Asia. It is a large crescent ranglng from South

in the PadfiC in An&enr Macl md fohn
Ravenhill (ds), Paciftc C-upcration: Building Eattonic Rtgi,na in tlu Asi*Pecifb
(Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1994), p31. Cited in Gordon, Sccutity end *atrity
Building in tlu Indiat Ocan Region, p.750.
As Sandy Gordon has noted, the Neemranar process involvtng non-official
dialogue between Pakistan and New Delhi lost momentrmr due to tlie fact that too
urany of the participants are too dce to their resFtive governmelrb and have
tended to act as little Erore than governnent mouthpieceg'(ibid.).
Miles Kahler, 'Institution-building
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Africa through India to Australia, where there are not shared
interests conunon to all, but rather pockets of interests.39
Fifth, in an age when the flag has tended to follow patterns of
trade and investment, Asia-Pacific regionalism has depended to a
critical extent on the 'glue' of economic integration. In the 1970s,
around 70 per cent of all APEC exports were directed to APEC
members. In 199O the figure was 90 per cent. As East Asia's share of
global GDP has grown from 20 per cent in 1980 to 25 per cent in 1990
and is forecast to touch 30 per cent in 201O this level of interaction is
supported by intra-regional investment, which has increased
considerably since the early 1980s.o Intra-APEC investment
amounted to 60 per cent of all investments made in APEC countries in
7994.41

Certainly, the process of globalisation and the end of the Cold
War has made it possible once more for nations to rediscover and
strengthen regional links. In this process, it is acknowledged that
development of economies cannot occur in isolation. Yet it is important
to recognise a number of critical constraints on regional free trade
initiatives, particularly those involving African states (where attempts
at regional integratiory represented by a flood of acronyms, have
mostly proved shortlived).

Indeed, Antoinette Handley notes accurately that regional
integration projects are most likely to succeed when:42

'

the gleater the proportion of goods imported from the region
and from member+tates in particular, and the smaller the
proportion bought from outside this area;

'

the larger the internal market;

39
40
47

Interview, Canbera, 15 January 198.
National Intqut: Arstrelia's Foreign anil Trade Policy, White Paper
(Departurent of Foreigr Affairs and Trade, Canberra, 197), p.2.
See <http: / /www jeho.go.jplWHITEPAPER/ INVEST96/tSItml> for details of

Se In ,lu

inveshr€nts within the APEC region. Overall investments in APEC in 1994
amounted to US$162 billio+ of whidr some US$98 billion was lntra-APEC. This
dimH to an overall total of USV49.7 billion in 1995, of whidr the share of
Ilpanese, East Asian and NAFTA investment in APEC totalled 54.5 per cml See
<http: / /www.iebo.gojplfEIROINFO/PRESS/ y7 _72 :D. hbld>.
See Antoinette Flandley, 'Conduding Resrarks' in Claudia Mutschler, Srruth anil
*t tlrcrlr Afri* Its*trs fom Enaging Mar,kets, SAIIA Report No.4 (South African
Institute of International Affairs, Johannesburg 1997), p.29.
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'
t

the gleater the diversity of production sbuctures among
member-states; and
the lower the costs of transport among stat$.

She also observes that the following conditions, inter alia,

conducive

t
'
t

b

will not be

regional integration:

a shortage of value.added products;
a

low level of industrialisation;

a heavy dependency on imports and foreign

trade, in

particular with advanced industrialised countries;

'
'

a

relatively low level of trade within the region; and

small economies, both in terms of population size and GDP.

How does the IOR match up? In the economic dornain, the
(broadlydefined) IOR acmunts for 6 W, cent of the world's oil
reserves, 50 per cent of uraniurn, 40 per cent of gold, 98 per,cent of the
diamond supply, 50 per cent of rubber, and 31 per cent of the world's
population.43 However, as currently constituted, combined GDP
estimates (for 1994) of the IOR-ARC amount to iust 4.4 per cent of
global GDP, and of that figure, South Africa, lndia, Australia and
Indonesia together total83 per cent, wNle 55 per cent is accounted for
by India and Australia.fl
Intra-IOR-ARC trade

is, by comparison to APEC, fairly

unremarkable if looked at in terms of its percentage as compared to
extra-regional trade: 17 pr cent of IOR-ARC exporb and 14.6 per cent
of imports.4S Over one-third of the total uade of the IOR-AhC was
destined for Asia in 194. Moreover, only five cpuntries - Australia,
Singapore,India,lndonesia, and Malaysia - contributed around 90 pe"
cent of regional IOR-ARC trade in 7994.M
43

4
45

Day,n May 1995; Du Toit, Sonth Alriu Within tu Indior Ocan 8Jm;
and Kunur, 'A Couununity in Cooperation'.
Sbauss, The Indian Oean Rim', p.11.
In 1994 total IOR-ARC exporb and imports amounted to US$01.1 billion and
US$3G.7 billion respectively. The level of intraJOR-ARC exports and imports was
US$51.3 billion and US$45: bilion respectively. From S.Xi ffoUnty, 'india and
the Indian Ocean Rim', WorldFodrs,YoLlT, Nos 1G12, October-Deceurber 19%.
See &rsincss
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of the trade relationship
measurement. The annual
subregional (IOR-ARC) glowth rates of exports and imports were 27
per cent and 25.5 per cent during the period 1988-94 respectively.a7
Although South Africa's trade with the IOR-ARC (see Table 6.1) is
equal to 7 per cent of its international trade, this doubled from the 1992
figure of iust 3.4 per cent.48 Australia's IOR trade amounted to iust 15
per cent of its total in 7994; the comparable figure for India being
around 20 per cent.49 The trade and invesbnent relationship between
Australia, India and South Africa - often described as the critical
'triangle' in the IOR procesr50 - provides an additional illustration of
this interaction (see Table 6.2).
However, the rates

provide

increase

a more positive index of

By 7997,India ranked thirteenth in the list of Australia's export
markets and South Africa nineteenth.Sl According to deputy prime
minister Tim Fischer, by the start of 1998 South Africa was Australia's
fastest growing export market.52 Further trade increases are expected
to bolster this already impressive growfft.S3

There has been

a

substantial increase

in

intra-regional

investsnents, too. Ausbalian investrnent in India increased from US$19
million in 1991 to US$55 million in 7996; and increased in South

Africa from a paltry US$7 million in 1993 to US$87 million in 195.
Australian firms are expected to invest around US$70 million more in
South Africa in 19D7/98. C-anberra has identified target areas in South
Africa (such as the construction industry, wholesale and mining
services) where cultural similarities, industrial growth, and good
infrastrucfure enhance the opportunities for doing business. The

47
46
49
50

51

52
53

ibid.
Stsauss, The Indian Oean Rim', p.11.
Rajan and Marwah, Towards an Indian

Oean Economic Alliance', pp.202-3.
Former Australian foreign minister, Gareth Evans, has zuggested that Aushalia,
lndia and South Africa could 'act as a tsiangle that could be the core'. Hindu
(lndia),22 April 1994 cited in ibid., p.201.
fiustralie, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, In tlu Netfuul Intaut, p.1,8.
Neither South A.frica nor India ranks in the top 20 of Aushalian import suppliers.
Int€rview, Canbera ABC Radio 5662CIr1,8 fanuary 1998
The Indian Consulate in Johannesburg has reported between 2fi) and 300 uade
mquiries and four business delegations monthly from tndia. See, for example,
D.S. Arora, 'll4{r Export Opportunities in South Africa', Indin lournal of African
SMies, Vol.VII, Nc 1 and 2, April/October 1996, pp.59-60.
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Table 6.1: South Afrlca'g Trade with the IOR (US$m)'

Exports Exports 7o Export Imports Imports % Import
1995 19D6 Growth. 1995 7996 Grcwth
194-96

Australia

Comorcs
Diibouti
India
Indonesia
Iran
Kenya

n0
3.8

543

Bangladesh

1.5

158
120
31.5

Mauritius

t6

n9

Myanmar 0.02
,15.8
Oman
Pakistan 61
Seychelles 27
Singapore 276
Somalia 1.9
Sri lanka
%.7
Tanzania 143
Thailand
Yemen

'

*Al
7W

1.1

434

578
0.4
42.4
7E

37

4r2
0.02
43.6

r23

74

l%

0.u

0.13

156
14

7.7

03

15E

0.9
156.2

Mozambique

D7

18.8

207
|l8.1

1E7.3

Madagascar %.4

Maldives

303
5.5

114 0.13 0.1
278 0.002 0.02
231
110 172 279
160
175 90.7 r24
94.0 7M7 991 nn

16.8
0.7

Malaysia

130

70U

199+96

n
255
720
-2
31
47
300
474
7n
%
47

34.2
3.2
245
0.04
5.6
32.6
0.04
9.8
37
0.6
289

-98 0.m04

35 72
956
79 766
1150 50

t6
91
19

C9tr)

385

105

15

%

3072

47

0.04
5.2

300

27.7
0.02
7.2

-2.3

-10

al.5

4S

6400
50

1.1

4

345

47

0.m2

7N

13.3

35
52
18
-20

776
47

These figures were calculated from 'South African Fcdgn Trade T!es', Sodrt
Afrien Yanbok
Intanlu,tiotul Affetrs 1996 art 7997. This was dore using a
constant 1997 Rand-US$ value of ZAR4.50=U991.fl).
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Table 62: Austsalia's Trade with South Africa and India (US$m)'

Exports

799s/6

India
South Africa

a

Exports
7996/7

Exports

Trend

Imports
7995/6

Imports

1996/7

Imports
Trend

Growth
7992/3to

7992/3 to

1996/7

7996/7

830 7044 14.5 384 N4
543 7r0 35.2 303 297

Growth

72.6
23.0

These flgures were calculated from the 1996/9 Deparhent of Forelgn Affairs and
Ttade Anrual Re:port on the basb of $Af .00=US$0.Z),

anticipated conclusion of a double-taxation agreement within the first
half of 1998 is expected to act as a spur towards investment. In this,
South Africa is viewed, importantly, as a'springboard' from which to
launch operations into the rest of Africa.il

Australia

is now

reputedly the second-largest foreign

destination for South African investors.S5 South African investnent in
Australia totalled US$280 million by 1,996, mainly in the mining,
information technology and retail sectors, and is expected to increase
by a further US$200 million in1997 /98.56
Elsewhere

in the IOR-ARC, the largest foreign investment in

South Africa since the 1994 elections is the US$1.2 billion purchase of a
30 per cent stake in Telkom, of which Telkom Malaysia put up US$500
million. The second-largest was the Malaysian group Petronas'

purchase of 30 per cent of the South African oil concern, Engen, for
US$420 million. Malaysia ranks in second place in terms of overall
investnents made since April 1994; after the United States, but in front
of the United Kingdom, Germany and fapan.
54
9J
56

Infornation sup,plied by the Austsalian Departnrent of Foreign Affairs and Trade
and by the South A.frican High Commission, Canbera, Deceurber 197.
lnterview, South African high commissioner to Aushalia, Dr Bha&a Randrod" 15
Decqnb€r 197.
Figures supplied by the South African High Courmlssion, Canberra, Dececrber
19p7.
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Taking Stock of the IOR-ARC
Two related questions have to be posed at this point: first,
what can the IOR proctss offer to member-states? second, is there any
scope for dealing with security issues within the IO& and, if so, how
best might this proceed?
Despite problems of definition and diversity, the IOR initiative
contains a number of explicit advantages. These are:

r

o
'

It

for regional and global
cooperation, through the facilitation of free trade and
cronstitutes an important initiative

investnent flows.57
It counters the risk of marginalisation of IOR states as the'only
mapr geographic _region that has no substantial ecpnomic
grouping in place'.s

Critically, it provides a means for closer relations (and,
potentially, grcater access) to the previously dosed lndian
market, particularly for Australia and South Africa. Put
differently, it is a useful way of keeping relations with India
'on'side'. From a South African perspective, the need for
stronger ties with India remains important, especially in the
context of South-South relations.S9 For Austalia, it reflects a
need to develop relations with states that are increasingly
important trade partners but with whom Canberra has few
other dealings.6o

'

Finally, it encompasses a set of wider concerns, beyond trade
and investment facilitation, which are shared by states of the
Indian Ocean. Unsurprisingly, perhaps, grven the oceanic link,
'the region is particularly vulnerable to maritirre natural
hazards'.61

57
58
59

60
61

The Indian Ocean Rim', p.l1.
Venter, The lndian Ocean Rin lnitiadve, p.12.
The need for a strategic relatiurstrip with India and countrles of the Sqrth' was
strongly endorged by-South Africa's deputy president, Thabo Mbeld, at the South
Afrlcan Department of Foreign Affdrs' Heads of Mlsslon C;onference, New York,
See Strauss,

3rlrly7997.
Dlscusdons, Depertment of Foreign Affalr and Trade, Canberra, 9 lanuary 199E,
tvtlrritittuPdicy Ncuslattar, No.3, Ianuary 197, p.5.
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Potential Problem Areas for Securify Cooperation
Related to the last of the above, there are pertinent questions
as to how sucressful the process of security cooperation has been in the
Asia-Pacific. By the early 1990s, to provide an example, the Australian
Defence Force (ADF) maintained an extensive prograrnme of
interaction with Asia-Pacific nations. By the early 1990s, ADF annual
exercises with one or other of its ASEAN partners had increased to 18
from around five per year in the 1980s. Other contacts indude socalled passage o<ercises; the placing of observers at exercises; regular
reciprocal visits by senior personnel; openness through involvement in
sEategic assessments and defence and procurement programmes; the
exchange of intelligence; the sharing of operational doctrines and
conc€pts; and regional involvement in the preparation of White Papers
and strategic reviews. Of course, official contacts have been developed
alongside the non-governmental (for example CSCAP) process.
However, what are the results?
Desmond Ball and Pauline Ker have argued that while'the
general thrust of Australia's policies of regional engagement is not in

question', grven its changing economic and strategic political
relationship with the regiory 'It is time for a stocktake of Australia's
regional security policies and activities'.62 This requires a cost-hnefit

analysis of the network of engagement already established, given that,
in Australia's case, defence policy rests on the twin pillars 'of selfreliance and regional cooperation which have to be kept in balance'. It

is important, the authors maintain, to scrutinise the presumptions
under which regional cooperation (which cost 2.5 per cent of the
Australian defence vote in 1995) will enhance Australia's security:

It is now almost axiomatic in the Australian security
community, official as well as academic, that confidence.
building measures, limited transparency and increased
defence cooperation are security enhancing ... yet there have
been no arguments made, nor research undertaken, to
demonstrate hout CSBMs and defence cooperation are
supposed to build confidence and enhance security. This is not

62

Ba[ and Ken, Presumptioe

Engagement,

pp.lO0l.
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a trivial issue since some military plarurers believe that some
CSBMs can unilennine secuity.a

Ball and Ker cite a number of reasons why cooperation may,
indeed, prcve to contain less value than at first glance.a First, a focus
on personat relations with defence force memberc 'can inspire false
conhdence and distract fiom more substantive endeavours'. Second,
the practice of cooperative endeavours rnay create security and
of inint operations in contingencies by partners,
political expectations
iecreasing the latitude for operations and Potentially increasing
political and security rntlnerabilities.

With regard to second-track activities in CSCAP, while it is
widely acknowledged that these have played a role in inspilng
confidence, a degree of scepticism as to their value can be discerned in
government officials involved in the Process, some of whom see it as
highly politicised behind the scenes. Some officials tale the view that
inierdepartmenal neetings 'work better', whereas the second track is
often a tautological process of self-fulfilment for the academic
instihrtions involved. lhese sentiments may, of course, be the result of
(inevitable) government/N@ tensions. As noted, others have
expressed some frustrations with the nature of the seclcnd-track
process between lndia and Pakistan.6

As can be discerned from the foregoing, there are considerable
difficulties and doubts about addressing security issues, however
broadly ddined, within the IOR-ARC, or even in the second-track
(PertD proc€ss. This stems principally from the divisive tensions
betweenlndia and Pakistan, though the role of Powers external to the
IOR process (but involved in the region) such as China, France and the
United States also has to be taken into account. Even if these issues are
suctessfully brought onto the IOR agenda (through the intergovernmental or non-governmental backs), there is a danger that the

64
65

Pauline Kerr and Andrew Madc The Rrture of Asia-Padfic Secrrrity Studies in
AusEalia' in Paul M. Evans (d.), Stuttykg Asb Pa1ifrc Sccttrity: llu lutun of
klxrlrdt, Tmiahg ud DAhgru Actioitirs (University of ToronbYork University
Joint Cenbe for Asia Pacific Studies/C.entse for Sbabgic and Internationd Studies,
Toronto/lakarta, 1994), p.51. Gted in Ball and Kerr, PrcsumfiiuEngegawnt'p.92.
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process rnay be hiiacked to serve as a pladorm for articulating national
rather than regional concerns.

However, given the shared nature of the new security agenda
affecting states of the Indian Ocean, along with the deepseated and
unresolved issues of 'territory and nation' which lie at the heart of
rnany of the regions problems,6 there would appear to be good cause
to continue both to pool experiences as a means to arrive at possible
solutions, and to focus on areas corrunon to states. Indeed, the success
of IOR regionalism will hinge on the construction of a positive
relationship between economic cooperative efforts and the addressing
of insecurities. Economic interdependence will not be a panacea for
security difficulties; rather, a failure to engage with security issues
could destabilise the path of economic cooperation. Without this
qrnergy, there is a danger that the fratricidal Indo-Pakistani dispute, as
one example, could be transposed on to the entire region. It is critical
to focus on those issues of common concern, and in a manner which
will enhance rather than detract from the proc€ss of IOR regionalism.

66

$id., p.7.

CHAPTER 7

A WAY FORWARD FOR IOR SECURITY
COOPERATION?
Given the sersitivities that exist in the IO& security
cooperation will necessarily have to involve a two-stage search
process: first, for areas of conunon interes$ and second, for mutually
acceptable approaches to addressing those interests. Any security
interaction will have to be addressed and handled in a manner that
does not threaten nor upset the IOR-ARC proc€ss. C-onversely, it may
also be argued that if security issues are not addressed, they could
undermine the initiative.
Given the nature of insecurities in the region, the maritime.
naval domain arguably offers the most benign, least threatening
catalyst for regional security cooperation.

The Maritime-Naval Domain

The main challenge for IOR states in the future is to create
and/or sustain conditions of good goverrnnce well into the next
century. This includes the creation of conditions conducive to
economic growth and investrnent, including sound, responsible
nranagement and political stability. This is no easy challenge, given
that the some of the region's states have been a baftleground for
several fundamental ideological issues of the twentieth century which
has extracted a high cost in human lives and infrastructure. The region

also remains, for all the legacy of colonial penetratiory very diverse.
Small and big states differ significantly in terms of their levels of
development, as well as their cultural, linguistic, ethnic, historical and
even religious pasts.
The importance of maritime-naval cooperation is underscored

by the extent of regional interdependence, the need for

good
goverrnnce, as well as the potential for disputes and illegal activities.
In this regard:

Maritirne cooperation will contribute to regional stability by
easing tensions and reducing the risks of conflict while helping
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to promote a stable maritime regime in the region with the free
and unintermpted flow of seaborne trade, and nations able to
pursue their rnaritirne interests and nunage their marine
nesources in an ecologically sustainable manner in accordance
with agreed principles of international law.l

Participants in the IOR-ARC are keen to stress the importance
of maritime links, realising a potentid that has not as yet been fully
exploited. This is, acrordingly, tied in with expa.nsions in trade, given
that new routes:
.... can only beorme profitable if the necessary volume of trade
exists. Once this target has been reachd, such new routes

could form the basis for expanded shipping. Such links,
endogenous to the regiory could enhance harbour facilities,
insurance companies, employment and training of sailors and
shipbuilding and repairs.2
This will demand a 'stronger SA Navy ... pi"t undertakings
with Mozambique, Mauritius, Tanzania and other African IOR
members could further stimulate the maritime capabilities of the
region as well'. There is a second dimension to this: a link between the
IOR-ARC and the South Atlantic states could mean the'establishment
of totally new bade routes, extending from the East coast of South
America right up to the Gulf and down to Australia. No baditional
shipping line croverc these routes extensively or on a regular basis'.3

As the tables below indicate, the levels of staffing and
equiprrcnt arnong the navies of the littoral states of the IOR vary
dramatically. Few of the littoral states possess principal or subsurface
combatanb. The majority of IOR navies consist simply of patsol and
amphibious craft, with a few crcrveftes; and only some of these are
armed with modern, anti-ship missiles.4
Sam.Bateqran and.Step_hm Bates (eds), Celming thc Watas: Initialirlor Asiopacif
!-anberra Papers on Stritegy and Defence No:U4 (Stratefic
and Defene Studies Cenhe, Australian National Untversity, Canb€lra, l9%), pj.
Private orrespondmce, South African government olficial January l9g.

Ih?tY @ ^pcmlim,
2
3

4

ibid.

Cooperation in the tndian Oce.n', p.124. See also,
G.V.C Naidq tlavies of Asian Malrr Powers and Securlty of -South-East Asia:
Part tr', Stretegic /^rulysb, March 799i, pp.I&7?.
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The dramatic discrepancy in standards between navies is even
more acute in the Southern African regiory with only South Africa
havirg an oc€an-capable force. This factor is likely to exacerbate the
tensions and sensitivities that already exist around South Africa's
militaqy and economic predominance in the region.

Table 7.1: iOR Naval Capabilities'
Personnel

Ships

Defence Budget

rus$)
Australia

14300

35

Bangladesh

10,500

30

8.5 billion (1996)
563 million (799n

n/a

Comoros

Diibouti
India
Indonesia
Iran
Kenya

200
55,000
43,OOO

Madagascar

Malaysia
Maldives

nil
100
73

19,000

50

7,2W

nil

500

2

14,000

15

n/a

Mauritius
Mozambique
Myanmar
Oman
Pakistan
Seychelles

Singapore
Somalia
South Africa
Sri Ianka
Tanzania

Thailand
Yemen

500

1

100

nil
nil

2OmO
4,200
22,W0
200
9,000

6
28

nil
8

nil

nil

9pgo

72,W

24
2

1,000

nil

73,m

45

uoo

6

2l million (1997)
9.9 billion (199n
3.3billion (199n
4.Tbillion 0997)
212 million (7996)
37 million (1.996)
3.6 billion 0996)
6l million 0996)
72 million (19%)
1.5 billion (J99n
1.9 billion (1996)
3.3 billion (1997)
10 million (199n
4.0 billion (199n
est.40 million (1997)
2.13 billion (7971
886 million (1996)
89 million (1996)
4.l billion (1.99n
362 million (1996)

It b not dear how many of theee vessels are serviceable. The terur ship refers
to vessels capable of an ocean voyage (gmerally over 1,(D0 tonnes and 60
metses in length). Personnel indudes marines and naval air.
Thc

Militty

Babntt,

79 96 | 97.
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Table 72: Select SADC Naval Capabilities
Personnel

Ships

Defence Budget

(Us$)

Angola
DRCongo

Mauritius
Mozambique
Namibia
Seychelles

2,W
n/a

2

nil

500

1

100
100

nil
nil
nil

South Africa

200
9,090

Tanzania

1,000

24

nil

295 million (19%)
est.250 million Q99n

6l million (196)
22 million (19%)
73 million (19%)
l0million (199n
2.13 billion (797)
89 million (1996)

To reiterate, the key future foreign policy objectives of the
states of the IOR are first, to rcmove impediments to economic

Fowth

and, second, to provide an environment that underpins that gronrth.s
It is in the latter area that the utilisation of maritime-naval confidence.
building measures (CBMs) can create a positive regional dimate,
removing inter-state suspicion and creating a sense of responsibility.
Eric Grove provides a useful framework or typology for identifying
and applying such measures.5
First, there are transparency measures, whidr include:

'
t

visits to naval bases and facilities;

the sharing of non-sensitive information on programmes,
policies, force structures and rationales of forces;

'
o
t

loint publication of naval tactical procedures;
exchangeof personnel, such as in haining courses; and
notificationand observation of exercises.
Second, there are so<alled cooperation measures, which

'enhance undenstanding and develop useful habits of cooperation and
mutual knowledge of training, communications and equipment', given
5
6

RM. Sundari, Secudty and Defene: A Southeast Adan Perspecdve'in Bateman

Clll^ry tle Wetrrs,p.7z,
Eric Grove, Maritisre C-onf,dene and Security Butlding Measures'tn Bateuran
and Bat6 (eds), Celming thc Watas,pp.5945.
and Bates (eds),
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that inter-operative criteria necessarily include the need for common
data links, command and control procedures and so on. These include:

t
t
t
'

loint exercises, sometimes on a single-ship basis;
search and rescue;

pollution conbol; and
offshore assets protection.

The third catetory provides for so-called incidents at

sea

agreements (INCSEAs), potentially on a multilateral basis, covering:

'

communication on the high seas and the avoidance of
dangerous nunoeuwes and harassmeng

'

non-military concerns, including surveillance, fisheries,
merchant shipping safety, anti-piracy and anti-narcotics
cooperation; and

'

the establishment of an annual naval symposium, which
would expand on bilateral contacts made in other forums.

The fourth and final area
including:

'

is that of cooperative logistics,

the exchange of operational, supply and maintenance-related
information to improve logistics and reduce support costs.

The IOR Context
What does all of this add up to in the context of the IOR? Here

it is possible to identify a number of requirements and areas of
potential interaction which could serve to assist the aims of good
governance, cooperation and greater regional confidence.

N aa aI Tr aining, Logistics anil Ship-MaintenancelPro anr ertent
Obviously any cooperation here must rest on an assessment of
exactly what the region has and what it needs. lndeed, the whole
process of regional consolidation demands interaction at senior
management and executive levels, particularly as a means of imparting
confidence. Areas of littoral cooperation include the facilitation of staff
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exchanges and shared training courses. The permutations offered by

ioint ship maintenanc€, ship building and ship leasing offer many
possibilities in the region. And this is not just for altruistic reasons. ln
the late twentieth century, two major international trends are already

present

in

Western and allied governrnenb regarding defence

spending - notably, mergerc and increased international collaboration.

One suggestion for future naval cooperation could involve joint
procurement of regional patrol vessels, which might senre eventually
to replace South Africa's ageing strikecraft and to equip Southern
African and other navies early in the next century. As the Chief of the
South African Navy (SAN), Vice-Admiral Robert Simpson-Anderson,
has argued:

One of the more ambitious possibilities that needs to be
mooted is that of South Africa entering into shipbuilding
programmes with other African countries. Besides the obvious
savings brought about by quantities of scale, there are the
possible longer-term savings for the region - simplifying and
unifying logistic requirements, standardisation of equipment
and training, and lower maintenance costs brought about by
localised maintenance facilities, to name but a few. Ships built
under this programme could possibly h an exteruion of the
new qcrvette prograrnme that the SA Navy is pursuing (an
African version of the Anzac frigate?), or smaller craft such as
a regional replacement for the Fast Attack Craft that rnost
African navies operate. An increased, viable sea-going
capability would help strengthen the navies considerably, and
in turn strengthen the countries that depend so much on their
maritime lines of crcmmunication.T
Potentially, this could be managed in collaboration with other
southern hemispheric partners, such as the ship industries in Latin
America, India or Australia.S The Australian joint/offshore patrol
Robert Sinpson-Anderson, The South Afdcan Navy as Part of the African
S.ttiog the Pace for the Fuhue. Paper $ven at a conference on The
South African Navy and Aftican Renaissance, Simonb Town, 23 QcJobel 1997.
The navies of Southern AIrica have already held initial talks about a Fint shiF
building programme, foctsing on patsol vessels to complement fte planhed paEol
clrvett€ of the SAI.I and on gnaller stsike craft b replace those in servid with
other navies of the region. Sudr a ilint programme is seen as offering eonomies
of scale through greater equipment standardisadon, peluritting crntralised
Renaissance -
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vessel (JPD desigry discarded by Malaysia in 7997, could provide a
template in this regard.e The refitting and replacement programmes of
other IOR navies could also benefit from such a regional approach.l0

Laut anil Oillet at Sea:Piracy,Drugs,IIIegal Migration

Given the ease of transporting larger volumes (of migrants,
drugs or whatever) by sea, control of the maritime domain will
become in issue of increasing concern. And, given that some 7O per
cent of drug seizures world-wide are made by customs services, again
interdepartmental cmrdination and operations will be imperative.ll
Already the secondary roles of the South African Navy involve, for
example, the monitoring of: shipping, including the combating of
criminal activity such as piracy; the smuggling of drugs, weapons and
contraband; illegal entryi and the plunder of marine and sea-bed

maintenance and store holdings, and a reduction in logistics and training costs.
See 'Southern Africa Disctrss€s Joint Ship-Buildin$, laru's Defme WecHy, 26
Novesrber 1997.
S€e Balt Ttu loint Pet ol Vcs*I (lPV); and for detalls of sldpbuildtng expertise and

in Ladn Arnerica, see Greg
C-ooperadon: Towards a South

possibilides

Mills, South African-LiUn- Anerican

Atlantic Rim Communlty?' in Jaklde
Dipbnets and Dcfendns: South Aftice enil tlu Utility d Nea.l potnr
(ISS, Midrand, 197), es,p. pp,58-f0,.
For details on the Indian Navy (IN)'s problems with its refittlng programmes, see
Navy at fnll strelq-with growing burden',lanc's Defencc WeckJy,12 F-bruary 1997.
Curen0y around 50 po cent of scheduled refits in the IN hadto be poetponed in
1997 due to a resoure crisis, with less than 30 per cent of stripe serviced-on tirne.
The cost of replaceurent of essential naval hardware sudr as higates, submarines
and an aircraft carrier (as substitution for the recently decommissioned INS
Vikent), was estimated at around US$3E billion, thougli the IN's capital budget
for 79%/97 was around US$7l.75 rrillion. * alvu_ Pioneer,12 December 1997 {nd
Dcccen HcnJil,3O November 79t/. the difficulties in the production of the INS
Delhl, the first of three indigenously consEucted 6500 tonnCdeshoyers which was
finally commissioned in Novemh 19y7, ten years after work startid, is indicative
of the IN's finandal plight. For details on the Royal Malaysian Navy (RMN)'s
equipnmt programme, see Navy modernisation gathers mommturn', /anc's
Defarcc Wcckly,Z5 Novesrber 1997. The RMN has planned an extensive re-

Y"riti-9(d.),
Cillies

10

equipment

upgrade progr.rmme induding the offshore patsol

vessel project
-ard
(for up to 27
vessels), delivery of four As*dllafunuru-class and two Ul(-b'uilt
Izkiz-class clrvettes, and the pcsible prudrase of three submarines. It is not
known at this stage what the effects of the current finandal crisis will be on these

1l

Programnes.

lnterview,

Dr

Leonid Lozbenkq deputy secretary-generaf World Customs

Organisadon, Brussels, 7 October 1997.
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resources. The SAN already gives substantial support to the
departnents of Environmental Affairs, Home Affairs, Customs and
Excise and the South African Police Services. In 1996 the SAl.{ spent
939 hours patolling the coast and assisting other law enforcement
officers with the inspection of 73 ships.l2
M aitine Transport anil Communications

This not only includes cooperation around navigation and the
maintenance of SLOCs, but can also involve cooperation with
contemporary security concerns such as the shipment of hazardous
wastes and goods. Such concerns were, of course, higNighted by the
7992 voyage of the ,trlcatsuki Maru. While there remain doubts about
the ability of some littoral IOR states to provide for safety at sea,
pilotage, ship reporting and hydrographic services, this responsibility
will inevitably fall to a grcater rather than lesser extent on the major
regional powers.
M arinc Enoir onment Consew ation anil D eu elorymt
LJNCLOS extends state responsibility in these areas. The Law
of the Sea allows all coastal states to claim EEZs whictr rnay extend up
to 200 nautical miles from their territorial sea baselines. This, however,
imposes an obligation on coastal states to manage fisheries nesources
on behalf of the world comrnunity. This includes the assimilation of

the best scientific knowledge available (arguably induding

the

determination of the total allowable catch), to arive at an indication of
what would be the optimum utilisation of the nesounces, and an
obligation
protect and preserve the marine environment.
Fundamental to these obligations is the enforcement of fisheries

to

jurisdiction within the EEZs.13

LJNCLOS also confers upon

adopt
12
13

a

variety

of

measures

liftoral states the responsibility to

for the protection of the

'CSANDF lntesul C.oqrmruricadons Bulletin, No .3 | gT, lZ lanvary 19t7,

marine

For details on the role of maritime confidencebuilding ureaiure within the
cutext of the law of the Sea, see Sam Bateuran, fiarurontslnc Maritime
9on9g* and Sectrity Building with the Law of the Sea', IilBniinu Stuties,
Vol.65, f uly-Augus t 1992, pp.12-1 4.
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to cooperate to
implement complementary marine pollution provisions, in terms of
which a whole region could become subject to an EEZ marine
pollution buffer zone', 'through which all vessels would have to pass
to gain access to trading ports and international straits'.l5 The
development of an IOR port state control memorandum of
understanding (MOU), enabling the tightening of control over
shipping through the inspection of merchant ships to ensure that they
comply with international maritime safety and marine pollution
conventions, would be a step in the right direction for improved SLOC
protection.l5
environment.l4 The potential exists for states

In sum, the imposition of UNCLOS has 'transformed
international fisheries law by allowing coastal states to significantly
extend their jurisdiction over greater areas of coastal space'.17 This will
require not only extensive and effective policing and management
cooperation between coastal and distant-water-fishing nations, but, in
particular, within regions.
Se conil- Ch

anpl Inter acti on

Discussions around many of these issues will inevitably be
circumscribed to a certain extent, given their official nature. Here, in an
age characterised by the proliferation and increasing importance of
non-state actors in international affairs, second-track organisations

14
15

S€e R-4.K. Walls, 'Environmental Security:
Studbs, Y ol.&, May-fune 7992, pp.7 -11.

An Operational Perspective', Maritime

Donald R Rothwell 'Coastal State Sovereignty and Navigational Freedoms:
Curent Issues in the Asia-Pacific Region'in Martin Tsamenyi and Max Herriman
(eds), Riglrts erul fuspotsihilitbs k thz lvleritinu Enoiintnent: National end
Intanutioul Dilcmnus, Wollongong Papers on Maritime Policy No.5 (Centre for
Maritime Policy, University of Wollongong 196), p20.
From 1}17 October 1997,21 of 24 IOR ourbies met in lndia to formulate an
MOU for the Indian Ocean which it is hoped will be in place by mid-1998. To date
thereiave been flve port state conbol MOUs put in place, induding thce for the
Asia-Padfic and Latin America. See 'Indian Ocean States Meet bn Port State
C-onbol Regime', Hindu Business Linc, 9 October 1997 citd in Sherwoo4 A Role for

t7

Maritime Cooperadon, p.8.

See_Ma$n Tsamenyi and Transfomr Aqurar; 'Fishing Rights and Responsibilities
at Sea: Analysis of Relerrant Provisions bf the United'Nalons Converition on the
Iaw of the Sea' in Tsamenyi and Herriman (eds), Rrghts nd Raponsihilitics irr tlrc
Ivfr;nt inu Eno ironnnt, pp.67 -81.
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could play a useful role in exploring options without making official
commitments.
Towards an IOR Naval Symposium?
The bi-annual Western Pacific Naval Symposium, where naval
officers get together and 'discuss candidly on general and specific
maritime issues to enhance mutual understanding .rmong them from
academic and professional viewpoints',l8 could provide a useful
model to follow in the IOR. The concept of an IOR Naval Symposium
0ORNS) is admittedly not original, having been suggesd informally
as a'corridor' proposal, originally by Pakistan at the 1993 International
Seapower Symposium (tss).le This IOR Naval Symposium format may
pose a number of distinct advantages over the indusion of security
issues within the formal IOR-ARC process.
First, the WPNS is a meeting of the (largely) likeminded, with
an ability to maintain focus on the items at hand, and less vulnerability

to being hiiacked by political issues. As Vice-Admiral Chris Barie has
noted:'Above all, the WPNS is a meeting of professionals, which does
not allow grandstanding of political issues'.2O Indeed, some have
argued that greater regional engagement follows on from the
development of navies and maritime links, which oPen uP regions for
trade.21

Second, the WPNS is not expensive. Participation is funded by
member-states themselves, with only incidental costs ha.ti.g to be met
by the host country. The host country rotates every two years.
Although the second-track, nonofficial IOR process can still Provide a
forum for engagement of a wider group of participants, the strength of
this process will be circumscribed to an extent by the funding support

available. Given that the IORNS

18
19

20

2l

will be funded, indirectly, by

Captain Kenji Kinchita, 'lmproving Security in the Western Padfic', US Naval
lnstitute Proczadings, Mardt 1997, pp.854.
Conversation with Lt€ornmander Mike Buse, Strateglc and Defene Studtes
Cenbe 5 fanuary 1998. Mudr of this section draws ott his obsenradons regarding
the applicability of the WPNS.
lnterview, Canberta, 16 January 198.
Disctrssion, Iohn Mortiner, director: naval policy, Department of Defmce (Navy
Office), Canberra, 27 November 197.
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governments thro-ugh their departments
should not apply.22

of

defence,

this problem

Third, the WPNS format focuses on uncontroversial issues in
the naval domain, with no binding agreements struck, but rather
unilaterally binding approaches to issues of common concern agreed
upon. Although there are significant differences in the capabilities and
roles of the WPNS navies, this process allows for the development of
heightened awareness of the multiplicity of maritime issues affecting

the regiory which could create bonds that would otherwise not
develop. In this way, the IORNS could commence with a two-tier
approach: one, the creation of an IORNS database - such as a maritime
information exchange directory, naval organisation charts and a
replenishment at sea handbook. The second tier would involve
confidence'building and cooperative measures through improving
transparency and tmst, such as:

t
'
'
'

the establishment of common doctrines to facilitate crossdeck
helicopter operations and fleetwork exercises, and the naval
control of shipping;
the facilitation of personnel contacts;
the planning of ioint SAR and disaster-relief exercises;

the drafting of an agreement to reduce the potential for
tensions during unalerted encounters at sea; and

the sharing of information on fleet programmes,

naval

procurement and retirement programmes.23

22
23

Costs f9r parddpating countries are kept low by the attendance at the sympostum
ganerally of the ddef of eadr navy plus only one staff officer
!his^i$$Uve nay be assd.sled by ongoing developmmts in Africa. For example,
the SAN has plans to extmd its already active involvenrmt in Africa. In l99o the

SAI.J upgraded the Zairian naval faolities. Since then, it has conducted 17
s€parate operations involving African nations, from Gabon on the west coast to
Kmya on the east. Offiss from 11 African crcuntries have attmded courses at the
SAI{ Staff College over the past two years, and several offiqs have crmpleted
athdurmb with SAN ships at sea, induding recent deployments in Antaictica.
For details of these and other plang see Simpson-Andersoir, The South African
Navy as Part of the African Renaissance - Setting the Pace for the Future.
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Fourth, by concentrating on practical issues affecting seagoing
activities, the IORNS could act as a catalyst for wider security
cooperation at the diplomatic and political levels.

Fifth, it would run separately from the IOR-ARC process, but
could well provide an additional element to give diversity and depth
to those arrangements and to create a sense of regional identity and
kinship through a need to discuss corunon problems against a
corunon foe, the sea.

On a less positive note,

it

must be acknowledged that the

WPNS had at the time of its creation ten years ago a number of distinct

advantages over an IORNS today. First, it had the backing of maior
players, particularly the United States. Second, it was a product of a

Cold War environment, 'a much more simple world than we have
today', but where powers were arguably morc likely to commit
resources to reduce tensions.24 Third, the IOR concept is ibelf still
putative, and therefore without baseline rules, unlike the situation in
the Asia-Pacific. Fourth, while the WPNS had its genesis in the notion
that maritime confidence'building measures were important, this was
possible only if Asian countries focused away from internal security
matters. Such matters still dominate the attention of some
governments in the IOR
What will be required to make an IORNS occur? Just as
Australia 'kick-started' the WPNS in 1988, it will take a single power
with initiative to set up the first meeting of the IoRNS. Like the wPNS
and the International Seapower Symposium, membership could
initially be by invitation. In the case of the IO& this would most
practically be extended to all littoral states of the Indian Ocean (24),
thus including those states with navies. Limiting membership to the
current IOR-ARC countries could prove to be divisive initially and
could raise numerous political problems en route. In additiory given
their substantial interests and presence in the region, it would also be
folly to exclude the navies of China, the United States, the United
Kingdom and France.S Once established, the WPNS guidelines on

24
25

Interview, Australlan DeparErmt of Deferrce offidal, 15 fanuary 1998.
For details on the naval F€€lrce of exba-regional powera, see RoyQuudhury,
Martfime Cooperadon ln the Indian Ocean', pp.122-1.
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membership could be adopted;

for instance, that there must

be

consensus from existing members before extending any invitation to

new members and observers. The nation taking this initiative will,
however, have to possess a very powerful political will to get the
process launched, given the likely outcry from some IOR-ARC states
not accustomed to addressing security issues within a multilateral
environment.

CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS
ln the future, shared regional interests will be founded on

a

corrunon understanding and appreciation of democracy, human rights,

the rule of law, martet economics, and of stability and peace as
prerequisites for growth and development. The achievement of these

conditions demands cooperative (rather than collective) securip
endeavours; for example by enhancing and supporting democratic
efforts through the promotion of appropriate roles for armed forces
and by providing security against corrunon threats and vulnerabilities.
As Sir Peter Marshall has sagaciously argued:

The security dimension is as important to the pursuit of
economic prosperity as economic factors are to the pursuit of
security. |ust as the world economy is a great deal more than
the exchange of goods and services across frontiers, so world
security consists of much more than the avoidance of armed
clashes between countries.l

In the Indian Ocean rim, a number of key problems exist with
both the nature of the initiative itself and, related to this, the possibility
of addressing security issues within current institutional stsuctures. As
Swaran Singh has observed:

'

Cooperation in security and military affairs requires a degree
of convergence in the world view of the countries concerned.
Such convergenc€ does not as yet exist in the IOR. What we
have is the absence of common and shared threat perceptions
and vast variations in priorities, and a stake in common
interests is yet to evolve in spite of the fact that socio+conomic
imperatives point to a range of common interests.2

For some there is a grave danger that the embryonic process of
IOR trade facilitation and economic cooperation might be aborted if
security issues are brought within the domain of the first-trdck IORARC process. Ironically, it may be convincingly argued that, despite

zI

U"of,"4 PositiuDiplonucy,p.Si.
Private conespondencc, December 1997.
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earnest attempts to keep military-security issues off the IOR agenda,
through inter-IOR state defence sales and mooted ioint proctrrements,
defence and security concerns are already intrinsically Part and parcel

of regional interaction, and as such will have to be dedt with. In
addition, with the seemingly inevitable inclusion of Pakistan in the
IOR-ARC (without which IOR trade cooperation will be less
meaningful), security issues will invariably apPear on the association's
agenda, given the tensions that exist between New Delhi and
Islarnabad.

Also, at this stage the second-track process - which if adroitly
handled and well funded rnay be a non-contentious means of handling
IOR+pecific security issues - has stumbled, due to a lack of political
will and economic wherewithal. Moreover, as the CSCAP process and
ongoing bilateral secpnd-track processes between India and Pakistan
illustrate, questions also exist about the efficacy of this nongovernmental dialogue. It rnay be worthwhile, however, to utilise a
tailored'oneand-a-half track approach to set up an IORNS, at least
initially using a second-track institutiort to bring first-track naval
personnel together so as to avoid potential political pitfalls.

Common interests do, however, exist in the maritinp r€alm.
Against a backdrop of the increasing importancn of maritime issues in
developing countries, especially with the imposition of the Law of the
Sea, there is a need to irspire greater coordination and cooperation
around the oceans. The inculcation of a sense of regional trust and
community demands a greater willingness to involve the rcgion in
naval rnatters. As comparatively benign instnrments of state, navies
which cooperate on shared maritime conc€rns could significantly
enhance and improve regional confidence, and in themselves act as a
confi dencebuilding measure.

to

The sinews of naval cooperation nray prove to be most suited
pushing forward security issues without eroding the ecpnomic

thrust of the IOR-ARC. lndeed, in this way, too, they rnay prove, if
handled correctly, to operate as a catalyst for wider cooperation and
meaningful diplomatic and security interaction. Here the benign
format of the WPNS may prove to be the most appropriate forum for
addressing such issues. An IORNS would thus be deliberately
divorced from the IOR-ARC process.
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In such initiatives, much responsibility will rest on the
shoulders of South Africa, India and Australia as marking the corc
triangle of the IOR If the IOR fails to progress from being iust a means
of keeping relations with India wann or, alternatively, a useful way of
excluding political rivals, it will be little more than a meaningless talkshop based on a nebulous geographic notion. Giving the IOR
substance will, however, inevitably have to involve addressing the
thomy issue of security interests and cooperation.
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